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STRENGTH OF SHIPS SAILING IN ICE 

Yu. N. Popov, 0. V. Faddeyev, 
D. Ye. Kheysin, A. A. Yakovler 

Sudostroyeniye Publishing House 
Leni ngrad, 1967 

Author's Foreword 

Intensive construction of ships able to sail in ice and of ice- 
breakers, as well as a systematic study of the ice qualities of ships 
sailing in ice, was begun in  the Soviet Union in the 1930*8 in connec- 
tion with the Bastery of the Northern Sea Route and the expansion in 
the volume of shipping i:i  frozen seas. 

In 1933-1934, work was carried out under the leadership of A. K. 
Osmolovskiy [35] in which an atteapt was made to evaluate the magnitude 
of ice stresses which damaged cargo ships in the Gulf of Finland. The 
evaluation was based on  analysis of the ice damage. A simplified theory 
of the elastic-plsstic bending of beams was used to determine the mag- 
nitude of the ice loads. However, this work did not relate the magni- 
tude of the internal stresses to the physical and mechanical charac- 
teristics of ice, so results could not be used to study other frozen 
basins. Moreover, this method could not be used to determine the ice 
loads on icebreakers, which have a high safety factor. 

Attempts to experimentally establish the nature and magnitude qf 
ice loads by investigating strain on the hull joints in the icebreak- 
ing steamship Sadke were also a part of the prewar period. Experimental 
work was continued with the icebreaker Yermak and the icebreaking 
steamship Sibiryakov in 1935« Gugenberger strain gages, slide deflecto- 
meters, Geiger strain micrographs, and similar instruments were used to 
take the measurements. As tests proceaded, it became evident that none 
of these instruments were suitable for investigating dynamic ice pres- 
sures under natural conditions. Therefore, during the expedition aboard 
the icebreaker Yermak in 1936, a contact deflectometer, which made re- 
mote synchronous recording of deformations at various points on the hull 
possible, was used. Investigation of the ice strength of the icebreaker 
Krasin and of the icebreaking steamship Sadke was made during this same 
year. These tests established the dynamic, local nature of ice loads 
and approximate ice load magnitudes for various ships.* 

* A. K. Osmolovskiy, P. V. Yakovskiy, V. V. Davydov, G. 0. Täubin, 
L. M. Nogid, and others took part in the experiments. 
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Conventional Measurwwnt« of the Ice Qualities of Ships, by Yu. 

A. Shiaanskiy [53], published in 1938, was the first scientific work to 
make note of the improved aethod of making a comparative evaluation of 
the strength of ships, taking into consideration their operational ex- 
periences. For a long time this work served as the only guide for de- 
signers. 

However, rational designing of icebreakers and ships which sail 
in the ice makes it necessary to know not only the relative(conditional) 
values, but also the true values of ice loads. A. I. Maslov devoted 
his work [32] to this problem. He was the first to consider the 
strength of the ice as one of the factors determining the magnitude of 
ice loads which act on a ship's hull. 

V. V. Oavydov [12, 133 investigated the process involved when a 
ship hits the ice, and proceeded from the general solution for eccen- 
tric impact from theoretical mechanics, taking into consideration the 
yielding of the side and the elastic strain of ice compression. How- 

ever, V. V. Davydov did not consider such very important factors as 

crumpling of the ice edge, iti deflection by the sloping side of the 
ship, and the effect of the adjoining water masses. 

N. A. Zabotkin devoted his work [19] to investigating the dynamics 
of an icebreaker's movements when breaking ice by gaining momentum and 
hitting the ice. 

In the early 19^0's, V. I. Neganovyy, L. M. Nogid, and A. S. 
Fisher conducted important experimental and theoretical research on the 
process involved in breaking the ice cover and in the nature of the 
interaction between the icebreaker's hull and the ice. A little later, 
Yu. A. Shimanskiy and L. M. Nogid developed the basis of a theory for 
modeling ships' movements in ice. 

I. V. Vinogradov's monograph [10], published in 1946, presents an 
analysis of icebreaker operations in ice and discusses the influence 
of a ship's basic elements on its ice qualities.  In addition, inter- 
esting factual material concerning the design and construction of the 
hulls of cargo ships for ice use and of icebreaker hulls is assembled 
and generalized. 

In 1954-1957, Yu. I. Voskresenskiy and A. Ya. Sukhorukov (under 
the direction of Yu. A. Shimanskiy) developed, and made more precise, 
the "conventional gage" method. Specifically, instead of the previously 
considered strip bending, the solution for a plate resting on a flex- 
ible foundation was used. At the same time, a determination of the re- 
duced kinetic energy was made on a basis of the results of Yu. N. Popov's 
work [38]. He considered the spatial problem of the eccentric impact of 
two bodies (ship and ice), taking into consideration the adjoining water 
masses. Yu. I. Voskresenskiy investigated the behavior of hull struc- 
tures in the plastic zone to evaluate the magnitude of real ice loads by 
measuring non-elastic strain. 
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N. F. Yershov [171 investigated the strength of the external plat- 
ing in the elastic-plastic zone for ships sailing in the ice.  In his 
consideration of ice coapression for cargo ships, N. F. Yershov assuaed 
that the ice cover was broken by shear stresses, and that cracks per- 
pendicular to the side, are foraed after which strips of ice break off. 

N. K. Tarshis also made a theoretical determination of ice loads. 
He considered the process of eccentric impact of a ship against the ice 
and took the carrying capacity of the ice cover into consideration in 
his analysis of ice compression. 

In 1959, L. N. Nogid's work [33]i devoted to the determination of 
impact loads on a ship's hull when it contacts ice, was published. 
The author solved this problem by the energy method, taking into consid- 
eration the crumpling of the edge and buckling of the ice. L. N. Nogin 
took the indeterminacy of the solution, connected with the impossibility 
of making a strict selection of ice floe configuration and of the 
physical and mechanical properties of the ice, into consideration and 
introduced a correction factor in the final formulas used for the cal- 
culations. A shortcoming conmon to the work done by M. K. Tarshish 
and L. M. Nogid is that the ice edge crumples throughout its thickness, 
and this is not so under natural conditions. 

The use of electrical resistance strain gages, which make possible 
synchronous recordings of readings of sensors installed at several 
points, must be considered a new stage in experimental research on the 
strength of hulls under ice conditions. Tests such as these were made 
aboard the diesel-electric ships Lena (1936), Baykal (1957), Dneproges 
(1958), Penzhina (1963), the motorsKTps Bobruyskles (1964), Ivan Moskvin 
(1965), and the new icebreakers (1965-1966). Valuable data on the magni- 
tude and nature of the application of dynamic ice loads were obtained 
from these tests. 

The works of N, M. Shchapov [55], B. V. Zylev [20], K. N. Korzhavin 
[22, 23], and I. P. Butyagin [7], devoted to the study of the action of 
ice on hydraulic engineering structures, as well as the works of S. S. 
Golushkevich and P. A. Kuznetsov [27], which present the results of the 
investigation of the physical and mechanical properties of ice, and 
the strength characteristics of the ice cover, are of definite interest. 

Scientific-research papers devoted to questions of the ice strength 
of cargo ships and icebreakers are rarely published abroad. The article 
by Simpson [58]« which considers the selection of the bow lines for Wind 
class icebreakers can be included among known foreign papers. Jansson's 
paper [56] studied the physical and mechanical properties of ice, de- 
fined the forces which act on an icebreaker when it is breaking ice, 
and investigated how the ice cover is broken. This paper also considered 
questions concerned with overall and local strength of icebreakers. The 
paper by Milano [37], which appeared in 1962, is devoted to an investi- 
gation of the process of breaking ice with an icebreaker.  It is of 
interest only from the standpoint of its use of experimental data on the 
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strength characteristics of ice and of eapirical coefficients obtained 
from operational experience of American icebreakers. 

This book, which is devoted to the ice strength of ships, takes 
the basic positions developed by the above-mentioned Soviet researchers 
into consideration. Widely used as well are the results of recent re- 
search, experimental work, and the voluminous factual material from the 
operational experience of cargo ships and icebreakers. 

The book has two sections. The first section presents a method for 
determining ice loads acting on the hull of a ship sailing in ice. 
Determining the magnitudes of the ice loads is an extremely complex 
problem in view of the diversity of ice conditions.  Therefore, a method 
for computing ice loads is taken which, while reflecting the physical 
sense of the phenomenon considered as a whole, allows the basic factors 
which stipulate it to be calculated. The proposed method is universal 
in the sense that it is used for merchant ships for any purpose and  any 
ice class. 

The second section presents the basis for, and choice of, calcula- 
tion systems for determining internal stresses and strains arising in 
hull structures under the influence of ice loads, and makes recommenda- 
tions for the rational designing of these structures. 

The book, while calling the reader's attention to these questions, 
does not pretend to be an exhaustive treatment of all questions con- 
cerned with the ice strength of ships. Many of these questions need 
further development and clarification.  The authors set themselves the 
modest task of helping designers more soundly approach the selection 
of calculated ice pressures and the determination of the strength di- 
mensions of hull structures for ships sailing in ice. 

We ask that remarks and comments concerning the book be sent to 
the following address: Leningrad, D-65, ul. Gogolya, 8, "Sudostroyeniye" 
Publishing House. 
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SECTION ONE 

BETERMINING ICE LOADS WHICH ACT ON A SHIP'S HULL 

CHAPTER I 

KAVIGATIONAL CONDITIONS AND AN ANALYSIS OF INTERACTICN 

BETVSEN A SHIP'S HULL AND THE ICE 

1. Claasification of Sea Ice and Ita Physical and Mechanical 
Properties. 

Ice conditions in the Arctic and other frozen seas are unstable 
because of the large variety of ices caused by such natural factors as 
wind, current, ice-freezing and-thawing temperature conditions, etc. 

In the present classification system, sea ice is categorized ac- 
cording to age, formation, susceptibility to erosion, mobility and floe 
size.  In addition, drift (mobile) ice, is categorized according to com- 
pactness. 

The age classifications of ice are:  new ice (candle ice, frazil, 
grease ice); black ice (pancake ice, glass ice); gray ice; white ice; 
one-year ice;  young polar ice and old ice (Arctic pack), more than two 
years old which is characteristic of high Arctic latitudes. 

Ice cover is subdivided by formation into level ice, rafted ice 
and hummocked ice. The degree of hummocking is rated on a five-point 
scale according to the area covered by hummocks relative to the entire 
visible area. 

Ice erosion is characterized by external indications of thawing 
such as puddles on the ice, thawing, holes in the ice, lakes, etc.  Ice 
erosion is rated on a ffve-point scale. 

Sea ice is divided according to mobility into fast ice, the basic 
form of which is shore ice — a compact ice cover connected to the shore 
and drift ice which moves as a result of wind and current action. Shore 
ice can extend up to several hundred kilometers. 

Drift ice is subdivided into two basic groups according to size — 
ice fields and open pack ice which are formed as a result of the erosion 
of shore ice and subsequent breaking up of the ice, accretion of ice and 
freezing of small floes. 

The condition of drift ice is defined, aside from erosion, according 



to compactness which is rated according to the ration of the floe area 
to the visible sector area (compactness is rated on a ten-point scale); 
and by compression which results from ice motion caused by wind and cur- 
rent. The degree of compression is rated on a three-point scale. 

From what has been said, it follows that an extremely wide variety 
of ice conditions, difficult to breakdown into strict classifications, 
can be encountered on shipping lanes.  Therefore, when determining ice 
loads which act on a ship's hull, basic factors which substantially in- 
fluence the magnitude of these loads should be taken into consideration. 
These include, first of all, the ice thickness and strength as well as 
floe size. 

Ice is a hard crystalline substance having a number of specific 
properties.  The elastic and plastic properties of ice develop in various 
ways depending on age, presence of snow cover, duration of load appli- 
cation, state of stress, temperature, texture and chemical composition. 
Its physical and mechanical characteristics also change correspondingly. 

The duration of load application exerts a substantial influence on 
ice behavior.  Therefore, when studying the physical and mechanical pro- 
perties of ice, the more characteristic forms of loads which occur when 
there is interaction between a ship's hull and ice should be considered 
at length.  These should include impact loads acting on the hull when 
a ship is moving in ice and static loads when a ship is under ice com- 
pression. 

When there is dynamic interaction between a ship's hull and ice, 
the latter behaves as a completely elastic, solid body [4, 29, 37J. 
Natural ice cover is a polycrystalline body and in directions parallel 
to its freezing surface, can be considered as Isotropie.  Some change in 
physical and mechanical characteristics resulting from a temperature 
drop and change in relationship between the crystal and liquid (brine) 
phases, is usually observed throughout the thickness.  With this type 
of anisotropy, the ice cover can be considered aa an Isotropie plate 
[26], the elastic characteristics of which are described by some average 
modulus of normal elasticity E and Poisson's ratio p,. 

The most widespread methods for determining these characteristics 
at the present time are acoustic and seismic methods, as well as tests 
on small ice samples [4, 29].  The most reliable method is to determine 
the modulus of normal elasticity E by the magnitude of the resonant 
(critical) frequency of flexular waves propagated in the ice cover. 

Calculations obtained by using data from these measurements have 
shown that the modulus of elasticity of sold Arctic, salty ice, changes 
with the range 

E = ( 2 to 5) x lO-'t/m2. 

The magnitude of the modulus of elasticity determined in auch a 
way, provides its average value for a large area.  Heterogeneities in the 
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ice cover do not affect the magnitude E since their dimensions are practi- 
cally incommensurable with the critical wavelength which reaches 100 to 
200 m. Proceeding further from these considerations, an average value 
for the modulus of elasticity B s 3*10 t/m is assumed for dynamic con- 
ditions for solid, Arctic, salty ice. For fresh ^ce, the design value of 
the modulus should be increased to E = 5« 10 t/m . 

The magnitude of the modulus of shearing G, is also unstable| how- 
ever, the ratio E/G remains practically constant in the majority of cases 
(E/G «J 2.6). Therefore, an average value of Poisson's ratio for ice (i = 
= 0.34 can be obtained. 

Mien there is prolonged load application, for example during ice 
compression, the plastic properties of ice appear.  In this case, the 
relationship between the strain velocity and the magnitude of stress may 
be nonlinear. According to K. F. Voytkovskiy's data [11], a quadratic 
relationship exists between the established velocity of deflection of 
ice beams and the magnitude of a design load. Deflection of floating ice 
slabs is relatively well-described by a linear model, viscous elastic body 
[50].  In this case, the modulus of constant resistance should be taken 
as a computed value. As some academic calculaxions and experimental data 
show, the magnitude of this modulus is approximately eight to nine times 
smaller than the dynamic modulus.  In the future, when there is prolonged 
load action, E = 4 x 10 t/m will be taken as the computed value of the 
modulus of elasticity for sea ice. 

The maximum value for loads acting on a ship's hull in ice cannot 
exceed the magnitude of stresses which break ice covers. Therefore, when 
determining ice loads, it is necessary to know the magnitudes of the ice's 
ultimate local crushing (breaking) strength a , bending strength a    and 
shearing strength T , 

According to K. N. Korzhavin's data [22], the magnitude of the 
ultimate local crushing strength of ice is a = (2.5 to 2.7) c   , where 
a    is the ultimate strength of ice against uniaxial compression, de- 
termined on samples. 

With static loading (ice compression), a magnitude of 0 within0 
the range a   = 50 to 100 t/m can be assumed, then a = 125 to 270 t/m". 

„ When there is static load action, it is recommended that a = 200 
t/m be assumed as an average value for the ultimate crushing strength 
of ice for ice-strengthened classes of cargo ships.  This corresponds to 
average strength Arctic ices. For icebreakers, a value near to the upper 
limit is assumed as the design value: a = 250 t/n .  This corresponds 
to solid Arctic fresh ice and shore ice. 

When there is dynamic load action, the magnitude of ice crushing 
stresses is considerably greater than the static value, reaching 800 to 
1000 t/m and greater.  In essence, pressure in the contact zone between 



a ship's hull and ice cannot be Identified with the ultimate cru.shing 
strength of ice a .  In this case, an effective value for a , depending 
primarily on the velocity of the collision, should be introduced. 

A method for determining the magnitude of contact stressfis when a 
ship strikes ice is described in detail below (see number 6).  In order 
to calculate thes^ stresses, the design values for ac. which can ^e assumed 
as 500 to 600 t/m for icebreakers and 300 to 400 t/m for ice qargo ships, 
must be known. We note that values for O    greater than 600 t^m comprise 
less than 5% of the total number of feasible measurements for the- crushing 
strength of Arctic seas [37]* 

According to experimental data, the magnitude of tliu ultimate bending 
strength of ice a depends only slightly on the period of Ua! application 
[21, 23].  However, the magnitude of a changes within a wide range as a 
result of the salinity of ice and its temperature.  Thus, according to 
B. P. Vevberg's da' \ [91, o  = (44 to 162) t/m for fresh ice. 

b 

The bending strength of Arctic,salty ice is considorably IO.JS and 
varies in range from 30 to 120 t/m . 

V. I. Kashtelyan [21] notes that the reason for such wide .itiation 
in the magnitude of a  is evidently, not only that there are differences 
in ice properties but also differences in experimental methods.  Tn this 
work, near maximum values for a are assumed as design values: J    . 100 
t/m"  for salty ice and a = 125 t/m for fresh ice.  These valuet for 
a are assumed as design values in the case of a ship's striking ice as 
well as a ship under ice compression. 

The ultimate shearing strength of ice is considerably less than its 
ultimate bending and crushing strengths. According to data of K. N. 
Korzhavin [22], this magnitude does not exceed t     = 60 t/m for fresh 
ice.  The magnitude of T  is considerably less for salty,sea ice and in the 
future, will be assumed as 30 t/m . 

The strength of ice depends on its composition, temperature, age, 
porosity, etc., and changes within a rather wide range.  Under natural 
conditions, sectors of ice with great strength exist side by side with 
sectors having extremely little strength.  In the future, a near maximum 
value of ice strength will be assumed for calculations.  AccorcHuijly, 
the de^.'.ity of fresh ice is assumed as V a pg = 0.91 to 0.92 t/m , and 
the density of salty ice in wintertime, Y =0.87 to 0.90 t/m [37.1. Vor 
Arctic,salty ice in the summertime, Y = O.85 to 0.87 t/m . 

In conclusion, we shall present some data concernirg the coefficient 
of friction of ice against steel. 

According to V. I. Arnol'd-Alyab'yev's data [1], the coefficient 
of static friction of ice against smooth steel varies within the range 
f    = 0.15 to 0.20 and the coefficient of kinetic friction f  . 0.10 to 
0.15.  The coefficinnt of static friction depends on the magnitude of the 
load. When the specific pressure increases to 1.3 t/m , this coefficient 
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becoaes equal to the coefficient of kinetic friction and doea not vary 
with any subsequent load increase«. The coefficient of friction depends 
substantially on the condition of the ship's plating: it increases to 

f~  ■ 0.35 to 0.40 for painted steel.  Inasauch as side plating in the ef- 
fective waterline area is practically always glazed with ice and pressure 
is greater than 1.3 t/m as a rule, we shall assuae/ = 0.15 as the value 
of the coefficient of friction in the future. 

Table 1 presents the values of physical and mechanical characteris- 
tioa of ice which will be aasumed as initial design magnitudes in future 
discussion of the material. 

Table 1 

Physics il and mechanical characteristics of  ice. 

iBiubi 
XipaKiep 

^   npHJIOXCHH« 
Harpysn 

3        XapaKicpacniKK MM 

ml** 5m;;. 
6   > 

7V mfu* 1* 

COMBHA 
CxaTHe BO Jiuax 

9 
410« 125-270 90-100 -30 0.34 

gapraie- 
CKMA VAap o JiMHay 3-10» 350-600 90-100 — 0.34 

11 

npCCHUA 

CXITMBOMJUX 6-10» '.— 120-130 -  60 0.34 

13 
yjikp o jiMHHy 5-10» — 120-130 — 0.34 

1-types of ice;  2-nature of load application^  3-'-ce characte 
tics;  4-E t/m ; 5-a   , tm ;  ^-O . t/m ; 7-"*   , t/m ; 8-Arct 
salty;  9-compressed in ice; 

12-compressed in ice;  13-iinpact against floe. 
10-impact against floe;  ll-fresh; 

2.  Sailing Conditions for Ships in Ice. 

Characteristic sailing conditions for ships in ice are: 

continuous movement in compact, ice; 
breaking ice by charging; 
movement in a lane behind an icebreaker; 
movement in drift ice; 
compressed in ice. 

Continuous movement in compact ice. This is a characteristic con- 
dition for icebreakers and partially, for ships active in sailing in ice. 
The stability of continuous movement for each specific ship depends on 
the thickness and strength of the ice cover.  During continuous movement, 
the ship's hull contacts the ice and due to the icebreaker form of bow 
lines, crushes the ice by bending which results from vertical stresses. 
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Absence of ice damages to ships' hulls during continuous rn<r.enn.Mit vu com- 
pact ice,testifies to the fact that the ice loads are nülaii  i  s.nall and 

cannot be used as design loads when designing hull strurtures 

Breaking ice by charging.  Breaking ice by charginp i> ;■ rhir,act eris- 

tic operating condition for an icebreaker when it is unable to [ji; through 
the ice with continuous movement.  The greatest ice 1O,H'    . i »i !, .m 

icebreaker which has hit the ice does not fracture it and u;il.  >. ,il 
crushing of the edge of the ice field occurs.  With aH o '•• :    'iticns 

equal, the magnitude of ice loads will depend on the spc i  " • !••■  . e- 
breaker at the moment it hits the ice. 

Movemeru in a lane behind an icebreaker«  This i.-,  ■■■ : ;-iic 
conditions for ships being led by an icebreaker.  In rh,  ;;■   . ■ i. the 
ship's hull is subjected to impacts against broken-ofi pi-. >. - >:   i,u floes 
which fill the lane as well as against the sides of the Ui.'r. =■■■  the lat- 
ter case, ice stresst-s will be great.  This is confirnLii > suf- 

fered bv ships in contact with the edge of an unbrokeii i~'    '■.]•. 

Ship's movement in drift ice»  This sailing con.uii.-i •   Paracteris- 

tic for icebreakers and all categories of ice ships.  Whon s-iip; are sailing 
in large fields of drift ice, ice loads will be similar • •       hit I; oc- 
cur when a ship hits an ice field.  Sailing in open pacK ice ■ ;•: i '.ompanied 

by periodic impacts of the hull against individual f ICK-?   :   i. i itude 
of ice loads, in this case, will depend on the floe size, the ic (.hickness 

and strength and the ship's speed. 

Ship under ice compression.  A ship can undergo ice coinpression during 

which the midsection of a ship having a relatively small f, lop" to its side 

or a vertical side, experiences considerable pressure fi om the ice.  Ice- 
breakers and ice cargo ships may be subjected to compression,   lie intensity 

of compressive stresses depends on the slope of the ship's s i i ■. a.s well 

as on the thickness and strength characteristics of the i". 

Thus, when calculating design ice loads which act on a hull, the 

following cases of interaction between a ship and ice which are characteris- 
tic for all ships sailing in ice, should be considered: 

ship striking an individual ice floe; 
ship striking the edge of in ice field (impact when breaking ice 

by charging and contact with edge of lane); 
ship under ice compression. 

The magnitude of ice loads in each of the cases conaiderod will 

depend on the ship's speed, displacement and hull lines ottH ihe physical 

and mechanical characteristics of the ice.  Moreover, the ice load oc- 

curing as a result of a ship's striking ice,should be used as the design 

load for the bow and stern and the load resulting from i«-> compression 
on a ship, should be used for the midsection. 
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3* Interact ion betwn a Ship*« Hull and the Ice. 

Considerable streaaea causing straining and failure of ice, can occur 
in the contact zone between a ship's side and ice. The magnitude of theae 
stresses variea substantially for dynaaic and static conditions. The inter, 
action between a ship'a hull and ice ia inveatigated in thia work on the 
basis of the general theory of tangency of two aolid bodies [25]. The 
surface hardness of ice is considerably less than the surface hardness of 
steel. Therefore, the shell plating can be considered to be a saooth, 
absolutely rigid surface when it contacts ice. The surface of the ice's 
edge is usually uneven. These irregularities can be broken down into 
three groups according to aize. 

Snail projections of a floe'a edge, on the order of several hundred 
centimeters high, cone into contact with the ship's side first. Thus, 
at first, the ship's side cones into contact with the ice in separate sec- 
tors. The total area of these sectors, the so-called contour area F , ia 
considerably smaller than area F which is defined as the locus of all of 
the possible contact spots. The average pressure on the side P  is con- 
siderably less than the contour pressure p and in this case, cannot be 
considered as the design pressure for external shell plates. 

In the second stage, relatively large irregularities on the order 
of one to two frane spacings, cone into contact.  In this case, the edge 
crunples over the entire contact area, i.e., F = F and the average pres- 
sure equals the contour pressure and is the design pressure for the shell 
plating. 

In the third stage, after all of the irregularities of the edge 
have been crushed, the area of the contact zone depends primarily on the 
general outline of the ice's edge in the plane and the shape of the ship's 
waterline in the contact area. The total contact stresses proportional 
to this area are the design stresses for the side franing, transverse bulk- 
heads, decks and platforms.  These stresses, besides causing local failure 
of the edge, induce a general strain in the ice cover. The ice can also 
fail fron bending or shearing or by the ice plate losing its stability 
before the contact pressure reaches its maximum. 

Thus, either the value of the stresses which fracture ice covers 
or an individual floe, or the maximum contact pressure value, if general 
failure of the ice does not occur, should be assumed as design ice loads. 

When analyzing the process of a collision of a ship with ice, one 
can proceed from the proposition concerning the equality of contact pres- 
sures to the local ultimate crushing strength of ice as the majority of 
researchers, and specifically L. M. Nogid [33]« do. An effective value 
for a , depending primarily on the speed of collision, should be assumed 
for high speeds of interaction.  When there is short-term interaction be- 
tween a ship and ice, tie  magnitude of the ultimate crushing strength of 
the ice is not maximum and can be considerably exceeded [13]. 
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As is knovn, if a solid body penetrates a crystal! .n- aulstMici upon 
impact, movement will continue until the contact pressure p c^^(r•'!s rhe 
ultimate pressure p , necessary to fracture that substance 

p^ Pb = kp€f, 

where p is compactness; 
€, i? specific failure energy; 
k is a numeral coefficient, depending on the physi' ■'.    ,;• banical 

characteristics oi the failing substance. 

The penetrating body stops when p = p .  The may;iiui     .', .an be 
assumed 10 equal the local ultimate crushing strenytl: cji tr,-  •■ '  in the 
first approxirri.-!t ion. 

Jhe magnitude of specific failure energy can bt v,r      <■  •;.  form 
€_ = a" '2  where a  is the critical penetration spe^d.  . c - •■ j -i'l^ly, f cr cr . . 
fracturing  will  have  already ceased before  the  body  COT,V-■   io <<  ■■ .  rpleLe 
stop,  at   tlif  nion>ctit when the penetration speed becomes equrd   '.■'   ir ■ criti- 
cal  penetration speed =v^ a 

er  ^ kp 

A mcving boily with mass M maintains a certain moriR'iirUIü '■':-       before 
coming to <i stop.  This will be transmitted to the ice in the forn; of elas- 
tic strains.  Thus, an impact with penetration cannot be considered as a 
completely plastic impact.  The last phase of the impact it always the 
elastic phase.  Therefore, the coefficient of restitution masi differ from 
zero somewhat.  When there is an elastic impact, pressure in (he -ontact 
zone is detormined by the formula 

p = 0SaC, '3-1) 

where D is the ice compactness; 
S is the peed of sound in the ice; 
£ is the speed of surface displacement (side of the ship) in the 

zone of contact with the ice. 

At the initial moment of the elastic phase of the impact 

a = pS a , 
c    s cr 

from which, considering that S =   / E , 
8   V 9 

G 
C 

k = 

where E is the modulus of normal ice elasticity. 
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Giriag heed to all of the aforesaid, the contact pressure magnitude 
can be found fro« a physically tenable collision nodel. Actual observe, 
tions show that the ispact of a ship against the ice's edge causes crushing 
to a considerable depth (up to several tens of centiaeters) and fractured 
ice presses up to the surface in the form of finely broken crumbs. 

The pressing-up of the broken ice in the contact zone, makes it 
possible to assume that some interstitial layer of finite thickness, formed 
between the absolutely rigid compactness of the side and the unfractured 
mass of crystalline ice, exists. Three sequentially disposed zones can 
be isolated by analyzing the structure of this layer. 

In solid bodies, failure is associated with the formation of discon- 
tinuity surfaces along one side of which the material is still an elastic 
solid body and along the other side, it can be considered as a viscous 
fluid. A similar situation evidently takes place when a ship hits the 
ice. A discontinuity surface moves in front of the compactness of the 
side of the ship, penetrating the ice. All other conditions being equal, 
(mass of the impacting body, its speed, etc.), the distance between these 
surfaces depends on the physical and mechanical properties of the ice. 
The thickness of the transition zone is small [29].  Therefore, in the 
future, it '.an be considered as a two-dimensional bounding surface. Elas- 
tic compression can be disregarded in the plastic phase of impact; then, 
particles disposed on the bounding surface will not move along the normal 
to the surface. As a second boundary condition, the tangential speed com- 
ponent can be assumed to equal zero. 

A zone filled with fractured and melted ice crystals follows this 
surface and can be interpreted as a viscous fluid layer.  The thickness 
of this layer e must be sufficiently large for the fractured material to 
press up to the sides.  The magnitude of the coefficient of internal fric- 
tion T] in the layer, depends on the ice composition, structure and tempera- 
ture. This coefficient can be considered as a physical and mechanical 
constant, subject to experimental determination. 

Complex friction processes develop in the layer directly adjoining 
the side of the ship. The structure of this layer depends on the direc- 
tion of impact. When there is a central impact, friction between the side 
and the broken layer can be considered "dry." When there is a glancing 
impact, the boundary layer is in a melted state, primarily because the 
work of the driving forces overcoming the friction is converted to heat 
(self-lubrication of ice, see [48]). This layer can also be considered 
as a two-dimensional bounding surface on which the normal velocity com- 
ponent of(the ice particles will equal the velocity of displacement of 
the side Q  in the direction of the normal, regardless of the presence or 
absence of frictional forces.  The second boundary condition will be 
different for glancing and central impacts. With a glancing impact and 
formation of a fluid layer, the coefficient of friction is small (/ = 
s 0.03 to 0.06, [5]).  In this case, it can be assumed that ice particles 
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f 

will not adhar» to tho aurfaco of tha aida and conaaquantly, ahaar atraaa 
will equAl zero. 

When there ia a central iapact without eliding, a fluid layer does 
not for«. Thia providea baaia for aaauaing the tangential speed coaponent 
equal to zero. 

The process of praaaing out the fractured ice can be aatheaatically 
described by considering the aoveaent of the interstitial viscous layer, 
taking into account the above-eatabliahed conditions on bounding surfaces. 
For this, the problea of convergence of two surfaces with expulsion of a 
thin layer of viscous fluid froa the apace between thea, one of the sur- 
faces being a discontinuity surface, ahould be aolved. At each considered 
■oasnt of time, the velocity of their convergence mat be assumed to be 
constant and equal to £. 

Reynolds has already obtained the solution to an analogous problea. 
For simplicity, we shall alao consider a two dimensional problem, i.e., 
we shall assume that motion occura only in a plane normal to the surface 
of the aide at the point of iapact (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. Formation of interstitial layer when a ship's side 
contacts ice. a-ahip'a side; b-ice (remainder as is). 

In the first approximation, the thickness of the interstitial layer 
e may be considered as being independent of coordinate x. Motion of the 
particles in this layer is symmetric relative to axis Oy, and in view of 
the small thickness of the layer, ia basically directed along axis Ox,!., e., 
v »v . In this case, Reynold's generalized equation for a thin layer 
can be used [44]: 
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dvx          1      .    dt 
by*      '    T\            öx 11 

dp   a     0 
öy 

and the discontinuity equation 

öv            5v 
_JL   +    ,   Y = 0. 
S^T      ay 

OJ , (3.2) 
av 

Here, U)  is the average acceleration throughout the thickness 
of the layer, 

e 
If. öv        öv  x  . 

0)  = r"   ( v  x + v  y ) dy. 
av   € J    x 5—    y 5—'- 

0 Oy      'Ox 

The solution of these equations for conditions corresponding to the 
adhesion of particles to both bounding surfaces is known [44]. On sur- 
face y=0v =v =0, and on the surface of the ship's side y = e v = 

X  * V X 
= 0 and vy = - £.  This corresponds to an impact against ice without shearing 
strain.  In this case, pressure in the layer will be 

p„±t(£.--/jU.fOM)> (3.3) 

where c is the width of the crushing zone. 

In this expression, the term 0.2 p € ^ takes the quadratic inertial 
terms into consideration and does not depend on viscosity.  When the values 
of e are small, the effect of this term on the final result is small. 
Therefore, it can be assumed 

If the fluid lubricating layer is taken into consideration, Reynold's 
generalized equation should be solved, giving attention to the zero value 
of shear stresses along the bounding surface y = e. Then,pressure in 
the layer 

, = -l..ih + 0.3p.C)X 

x(T-); 

Without considering the quadratic term 
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Coaparing (3*5) with (3.4), wa note that the fluid lubricating layer 
reduce« the contact pressure four tiaes. In general, it can be assumed 

«(*-,), (3.6) 

where k is a nuaerical coefficient determined by experimentation. 

c     c 
Integrating (3.6) along coordinate x in a range from - _ to _ , 

we obtain an expression for the intensity of the linear ice 2    2 
load, set to the unit of contact zone length, 

T* (3.7) 

The width of the crushing zone c depends on the depth to which the 
edge crushes Q  and the shape of the floe crons section (Figure 2).  Inasmuch 
as the second and third stages of impact are being considered, when small 
protrusions are already crushed, the outline of the floe edge can be con- 
sidered to be formed by straight lines.  In a general case, the generating 
line of the floe's lateral face can be vertically inclined at an arbitrary 
angle a. 

Figure 2.  Ship's side crushing the ice's edge, a-ship's side; 
b-ice. 

As follows from Figure 2, 

e«*BN Ccosa 

coiß»ln(« + P) (3.8) 

where ß is the vertical slope of the ship's side. 

Sometimes, crushing can occur throughout the entire thickness of 
the ice's edge h. The maximum depth of crushing in this situation is 
determined by the formula 

max 
lin (« + ß) 

cos Of 
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Observations show that crushing over the entire thickness of the 
ice, practically never occurs. The oagnitude of ange a is usually snail 
and in future calculations will be disregarded. Contact of a ship's side 
over the entire thickness of the ice can take place when there is a glancing 
iapact of the sidsection of a ship having vertical sides against the ice. 
Mewever, such a case of iapact is not computed for this area; therefore, 
in the future, we shall consider crushing of the eige through only part 
of the floe's thickness, not examining the condition £ < £ max. 

Setting value c, determined by (3.8) in expression (3.7)« and 
assuming angle or = 0, we obtain a formula for computing the intensity of 
a linear ice load 

<l = 
«• (3.9) 

6 sin*Pcot*p 

Coefficient k, depending on thickness e and viscosity T| of the in- 
terstitial layer is entered in expression (3.6) and (3.9). The numerical 
values of T\  and e can be determined by actual experiment results.  In doing 
this, it is necessary to measure the average values of these parameters 
for various ice types corresponding to the characteristic ice conditions 
for the given navigation area. Until such experiments are formulated, use 
of the obtained dependencies for estimating contact pressure will have 
a conditional nature. 

Expressions (3.6) and (3*9) are valid when the velocity of inter- 
action^of the ship's side with the ice is greater than the critical speed, 
i.e., £ & a . With lesser velocities, contact pressures equal the ulti- 
mate crushing strength of ice.  The velocity of penetration of the ship's 
side into the edge of the ice cannot exceed v t , where v is the ship's 
forward motion and t  is the cosine of the angle between the normal to 
the side at the point cf impact and the direction of the ship's movement.. 
The value a      is within the range 0.8 to 1.0 m/sec., and the magnitude I 
usually does not exceed 0.2 to 0.3.  Thus, for actual velocity of ships 
in ice, a simplified hypothesis, assuming contact pressures to equal the 
effective value of the ice's ultimate crushing strength, will be used in 
most cases.  (See 1.). 

It should be noted that determination of the design magnitude of 
total contact stresses depends little on the nature of the statements ac- 
cepted concerning the magnitude of contact pressures.  Actually, regardless 
of the impact nature, the total contact stress P is determined from the 
condition 

M ^ Av = Pt, 
red 

where M   -  is the ship's reduced mass; 
' Av  - is the loss of velocity in the direction of impact; 
t   - is collision time. 
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Any hypothesis which reduces to a physically probable collision tine, 
■akes it possible to determine the total stress value P with a sufficient 
degree of accuracy. 

4. Nature of Ice Cover Strains. 

In the process of interaction between a ship's hull and ice, a general 
strain occurs in the ice cover, determined by the magnitude and nature of 
distribution of contact stresses.  If the ice field fails at this time, 
the maximum magnitude of contact stress acting on the hull will nqual the 
force fracturing the ice cover.  If the ice cover does not fail, the magni- 
tude of the contact stress is determined not only by local crushing of the 
edge, but also by bending of the ice. 

The ice cover's state of stress depends on the vertical slope of the 
ship's side 0.  If the ship's side is vertical, contact stresses act in 
the plane of the ice cover.  In this case, the ice plate's plane state of 
stress should be considered.  If the side is inclined, the vertical com- 
ponent of contact stress, P = P sinß, and the horizontal component, P = 
P cos0 , cause unsymmetrical bending of the ice cover (Figure 3)« 

Ice cover is usually considered as a plate resting on a hydreulic- 
type flexible foundation when computing bending of an ice cover.  When 
doing this, the strains and stresses in the ice cover are aetermined by 
applying the theory for bending of thin plates, i.e., the following equa- 
tion is considered 

Dyho + fgw^q + q*, (4.1) 

where D - is the flexural stiffness of the plate; 
og - is the density of water; 

U)(x,y)- is deflection of the plate; 
9(x,y)- is an external load, directed along a normal to the ice surface; 

f*(x,y)- is the effective load caused by axial forces T and T and 
tangential forces S  = S , acting on the middle of the plate's 
surface: 

xy yx 

(4.2) 

Figure 3-  Resolution of contact stresses in vertical an^ 
horizontal components,  a-ship's aide;  b-ice. 
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Vhen detemining flexural atlffiMaa of an ice plate D, raducad valuaa 
of the phyaical and aechanical characteriatica of ice, defined aa integrale, 
according to the thickneaa of the plate h [26, 30], ahould be aaauaed aa 
deaign raluea. For ice in which Poiaate'a ratio n  changes little, the usual 
foraula ia valid 

Eh3 

^  12 (1 - n2) 

where E - is the reduced value of the modulus of elasticity. 

Equation (4.1) is only valid when there are average (moderate) veloci- 
ties of interaction.  If the external load action time ia great, the ice 
plate ahould be considered aa a viscous-elastic plate.  If the load action 
tin» is small, for example during an impact, it is necessary to take the 
inertia of the ice mass and the hydrodynamic water pressure field into 
consideration. 

When there is prolonged external load action, ice manifests its 
plastic properties to a significant degree and deflection of the ice slab 
increases with the passage of time, the velocity ->f the deflection in- 
creases, being a linear function of the magnitude if force P [50]. At the 
same time, the magnitude of ultimate fracturing stress depends little on 
time in actual cases of interaction of a ship's hull and ice. As V. I. 
Kashtelyan [21] showed, the ultimate concentrated,vertical stress applied 
to the edge of a semi-infinite ice plate is determined by the formula 

Pfrac=0-52abh2' (4-3) 

where a    - is the ice's ultimate bending strength; 
n - is the thickness of the ice cover. 

Actually, contact stress is applied for some finite length b along 
the edge of the ice cover. When b^ (5 to 7) h, the total fracturing stress 
is practically independent of the length to which the load is applied. 
In connection with this, ice fracturing stress can be written in the fol- 
lowing form for hull areas where the length of the contact zone between 
the ship and ice is relatively small (areas outside of the parallel mid- 
dle body): 

Pfrac = J" ^db- irac fa 

When there is brief ice load action, when a ship's extremities 
tit the ice for example, calculation of the inertial mass forces of ship 
and ice, as well as the hydrodynamic pressure of the water, become quite 
significant.  In this case, the equation for dynamic bending of a plate 
and the Laplace equation for liquid velocity potential must be solved 
concurrently. Moreover, it is necessary to satisfy consistency of conditions 
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at the surface where ice and water separate and at the bottom of the 
water expanse, and the boundary conditions at the edge of the pje.te. 

The exact solution to this problem for concentrateJ »tieis which de- 
pends arbitrarily on the time, was obtained in work L49J, Blasti-: deflec- 
tion of a plate ia determined by the formula 0) = u»  - «>., where the dynamic 

at   a 
component of UefJectxon >» ->0 for sufficiently long actions ,v!<i v- -> x 
when t-VO.  Thus, when there is dynamic load action, the fl^xutai > ieitling 
of a floatiny iac  plate decreases. 

As actual observations show, the shapes of floes b'-okor' off by a 
hull are practically the same as those occurring when a uemi-lnfinite 
floating plate which is loaded with a concentrated stress, or i ftresa 
on some length of its edge, fails. When a ship travels at low ppepH in 
ice or when there is ice compression, the sizes of broken-off ««gm^nts 
will correspond to the sizes of segments computed by the theory of plas- 
tic bending of a plate on a flexible foundation [see equation [k.\)].  Obser- 
vations show that when a ship is traveling at high speed ana ice loads 
take on a dynamic nature, the size of these segments is aonsiderably re- 
duced.  This gives evidence of a change in the general nature of 7ce cover 
strain. 

Maximum contact stresses during impact will be attained if the ice 
plate does not fail, i.e., when its thickness and strength ai •-» adequate. 
At the same time, deflection of the plate will be small in comparison with 
the crushing of the edge because of the dynamic nature of the load on one 
hand, and the high degree of rigidity of the plate on the other.  Thus, 
when determining the magnitude of design impact loads, erring on the side 
of providing a margin of safety, may not take into consideration the flexural 
yielding of the ice plate by assuming the plate's thickne is to be extremely 
great. 

When there is ice compression on ships with vertical sides and a 
parallel middle body, strain in an ice cover loaded with horizontal fltressen 
should be considered as being distributed along the edge of the fee plate. 
Observations bear this out. A picture of relatively thin ice failing in 
this case,gives witness to the loss of the ice plate's atabiVUy. 

For elastic plates lying on a flexible foundation, Eulei's load for 
a concentrated force is 

^7 PEU . 4.23 -v/.DJ U.V) 

and for a load distributed along a considerable length of the edge, 

9     =Vv^ Ell  » T 
(4.s) 

EU 

where Y     -     is   the ck-nsity  of water; 
D    -     is  floKuial   stiffness of  the  ice plate. 
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For prolonged loads, which include ice coapresaeion loada, the plas- 
tic propertiea of ice ahould be taken into conaideration. Am  indicated 
above, the relationship between atrain velocity and ice stresses is non- 
linear. In this case, the relation P / P  dependa on the effective period 
of the load [51]«  If it is short, the ■agnitude of the critical stress 
P  equals Buler's stress. For prolonged ice load action, the ratio P / 
?_„ decreaaea. Subsequently, we shall allow for the decrease in the aagni- 
tuoe of critical stress by substituting the conditional static values for 
the nodulus of elaaticity E « E   presented in 1., into foraulas (4.4) 
and (4.5) for Euler's loads. 
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CHAPTBR II 

CALCULATING THE M^GNITUEE OF STSESSES OCCURRING WHKN \ 

SHIP STRIKES ICE AND DURING ICE COMPRESSION 

5.  Calculating Monenttui and Reduced Magses When a Ship 
Strikes the Ice. 

To calculate the magnitude of stresses which occur v-Ktu .-. ship 
strikes ice, it is necessary to sake a preliminary calculai i J:. <>  the 
values of the reduced (to the line of impact) masses and vel:-Itie.^ of 
the ship and ice floe.  These values can be determined by so]vino the 
problem of the collision of two .bodies [38], for which we slu^i ~s»ke 
the following assumptions: 

1.  the ship shall be considered as a solid body, synwnetrir re- 
lative to the longitudinal plane and transverse plane of the ship's 
center of gravity.  Coordinate axes Ox ,0 y and O.z whirl  rf- rela- 
tive to the ship and disposed so that their origin coincides with the 
center of gravity 0  (axis Ox points to the bow, axis 0 y t><>iits 
starboard and axis O.z. points upward), will be the principal central 
axes of the shi 

axis 6 z points upward), will be the principa 
lip's inertia (Figure 4)j 

2. the ice floe shall be assumed to be circular and its thickness 
small in comparison with its expanse;  coordinate axes 02X2,  02yo and 

0 z are the principal central axes of inertia relative to the"ice floe. 
The shape of the floe is taken as circular for sake of simplicity in 
computing its apparent masses) 

3. water resistance forces resulting from translation of the 
ship and ice floe during the impact are small in comparison with contact 
stresses.  This is confirmed by results of theoretical research; 

Figure 4.  Diagram of a ship's striking an ice floe. 

4.  translations of the ship and ice floe during the inipi t 
cess are small and only a change in velocities of the ship ml j < 
occur as a result of the collision) 

jro- 
floe 
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5« frictional forc«s do not oxart « aulMitanti«! influence on 
the aegnitude of ice loads end can be diaregarded.  In thia caae, the 
direction of the ■oaantua effect coincidea with the direction of the 
noraal N to the aurface of the colliding bodies} 

6. yielding of the ahip'a aide ia diaregarded and the iapact of 
a ahip againat an ice floe ia conaidered aa an inelastic iapact inaamich 
aa cruahing of the ice occurs during iapact.  In consequence, the coef- 
ficient of restitution « s 0. 

Vith an elaatic-plaatic iapact which is accoapanied not only by 
cruahing of the ice but alao by bending of the floe, the coefficient of 
restitution c alao equala zero during the first half of the iapact when 
the contact stress grows froa zero up to its aaxiaua value — the initial 
value for deteraining ice loads« 

7« before striking against an ice floe or the edge of an ice field, 
the ahip moves forward at a apeed of v in the direction of axis Ox and 
the ice floe ia ianobile. 

Hie following symbols will be used when solving the problem: 

L - length of ahip; 
B - breadth of ahip; 
T - draft of ahip; 
H - height of ship's sidfa; 
6 - block coefficient; 

- coefficient of fineness of waterline; 
- coefficient of fineness of bow section of waterline; 
- slope of ship's aide at impact point; 
- length of bow section of parallel body; 
- mass of ship; 
- mass of ice floe; 
- radius of ice floe; 
- impact momentum; 

- coordinates of impact point on ship; 

- coordinates of impact point on ice floe; 

moments of inertia of ship's mass relative to main central 
axes 01x1, 0^;  0^; 

moments of inertia of ice floe's mass relative to axes 
0x.0v.0z: 
2 V  2y2'  2 2» 

a,  - projections of velocity of ship's center of gravity along 
coordinate axes 0 x , 0 y , 0 z after impact; 

a 

•i 

R 
S 

V 
zi 

v y2' 
Z2 

I 
»1 

I 
zl 

I 
X2 •V 

I 
Z2 

V V 
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V ^ 

V v 
ni 

l2' "^J' 

Xl-yini 

^-Vi 

• projactions of relocitjr of contor of gravity of ice floo 
•long coordinate axea Ox, 0 s after iapact (u2 « 0)j 

- projectiona of angular velocity vector of ahip along coordinate 
« after iapact; 

- angular velocity of ice floe after iapact (p =r =0)| 

- coainea of anglea foraed by a noraal to the aurface of the 
ahip'a aide and axea of coordinates Ox, 0 y , 0 z ; 

- coainea of angles fonwd by a noraal to the aurface of the 
ahip'a aide and aaea of coordinates Ox, 0_y , 02z ; 

-Vi 
•Vi -   are nt eras of iapact ntun for the ship; 

Rn2 - is the 

ij 

sent am of iapact aonentun for the ice floe; 

- are coefficients of reduced masses and nonents of inertia of 
adjoining water nasses. 

Considering the novenent Of each body in the inpact process to be 
forward along with the center of gravity and rotating around the nonentary 
axis passing through the center of gravity and Making use of laws of monen- 
tun and angular monentum, we obtain: 

for the ship 

for the ice flow 

/
Jr.(

1+*a)Pi--^ 

M1+ *.•)*. rf' 
M1+\i)''. "i3* 

(5.1) 

M.d + xio».-/^, (5.2) 

" Considering that the coefficient of restitution C, the characteris- 
tic elaatic properties of colliding bodies, equals zero, we write in 
expanded form a supplementary equation from the condition of equality of 
the noraal (at the point of impact) veleoities of a ship and ice floe at 
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the end of an iapact v.  . > vn  . 
ired   2rea, 

'A + «,«1 + «,■* + {thgt - rtfj /, + (rA - /»A) «I» +      (5.3) 

Solving the systea of equations (5.1)? (5*2), (5*3) jointly and 
keeping in mind that n. = n., an expreesion for iapact ■oaentua can be 
obtained 

S—^ ^-TT« (5.4) C     . .   Mt     C 

«rhere C* - is a coefficient allowing for the ship's reduced mass; 

c'-(-rTir+-rTt+-rT^)+; (5.5) 

C" is a coefficient allowing for the ice floe's reduced mass, 

From equating formula (5.4) with the expression for momentum during 
a central impact 

5 = ^—^ 
M 1+in (5.7) Aft 

obviously, the reduced masses and velocities for an eccentric impact of 
a ship against an ice floe of infinite dimensions are determined in the 
following manner: 

the reduced velocity of the ship which is a projection of the ship's 
velocity in the direction of the outward normal to the surface of the hull 
at the impact point 

Vred = Vl5 

'  reduced mass of the ship 

M,        .  = M,   • 1 red        1 
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reduced mam*  of the ice floe 

H.   -^ ^3 red " C" * 

When a chip atrikes an infinitely large ice flow M /Mg—»0, and the 
foraula for iepact aoaentiui takes the for» 

voliMi S = -CT^ = v ^ M1 red. (5.8) 

The Magnitude ^ of the coains of the angle between the normal at 
the point of impact and the direction of the «hip's oovenent can be com- 
puted with sufficient accuracy for practice by the foraula 

/, = 0.0la (1.6 cos p+ 0.11), (3.9) 

where a - is the angle between a tangent to the waterline at the impact 
point and the longitudinal plane, in degrees; 

ß - is the vertical slope of the frame at the impact point, in de- 
grees. 

By entering this into (5*5) and (5*6), expressions for moments of 
inertia and adjoining masses can be computed: 

x - according to Yu. A. Shimanskiy's formula 

'.-«.{-f£+-^ 
I_ - according to the generally accepted formula 

lyt - O.OTaM.L«; ' 

yl 

I  - as an average for an ellipsoid and parallelepiped 
Zl 

The moment of inertia of a circular ice floe relative to axis 0 y : 

A!,/?« 
» 

where h is the ice thickness, which can be ignored in comparison w ith the 
expanse of the floe. 
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The following value« for coefficiente of adjoining water ■asses 
and the floe are assuaed on the basis of theoretical and experiaental 
data: 

r 3-fe a—« 

* As for an ellipsoid with seniaxes L/2, B/2, T. 

•• G. Ye. Pavlenko's formula. 

*** According to experimental data. 

Values of k 0  for various L/B (when B/T = 2.5) are presented below: 
12 

L 
B 

Xi«    . 
1. ' 
8. *u 

3.5 0,45 6 0.63 
45 0.53 7 0,65 
sis 0,60 8 ' 0,68 

We take a coefficient of adjoining mass for an ice floe as for an 
oblate ellipsoid, assuming that the thickness of the floe is small in 
comparison with its erpanse. Then 

Xii « 0. 

xi,-i. 

As formulas (3.5) and (5.6) show, the coefficients C and C" entered 
in expression (5.4) for impact impulse will depend on the contour of the 
ship's lines, the relationships of its main dimensions and the coordinates 
of the impact point. However, numerous calculations have shown that co- 
efficients C and C" are practically independent of ship's parameters such 
as the relationship of its main dimensions (L/B, B/T, L/H)* coefficients 
of fineness (a and ß) and length of the parallel middle body. 
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Figure 5«  Values of coefficients C: a - for icebreakers;  b- 
for cargo ships.  I - VIII are frame line reference 
numbers, a- degrees. 
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Figure 6. Values of coefficients C".  a-degrees. 

To simplify computating contact stresses occurring when a ship 
strikes an ice floe, values of C for various frame lines and vertical 
slopes ß of fraiaes at the impact point are presented in Figure 3. Figure 
6 presents values for coefficient C".  Numerous calculations have shown 
that the magnitude of this coefficient is practically independent of the 
coordinates of the impact point and is only a function of the vertical 
slope of the ship's side at the impact point. 
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6. Contact Stresses When a Ship Strikes a Floating Ice Floe. 

Let the ship be moving prior to impact uniformly at a velocity of 
v in the direction of axis Ox, At the moment of time, t = 0, the side 
of the ship came into contact with an initially immobile ice floe of finite 
dimensions. We shall assume that the impact took place at point 0, and 
straight line ON is normal to the side of the ship (Figure 7). We shall 
consider the ship's side at the place of contact as being flat and verti- 
cally inclined at an angle ß , which is determined by the expression 

(6.1) 

where ß - is the vertical slope of the frame; 
or - is the angle between the tangent to the waterline and the 

longitudinal plane. 

In subsequent calculations, we shall assume that ß  = ß, inasmuch 
as the maximum value of angle a  does not usually exceed 20 to 25°. 

Let us investigate the movement of a ship and an ice floe during 
the impact process, using all the assumptions taken in the preceding para- 
graph. Moreover, we shall disregard stresses expended on submerging 
(broaching) of the ice floe as well as its rotation relative to its hori- 
zontal axis.  The breaching and rotation of an ice floe near its horizon- 
tal axis assume significance only when a ship strikes an ice floe of re- 
latively small dimensions but in this case, contact stresses are small and 
are not calculated. 

The relative translation of a ship and ice floe during the impact 
process is the algebraic sum of the inelastic crushing strain of the ice 
floe's edge and the elastic strains of the rce and the ship's side.  The 
magnitude of elastic strains is considerably smaller than the depth of 
crushing of the edge which reaches several tens of centimeters.  There- 
fore, we shall subsequently disregard elastic strains, assuming the ship's 
side to be absolutely rigid and not considering the elastic compression 
of the ice.  It should be noted that elastic strain of an ice floe and 
yielding of the side structure soften the impact, decreasing the magni- 
tude of contact stresses.  Thus, by disregarding elastic strains, we in- 
crease the magnitude of calculated stresses somewhat. 

Let us consider movement of a ship and ice floe during the impact 
process (Figure 8).  Figure 8 depicts:  ON - the normal to the jhip's side 
at the point of impact;  x is the translation of the side in the direc- 
tion of impact;  x is the translation of the ice in that same direction; 
C is the inelastic crushing strain of the ice floe's edge: 

-C=»*,—v (6.2) 
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BtA-A 

'PS3?T 

Figure 7. Impact of a ship against an ice floe, a-ship's side; 
b-ice floe;  c-along A-A. 

At impact, the kinetic energy of the ship, reduced toward the 
line of impact ON,will be partially converted into kinetic energy of 
the moving ice floe and will partially be expended in crushing the edge. 
Ve shall designate: 

1 red 

2 red 

c 

Ml red v  red 
= 

s 

2 

2 red V2 red 

- is the kinetic energy of the ship, 
reduced toward the line of impact; 

- is the reduced kinetic energy of the 
ice floe; 

U = J Pd^  - is the work of contact forces which cause crushing 
0 of the ice floe. 

where M,   . and M.   . are the reduced masses of the ship and ice floe, 
1 red    2 red 

determined by formulas 5* 

red 
is the reduced velocity of the ship; 

2 red- is the reduced velocity of the ice floe; 
P    - is the combined contact crushing stress. 

According to the principle of least action, the integral from the 
Lagrangian function, L=T       T    - U of the ship-ice floe system 
under consideration - must be minimum. Taking equation (6.2) into considers, 
tion, we obtain 

i (C •v-U- 1 red Xl    + M2 red(xl cr 

I ™c] 
(6.3) 

dt nun. 
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If the functional I reaches miniaua, Buler'e rquationa auat be 
•atiafied 

9L rf  JL 

dL        d   dL 

0; 

dxt      it «it 

From this we obtain a system of differential equations which describe 
the movement of the ship-ice floe system during the impact process: 

^ red C = Xl (M1 red + M2 red), I 

M2 red ^1 - C) = P. i 

(6.4) 

Figure 8.  Translation of ship's side during impact against 
an ice floe. 

I - I - side at start of impact (t - 0); 
II - II- side during impact; 
III-III- ice floe at start of impact; 
IV - IV- ice flow during impact. 

Excluding the unknown acceleration x from this system, we obtain 
a basic differential equation for determining the depth of crushing of 
the ice floe's edge £ and consequently, also for determining the contact 
stress 

M,   . C = - P (1 + Ml red ). 
1 red •  

2 red 

(6.5) 

The initial conditions when t = 0, will be 

where v t  is the reduced velocity of the ship at the initial moment of 
impact. 
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Conditions at the teraination of the iapact, when t = t , will be 

U/i) = ^« and ;(<») = 0, 

where t  - is the duration of the iapact; 

- is the maxioua depth of crushing. 

The Magnitude of the coabined contact stress P is defined as an 
integral froa the contact pressures p taken over the entire actual area 
F of the contact zone. 

'-[pdF. (6.6) 

The Magnitude of area F will depend on the configuration of the ice 
floe's edge and the depth of penetration of the ship's side into the ice. 
In an ordinary situation, it can be assumed that 

? = *?' (6.7) 

where A' - is a coefficient depending on the oeonetric parameters of 
the ship and ice floe; 

a - is an exponent depending only on the configuration of he 
ice floe's edge at the impact point. 

Taking (6.7) into consideration and considering that the magnitude 
of contact pressure is also a function of the depth and velocity of pene- 
tration, in place of (6.6) we can write: 

Substituting expression (6.8) into formula (6.3) and substituting 
variables £ = z, we obtain a first order differential equation 

. c 
z 22. = _ aA J p (C, z) C^dC (6.9) 

^        0 

Ml red 

1 + 
M1 red 
M2 red 

Assuming the proposition of equality of contact pressures with the 
value of ultimate crushing strength of ice, i.e., p{Q,  z) = CT  (see 3«) 
and integrating the right side (6.9), we obtain a differential equation 
with separable variables 

M J zdz = - Aa C^iCi (6.10) 
red c 

red "  1 red 2 red   is the reduced mass of the system of colliding 

1 red   2 red 

bodies. 
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Let tu integrate both aides of expression (6.10): 

; «d. = ^c r cÄ dc 
vÄl.        M  . 0 
0 1        red 

After integrating« we obtain 

At the temination of iapact, when Q = z = 0,  the depth of 
crushing will be ■axiaua and will be detennined by the expression 

i 

c ° - {''* "^ (,o'i'T *'     (6-,2> 

The maxiaiui contact stress, corresponding to Q = Q 

a 

\2_ l~Va 
P    = AJ 

c r" -> va 'v.n * *      ,6..3) 
L        2AJ0       J 

From (6.11), we can obtain 

Integrating this equation, we obtain an expression for impact time: 

^■wi V -    r(lT7) 
^.(a+l)  r/_3±«_\ 

\2 + 2a) ^•l't> 

The values of theT-function depending on parameter a can be deter- 
mined from reference book tables. 

Formulas (6.12) to (6.14) give general expressions for determining 
the maximum depth of crushing of the edge, the maximum contact stress 
during impact and the impact time.  No assumptions concerning the shape 
of the ice floe and geometry of the contact zone which are allowed for 
by parameters A and a are made in the conclusion of these formulas. Average 
values of these parameters can be determined experimentally by measuring 
the maximum contact stress P   and the duration of impact t .  However, 
there is presently a little research data which is available until the 
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values of parameters A and a can be determined experimentally.  Therefore, 
two practically possible cases are considered below:  impact against an 
ice floe with a rounded edge and impact against a projecting corner of an 
ice floe. 

7. Contact Stresses During Impact of a Ship Against an Ice Floe 
With a Rounded and an Angular Edge. 

Impact against an ice floe with a rounded edge (Figure 9).  Let 
the edge of the floe in the area of contact with the ship's side have a 
smooth outline and let it be fixed by the equation x =/(> ), axis y coin- 
ciding with the line of intersection of the plane of the chip's side and 
the upper surface of the floe. 

7          /X-fW 
r~T^-^          Ji 

^U*   ' / <• • l">*x^^. 
1            t J *                  1 

Figure 9.  Parameters of an Ice Floe with a Rounded Edge. 

The magnitude of the radius of curvature R, within the range of the 
length of the contact zone, can be assumed to be significantly changing 
and is taken as a design or its average value, or the value at point 0. 
Then, for the length of the contact zone 

(7.1) ft, = 2l/2/?A,--A?> 

, as follows from Figure 10. 

The magnitude of the radius of the edge curvature is usually rather 
large.  The inequality h « R is nearly always observed.  Therefore, in 
formula (7.1), the member h can be disregarded.  Thus we obtain 

6,-2)^2^ = 21/^ 

from which 

2/?C 
cos? 

(7.2) 

R = A. 
»1 

(7.3) 
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UM function x mfiy)  can be considered to be eyaaatric relative to 
axis x within the liaite of the length of the crushing zone and can be 
presented in ths fom of a Fourier series. Being liaited by the first 
■saber of the series and deteraining the radius of curvature at point 0 
(z « h,), we obtain , 

Figure 10. Diagram of crushing of a rounded edge of an ice floe. 
A«-*. Cß'C. (Wi-t oo,-«. OC-Jb- 

Setting function x =/ (y) in the form of a quadratic parabola and 
averaging the radius of curvature by formula 

-if«,. 
we have 

*   «.• 

Thus, the average value of the radius of curvature changes within 
an extremely narrow range. Therefore, formula (7.3) can subsequently be 
used, assuming that the inaccuracy of the magnitude of the numerical co- 
efficient will be compensated for when selecting the mean statistical 
parameter R. 

The contact zone formed by the intersection of the floe's edge with 
the plane of the ship's side is a parabolic segment (Figure 10), the area 
of which can be approximately determined by formula 

3 r 
M^ 

3 sinßcMß 
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Taking expression (7.2) into consideration, we obtain, for an ice 
floe with a vertical edge 

F=-L._^VJL (7#4) 
3 • cmhtünt 

Equating function (7«4) with the general expression (6.7) for the 
area of the contact zone, we have 

A-4        ^ 
3  cos'^pjinp 

(7.5) 

Substituting the obtained expression for a_ into forciula {('.12),  we 
determine the maximum depth of crushing of the edge 

o 

/I ^     MredVred) 
max \ 4       K       J 

c 

The maximum contact stress 

2  3/5   2/5 
P   = 1.14 (M  v  .)  (Aa )    ; (7.7) 
max        red red     c 

impact time 

t    = 1.61  (Aa  )-2/V/V1/5 . (7.8) 1 c red red 

As follows from expression (7*8), the impact time is proportional 
to v ~   , which qualitatively satisfies a realistic picture of an impact. 
Actually, when the ship's velocity is small v  .-^Oi impact time will be 
greater (t -4»).  With an increase in velocity, the duration of impact de- 
creases. 

Impact against an Ice Floe with an Angular Edge (Figure 11).  In 
this case, the ship's side comes into contact with the edge of the floe 
taking the form of a protruding angle.  The area of crushing F is a tri- 
angle and is determined by the formula 

' „     "4 „_ 6(0 2  rl 

Ts" 8inpcos»P ^ (7-f>) 

where f is the magnitude of the angle at center of the edge projection. 

Comparing (7.9) with the general expression (6.7), we find 
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0 = 2. 

(7.10) 

sinßcw'P 

Substituting the obtained value for a, into general solution foroulas, 
we detemine: 

the maximum depth of crushing of the edge 
2 vl/3 

'red  red] t .J red V red] 
(7.11) 

maximum contact stress 

^ = ^    (Mred vL>2/3^c)l/3' (7.12) 

impact time 

t, = 1.61 (Aa )-1/3„ 1/3V -1/3 
1 c     red red (7.13) 

Figure 11.  Diagram of crushing of a protruding angle of the edge 
of an ice floe. 

AB-b*  CE-c,  Off-C. 

Comparing formulas (7.6) through (7.8) with (7.11) through (7.13), 
we see that their structure is identical. 

We shall attempt to estimate the magnitude of protruding angle f 
of the edge of the ice field. An impact against the edge of a channel 
in a compact ice field is the most dangerous when a ship is moving in a 
canal behind an icebreaker.  In this case, the magnitude of the protruding 
angle will be calculated by the dimensions of the segments broken off by 
the icebreaker (Figure 12). Academic calculations and data from experi- 
ments in fracturing floating ice plates show that the dimensions of a 
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cegnent broken off froa a seni-infinite ice plate depend on the thickness 
of the ice and the relationship of the height of the segment to its width, 
fluctuates within a narrow range. These conclusions well agree with data 
froa actual observations. 

Let the height of the segaent equal nh, where h is the thickness of 
the ice and n is a coefficient depending, when all other conditions are 
equal, on the reduced velocity of the icebreaker. As a rule, the magnitude 
of this coefficient fluctuates within the range n = 1.3 to 3.0 for floes 
broken off by the bow and n = 5 to 7 for floes of the latter aeries of 
breaking (conditions close to static). The width of the segment equals 
2knh, where k is a coefficient characterizing the relationship of the 
diaensions of the broken olf segaent in a plane.  It can usually be assumed 
that k = 3. 

The magnitude of the angle at center t of the protruding edge of 
the floe is determined from the simple geometric constructions shown in 
Figure 12.  The unknown radius, R, will be 

R = nh *•+! 

Then 

•j» = 2 arctg 
2ft 

(7-14) 

It is obvious from expression (7.14), that the magnitude of angle 
f depends neither on the thickness of the ice h, nor on coefficient n, 
which changes within a wide range. For the' above-indicated value, k = 3» 
angle f = 106°. 

a /iea 

Figure 12. Geometric characteristics of a protrusion of the 
channel edge in a channel opened by an icebreaker, 
a-ice: b-channel. 
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12). 
UM «axi 
Thus, 

value of the angle at center cannot exceed 2a    (Figure 

1,iiii« = 2«# = 2aretgA. 

When k = 3, angle t   » 145°. 

Another extreme value of this angle can be determined, taking in 
fonula (7.4), the minimum value observed under natural conditions k = 
s 1.5« Then, f .  = 43°. Consequently, possible values of the angle at 
center fluctuate over a wide range from 45 to 145°• The average value of 
this angle which can be used for calculations is 90 to 100°. 

As an example, we shall calculate contact stress P 

displacing D = 12,ööö t at various speeds against an ice floe 
depth of crushing C_nv 

and impact time t during impact of a ship 
SOB 

weighing D = 3000 t. The impact takes place at the third frame 
line which has a vertical slope of ß = 29°. The cosine of the 
angle between a normal to the ship's side at the impact point 
and the direction of the ship's movementl  = 0.219« With an im- 
pact against an ice floe with a rounded edge, we assume R = 25m 
as the radius of the curve and with an impact against a floe with 
an angular edge, we consider if  = 90°, as the tip angle. The 
ultimate crushing strength of the ice a = 400 t/m . 

The values of P  , C  , b^ and t, in an impact of a 
max  max  0     1      . - 

ship against a roundededge and against-a protruding corner of an 
ice floe's edge are presented in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. 
From the tables, it is obvious that the magnitude of combined 
stress is considerably greater during impact against a floe with 
a rounded edge.  In this situation, the contact stress is dis- 
tributed over a considerable length along the side of the ship. 
Contact stresses during impact against a protruding corner of 
the edge are of a local nature, embracing no more than two or 
three frame-spacings. 

Table 2 

Values of P  , C  i b^ and t during impact of a 
max  max  u     i 

ship against an ice floe with a rounded edge 

1   Pi. yaJiu Pmom P Cm«x> * N. M /.. ceK. 
a b c 

2 162- 0,066 3,90 0,430 
4 372 0,114 5,13 0.375 
6 608 0,159 6,05 / 0.346     I 
8 856 0,200 6,78 0,327 

10 1124 0,239 7.41 0,319 

a-1 cnots;     b -t;     c-se s. 
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Table 3 

Values of P  , C  , b. and t, during impact of a 
—•■•  max  0     1 
■hip againat an angular edge. 

•„ yuu Pp»*. * im»*, M ' ft,, a /,. ceR. 
a b c 

2 56  •, 0.232 0.632 1,414 
4 142 0.368 0,845 1.123 
6 244, 0,482 1,103 0.985 
8 358 0.584 1,336 0.892 

10 460 0.678 I.S53 0.829 

a-knots; b-t;  c-sec. 

8.  Impact of a Ship Against the Edge of an Ice Field. 

When a ship strikes the edge of an ice field, the edge of the ice 
crushes and the ice field bends as a result of the vertical component of 
the contact stress.  The effect that the crushing of the edge and bending 
have on the magnitude of the contact stresses primarily depends on the 
thickness of the ice and the vertical slope of the ship's side. 

Let us consider a general case of impact, allowing for crushing of 
the ice s edge and bending of the ice field. Extreme cases of this prob- 
lem are the impact of a ship against an ice cover of great thickness (hum- 
mock, stamukh, iceberg), when bending of the ice field can be disregarded 
and impact against an ice cover of relatively small thickness, when crushing 
of the ice's edge can be disregarded. 

The problem of determining contact stresses occurring when a ship 
strikes against the edge of an ice field is solved with the same assump- 
tions and premises as those used in solving the problem of a ship's im- 
pact against an ice floe of finite dimensions. 

Determining Contact Stresses during Impact of a Ship against the 
Edge of an Ice Field. Taking Bending into Account.  The process of a 
ship's impact against a non-failing ice field can be divided into two 
stages.  In the first stage, at the start of the impact, crushing of the 
edge takes place. With this, the vertical component P = P smß causes 
bending of the field (Figure 13). Contact stress increases from zero to 
maximum. At the end of the first stage, the velocity of the ship in the 
direction of impact (reduced velocity) becomes zero.  In the second stage, 
the potential bending energy of the ice field, built up in the strain pro- 
cess .is converted into kinetic energy of the reverberating ship. Thus, 
the impact of a ship against a non-failing ice field should be considered 
as an elastic-plastic impact. 
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Bopm 8o Ipemi ijhpa. 

Figure 13«  Diagram of impact, taking bending of the floe into 
account, 

a-ship's side before impact; b-ship's side during impact; 
c-ice floe before impact;  d-ice floe during impact. 

When a ship strikes against a failing ice field, only the first 
stage takes place during which the contact stress increases from zero 
to a magnitude which causes the field to fail from bending. 

Thus, in the process of impact against the edge of an ice field, 
the ship's kinetic energy is expended in crushing and bending the ice 
field.  An energy balance equation for this situation can be presented 
in the form 

M   v 
where T =  Ired red is the kinetic energy of the ship in the direc- 

tion of impact; 

is the work of crushing forces, defined as 
an integral: 

a+i "=T^£T 
is the potential bending strain energy of a 
semi-infinite ice plate at the end of the 
first stage: 

1 sinzp 

2        ty^Q 

Then 

M 
1 red red ^  a A   "^    '    "mn '•nnx  .  'mil51" P 

-T ' 
a Hi    *YiD 

(8.1) 
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Keeping in mind that in the general caae P^OcAf,     , we obtain 
a foraula for determining the maximum depth of crushing of the ice's 
edge 

. i     Ired red 

2M , jgWg   .    ' (8.2) 

The magnitude £   should be determined by formula (8.2), using the 
successive approximationa method.  The value C  « computed without taking 
bending into account, i.e., assuming at first that £   (in a denominative 
fraction) equals zero, must be taken as the first approximation. 

The depth of crushing of the edge, as well as the impact time can 
be determined by solving a differential equation of the ship's movement 
in the direction of impact.  Ve obtain this equation by usir.y the princi- 
ple of least action as was done in 6., i.e., by assuming 

f [ HireA  ~M -^-^1* - min. (8.3) 

As seen in Figure 13« translation x of point 0, on the side where 
the impact occurs, will be computed from the elastic translation x which 
is caused by bending of the ice field and from the inelastic crushing 
strain of the floe's edge C« i<e., 

x1 = C ^ xb. 

Translation x and the amount of deflection of the edge of an ice 
plate/are related to the function x =fsinß.  The amount of deflection 
of a floating semi-infinite ice plate under the influence of vertical 
stress P = P sinß which is applied to the edge is, 

Noting that F = a A^ , we obtain 

jd^L^ + c. 

Then the integral   (8.3) will be written in the following form: 

nMlred / QeaA sin« ß  .o-u  , rV «_ 
2        \    2VV I    . 

4/70 J 
ocA   .fl+r       j^ilülir»«L/      mi„ 

(8-4)  -i.     ——■—7=—s   10/= mm. 
a +1 
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Euler's equation for this function takes the form 

C (1+ Bf"') + B(a-1) C-» ? +Atr~ 0, 

'here A   ^3A  D  «ed^!g 
^ ~ Mired     2V^B * 

The obtained equation is reduced to a linear substitution of 

variable ( = 7]. 

Finally, we have 

-^- + 2/1(C)^ + 2/i(C)-0. {B5) 

where 

/l(C)     i+Bc-  '^-T^r- 
Equation (8.5) has an integrating factor 

c 
af/.cnc 

Taking into account the initial conditions C = 0;  C = vKe(j» 
i = 0, when t = 0, we obtain a general integral of equation (6.5) 
b 

= e '   [-2!)/.(C)e
0   dQ + ^Jr 

(8.6) 

At the end of the impact, when t ».tj, the ship's velocity in the 
direction of impact equals zero, i.e.,  £ WT= 0, and the depth of 
crushing is maximum C = C  •  From this' we obtain the condition for 
determining the maximum dep?h of crushing of the ice's edge: 

cmix       / c     \ 
2 I /2(gexp(2f/I(C)dÜdC=^rted 

If integration is performed, it is possible to obtain an expres- 
sion for C  » coinciding with formula (8.2) which was obtained by the 
energy metBoi.  We determine the value of the maximum contact stress at 
the end of the impact by substituting Q into formula P   = AacCmax. 
We shall find the impact time by integrating the right side of equation 
dCA/T= dt from 0 to t and the left side, correspondingly, from 0 to 

C      .     Then 
max 

^    r * 

Y exp l-2 f^(C)d:\ -2 f/.(C)exp Uu(t)dl\rfC + c*L ' 
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If the iapAct occur« against an ice fiald with a rounded or angular 
«doe, «11 expre««ion« are aub«tantially «iaplifi«d. 

Let us conaider an i«p«ct against an ice field with a rounded 
edge with « radius R.  In this caae, the aaxiaua depth of crushing of 
th« «dg« should be deterained by fonula (8.2), substituting in it the 
values of coefficients a and A according to (7.5). 

where 

'"U-.+i".«^); 

3 M, '   Bin i  cos-575* 0 
Ired 

(8.7) 

Onf , / 2R I (8.8) 

cot*! 

As indicated above, the first approximation will give the value 
coaputed without allowing for bending 

/m2/5 KrJLX^in^H cos3/%  =   fSvred\:/5(8.9) 
v -c y    (2R)V5      wj 

this concurs with expression (7.6), if we set M    = » in it and take 
functions (7.3), (8.8) and (6.10) into consideration. 

Inasmuch as P = a A£ in a general situation, by using dependence 
(7.3), we obtain an expression for the ■aximum contact stress which oc- 
curs during the impact of a ship against the edge of an ice field, allowing 
for bending of the ice cover 

P    4 oeV2R    .'/. 

3 »In pros"? 

where Q        is computed by expression (8.7). 
(8.10) 

During impact of a ship against the edge of an ice field, the 
greatest contact stress P   and impact time t , without taking bending 
of the ice into consideration, can be determined by formulas (7.7) and 
(7.8) if we set M /M = 0 into them, inasmuch as the mass of the ice 
floe M s 0°.  In this case, P   can also be computed directly by formula 
(8.10), if we substitute £   rrom expression (8.9)into it. 

max 
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Let us consider the impact  of a ship against an ice field vith an 
angular edge.  In this case, the depth of crushing is computed by formula 
(8.2) which, giving consideration to (7.10), can be written in form 

i.Al+±AlKmt:) * 
C,.««!—s ; -1 . (8.11) 

where 

A1= 
2 

B = 
co$*tV-fD 

Mlred3inß cosP' C|| i2) 

»csinßtg-i- 

Assuming in the first approximation that Q = 0 in the denominator 
of expression (8.11), we obtain the depth of crusnmg, computed without 
considering bending of the field 

(l-  VredY/3= 1.15 ( MlredVred 3in9< 

v2  A1 ; ^~v^T 
,  2AI/3 

^max 

(8.13; 

this coincides with expression (7.11), if we set M  j = 00 and take re- 
lationships (7.10) and (8.12) into consideration. 

Maximum contact stress 

where ^   is determined by expression (8.11), if bending of the ice 
field is taken into consideration or by formula (8. .13) urithout allowing 
for bending of the ice field. 

Example.  Wre shall determine contact stresses occurring 
during impact of a ship displacing D = 12,000 t against an 
ice field with a rounded and with an angular edge.  The velocity 
of the ship at the moment of impact v =3 knots (v ■-  1.5^5 ni/ 
sec).  The impact occurs at the third fram« line, the vertical 
slope of which forms an angle of ß =29°, and the cosine of the 
angle between a normal to the side at the point of impact and 
the direction of movement I  = 0.219.  Tne radius ot the rounded 
ice field at the point of impact R = 25m, the angle of the point 
of the edge \|( = 90°.  The thickness of ]l;he ice h = 1.3 m, the 
ultimate crushing strength a  = 400 t/m", the modulus of elasticity 
of the ice E = 3 • 10 t/m , the Poisson coefficient ^ = 0,34 and 
the specific weight of the ice Y =0.85 t/m . 
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lapact against an ice flag with a rounded edge. 

The flexural atiffnesa of the ice field 

o __gg_   3I0*!.» m9#.WtM. 
Wd-i^  12(1-0^4«) 

The reduced maaa of the ship 

M,  . =-gL.,  12000 694t ««•/-. 
Ired  gc       9.81.2.06 

The value of coefficient C is determined according to Figure 3 
for the third frame line «here 0 = 29°. 

The reduced velocity of the ship v  , = v 1, = 0.33B m/sec. 
red   o l 

Coefficients A and B are computedby formula (8.8): 

4        a -^2R 
^  ' J        JiTl ^   =       4.400 V 2-25      <Ktlm',.m-*, 

1     .■,  M,      ' sir*  coaJ/^ 3-594 0.485 0.810 
Ired 

a - 9tii^V2R m      4000.485VT2S     = M ^J.,. 
CM'^VTD       0.810 V'O.SS 8,20-10« 

The depth of crushing  in the first approximation,  determined by 
foraula  (8.9), 

(—(ixf-iwr—' 
We substitute the obtained value Q        1 in the right side of formula 

(8.7) and compute the depth of crushing In a second approximation 

0.338«         V.  „„-,,  Z£=Z : \ B 0.0963 M. 
— 16,1+ —16.1 6,40,15l''« 
6.3 

Substituting the obtained value £  2 into the right side of 
formula (8.7), we find the depth of crusning in a third approximation 

f   f 2^»! V - o.io3 M. 
^.16il + _£. 16,1.6.4.0.0963'• 
5     3 
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Ve shall not nake further approximations. 

The maxinum contact stress, taking bending into consideration, is 
determined by formula (8.10) 

p 4,, VtR     t.,  _ 4.400 VYÜ o.i(a% _        t 
ntX      3 sin j». cos'"? ""3     3 0.4850.81 

Ve obtain the maximum contact stress without considering bending 
of the ice by formula (8.10), substituting the maximum depth of crushing 
obtained in the first approximation, i.e., without considering bending, 
into the formula, 

p             4aeV
r2ä" ,.,.     4•400VT2S^0.^5l'/•  „. 

P,n"-3S|„pco5-'.?
C-", = 30.4850.81 " ^ ^ 

Thus, reduction of the maximum contact stress because of bending 
of the ice comprises 563-387.5 100 = 4l.7%. 

562 

Impact aoainst an ice floe with an angular edge. 

We determine coefficients A and B by formulas (8.12): 

0ctgT •        4001 
Al  = M,     - sin ß  cosCr "'594.0,485.0,875.   = ^^"^ 

Ired 

ocsinMß-T- » 2 4000,4851       ,    Aft,r   _. 
B = 77==- = ——77      = =0.9I6 H-\. 

cos'ßK^O   0,875». K0,85-8.20.10« 

We compute the depth of crushing in a first approximation by 
formula (8.13) 

r    / 3 ^A"1 / 3.0.338'y;. „_ 
Cin.ii= —-——H = I  . „„   =0,456^. 

\1    Aj       \ 21,825 / 

We substitute the obtained value £   1 into the right side of 
formula (8.11) and find the depth of crushing in a second approximation 

^ed 
Cmaxi 

2 1 
— ^l + —>4lßU«xl 

0,338« .        ' \'l> 

— 1,825 4- — 1.8250,9150,456 
3 2 ^ 

' = 0,416 M. 

The depth of crushing in a third approximation 



/        O^M»      V«.. 0.433 „. 

I -1-1.825+ -i-l.«25.0.9l50.4l6 j 

We shall not -vake further approximations. 

The naximun contact stress, taking bendinq into consider^«-ion, 
is determined by formula (8.14) 

/,"li,W  «InPcoi»?   0.4880,87s« 

tg2^..3 i.moAW^^    . 

We obtain the maximum contact stress without taking bending of the 
ice into consideration by this same formula, substituting into the formula 
the value Q        1, which was determined in the first approximation, i.e., 
without considering bending, 

Moq^45^ = 224t 
""  0.485-0.87^ 

Decrease of the maximum contact stress because of landing of the 
ice 224 - 202 . 100 = 9.8%. 

224 
Determining contact stresses during an impact of a ship against the 

edoe of an ice field having a small thickness. We shall consider the im- 
pact of a ship against the edge of a relatively thin ice field when 
crushing of the edge plays a secondary role in comparison with bending. 
This can be considered as a design situation when determining external 
stresses for river and sea vessels destined to sail in relatively thin 
ice. We shall disregard the work of crushing forces of the edge of the 
ice floe and, assuming that all of the reduced kinetic energy of the ship 
is converted into potential bending strain energy of the ice plate, we 
obtain 

MlredVred - ******?  . 
2 AVTB 

From this, we find the maximum contact stress 

(3.15) 

5   2 3 
Assuming for fresh ice E = 6 . 10 T/m , Y = 1 T/m and Hw 

Poisson coefficient ^ = 0.34, we obtain 

?i <*,   M1/2  h3/4 

P   = 21,9vred Ml red h (8.16) 
max   :—0 sm p 
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5     , 2 For sea ice E = 3 •  10    t/« , therefore 

P        = l8'4vred Ml red h . (8.1?) 1Klx      —  
sin p 

Using the principle of least action, we obtain a differential 
equation for the ship's movement 

M,  £ =_ *IVTÖ (8.18) 
Ired 1      jiRip 

and, satisfying the initial conditions where t = O, x = 0, x = v   = 
= v I , we find the solution to equation (8.Id) 

xl = vred Sin 0,/ "test siim ft ^ /" Tf'  • ^ J •   C8.19) VSsi" (* Vw'-v 
The maximum value for x will occur when 

V i * ^"l^d^^  2 

from which, the impact time 

t, = — -y / Ired 
1  2 

(8.20) 

j>/VD~ 

It should be kept in mind that the vertical component of contact 
stress F  , determined by formula (8.16) or (8.17), equal to P   sinß, max • 7  -«       max 
cannot be greater than the vertical stress P    which fractures ice 
covers of the specified thickness.  Thus formulas (8.16) to (8.20) are 
valid in a case when 

^ni«sinP<^rac, 

where P,,   is determined by formula (4.3)• 
frac 

Pfrac = 0'62%ht' 

h - is the thickness of the ice; 
O    -    is the ultimate bending strength of the ice. 
b 

, Determining contact stresses during an impact of a ship against a 
failing ice field. When a ship impacts against an ice field which is 
failing in bending, the contact stress grows from zero to the value P = 
P   , with which failure of the field occurs. The failure condition of 
an ice cover can be written in the form 

^m.xS»np = Pfrac. 
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For realistic conditions of interaction be'wnon a »hip's hull and 
ice, the aagnitude of combined stress which causes ice failure is practically 
independent of the length of the contact stress distribution.  Therefore, 
by replacing the distributed stress which causes ice failure with a con- 
centrated load which is determined by formula (4.3), wo obtain the failure 
condition of the ice cover 

P... «n? = 0.52^«. 

From this, we find the magnitude of the contact streps vhich causes 
ice of a given strength and thickness to fail, 

Pmt*~^r- (8"1) 

If the thickness and strength of an ice field are tjiven, U^ minimum 
velocity at which a ship will crush the ice with a determined »ector of 
its side can be calculated by use of formula (8.21). Pot t!ii>. < he magni- 
tude P   should be computed by formula (8.21).  Then, substituting it in- 
to expression (8.10), £   should be computed and acco.ding to its value, 
tlK reduced velocity andvelocity of the ship should be found by using 
formula (8.7). 

9. Relationship of the Magnitude of Contact Stresses J^o the^ 
Length of the Crushing Zone of the Ice. 

The formulas presented in 7. and 8. for determining contact «ttesses 
are somewhat simplified if, instead of the edge configuration of the ice 
floe in the zone of contact with the ship, the length of crushing cf the 
edge of the ice field la taken as an initial parameter. Consider, for 
example, the impact of a ship against an ice floe with a rounded edge, 
taking its bending into consideration. As follows from formula (7.2), 
the length of the zone of crushing b corresponding to the maximum contact 
stress P   equals 

max 

&. = 2|/r m„ 
cotß 

from which 

* r   '•m§x 

(9.1) 

Substituting the value ySJR in formula (H.7), we detf-rmine the depth 
of crushing 

•"IM8",.    | MlredVred  (9.2) 

16       <,ebo    |   2       "feo 
15' ' »in2?       9  cottVlD 
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^__    The formula for ■aatif contact atreaa (8.10), after substituting 
V2R and f^    into it, which were deterained by expressions (9.1) and (9.2), 
can be presented in the form 

.  H!  ..CT bÄ   "" 
P  =J!tfid  /   Ired c 0 <9.3) 
'■"'- «nl« - 

Ired c 0 

Acp + J.^' 
6   " ■   2 VxZr 

An analogous expression nay also be obtained for a floe with an 
angular edge. As seen from Figure 11, 

■ «|* _ hitM% (9.4) 

Substituting the value tg~ in formula (8.11), we determine the 
depth of crushing       > * 

Ired red 
£«•» —- 

2__ie*S_ + J___^__ (9-5) 
3 8in2?  8 COS'PV'TD 

Formula (8.14) for maximum contact stress, taking expressions (9.4) 
and (9.5) into account, can be reduced to form 

m,X    .in»  A /  4 

M,  a b., (9.6) 
Ired c 0 

""» \\\*^\^ 

When the ice thickness is relatively great, the second term in the 
denominator of the radicand which takes the bending of the ice into ac- 
count, can be disregarded inasmuch as the primary part of the energy in 
this case is expended on crushing the ice.  Then formulas (9.3) and (9.6) 
take the form: 

for an ice floe with a rounded edge 

V   si 
P =  1.29v     . t/"lredCTcb0     , (9-7) 

max red V „Q nn 2p 
for an ice floe with an angular edge 

^ 
P   = 1.23v  J. /"lredCTcb0  . (9.8) 

redM sin 20 

The obtained formulas for contact stresses are practically the same 
even though they were derived for essentially different forms of ice field 
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edges in the zone of contact with a ship.  This indicates tba+  hatli formu- 
las can be used to determine the aagnitude of contact sttPas when a  ship 
strikes against ice having an arbitrary outline.  Moreover, the solution 
to the problem und?»- consideration is presented in closed form, rot re- 
quiring subsequent approximations to determine the magnitudo of contact 
stress. 

Formulas (9.3) and (9.6) coincide in structure with the foitmila ob- 
tained by L. M. Nogid [33J.  Such coincidence is a consequenc» ot identi- 
cal assumptions for the nature of interaction between a aliip'a hull and 
ice. 

It must be noted that for practical calculations, it is nor« rational 
to use formulas expressing contact stresses in relation t? th'? configura- 
tion of the edge of the ice floe and not to the lengUi of the ctushing 
zone b .  The unknown parameters R and t|i, which charactc-i izo the configura- 
tion or the edge in the contact zone, do not depend DM slemfmts of the 
ship and physical and mechanical characteristics of the ice.  Ihe average 
values of these parameters which are necessary to determine ice loads can 
be computed on a basis of processed materiiIs concernino ice damage to 
ships' hulls and an evaluation of their construction strengt ha.  The un- 
known parameter b essentially depends on elements of the ship and physi- 
cal and mechanical characteristics;  this makes it diificiiJt to determine 
its average values which are necessary for computing ice loads.  However, 
in individual situations, formulas (9-3) and (9.fallow the magnitude of 
the ice load along a given length of its distribution to be found. Rear- 
ranging this expression, it is possible to obtain an equation for an im- 
pact against a protruding angle of the edge of a field 

2 » . M,     .v       , p2    sin'B I    PL, sin 2? 1 i-arl       rail       _      'mH'"'   r      ,      I      ■ m«"       r 1red    red 
2 4 K-fD    3   Vc 

and for impact against a rounded edge 

"ired^red = jj*^?   ,_}_    Pl»*in® + 
2 4VTD    3.33 '  Vc 

The obtained expressions are energy balance equations.  In contrast 
to general expression (8.1), length b appears in them instead of the depth 
of crushing of the edge Q,     Obviously, here also, the con« i<jur-Ttion of the 
ice's edge has no essential value. 

Substituting in these expressions the ice fracturing stie-ss ac- 
cording to (8.21), we obtain a design equation for determining the miMimum 
velocity of a ship at which failure of the ice cover will occur 

0« = 
/: 

O.SZab*1 1/        5     gP       2   ' /TP 
Vc^reil 

C'.Q) 
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With a reduction in thickness and an increase in the ice's ultiaate 
crushing strength a  , crushing of the edge will have little effect on the 
■agnitude of ice loads.  In view of this, by disregarding the first «ea- 
ber of the nuoerator of the radicand in expression (9.9),which allows for 
crushing, we obtain 

V 
0.52(7bh 

"A^WF 
(9.10) 

Solving this expression for h, we obtain 

5 

h = 1.79 
Ired reci 

M. ) Ob 
(9.11) 

Formula (9.11) allows the thickness of the ice being forced to 
be estimated in the first approximation for a given velocity. This prob- 
lem relates to questions of the passability of ice which directly touch 
upon the problem of external forces. 

10.  Impact of a Ship Against Ice,Accompanied by Wedging and a 
Reverberated Impact. 

During movement of a ship in ice, a situation is possible in which 
both sides simultaneously come into contact with an ice cover and the ship, 
not fracturing the cover, comes to a stop. This situation of interaction 
between a ship and ice is called a wedging impact. Let us consider the 
process of a wedging impact of a ship into an ice field, assuming that the 
points of contact are symmetrically located, relative to the longitudinal 
plane (Figure 14). 

.. 
»» f 

\ 

s * 
\ 

Figure 14. Diagram of an impact with wedging. 
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During a wedging impact, a ship can have threu tratnlalions: 

translation in the direction of axis Ox, accompanied by crushing 
of the edge of the ice; 

tria, brought about by the vertical components of the contact stresses; 

broaching, caused by these same components. 

Using the same assumptions and specifications as wo.ve  used in 5>, 
we shall write the following equations for momentum and angular momentum 

M1(l+X1I)(o1-w,) = -2/1S,] 
MI(I+Xw)»I--2n1S, 

MI + xi3K - 2V»i& 
The numerical coefficient, 2, is introduced because the impact oc- 

curs simultaneously on both sides. Assuming as was previously done, that 
the coefficient of restitution C = 0, i.e., considering the impact as 
being inelastic, we obtain a subsidiary condition of the ship'? velocity 
in the direction of the normal to the side at the end of the impact, equaling 
zero: 

/i»i + njWi — fl^n, = 0. (10.2) 

Solving equations (10.l) and (10.2) jointly, we obtain an pxpres- 
sion for impact momentum 

vJtMt 

do. i) 

|i + xu  1 + X.  Ad+X^ J 

(10.3) 

where v  . = v„t, = is the reduced velocity of the ship; 
red   0 1 

M 
M  . =  1  = is the reduced mass of the ship; 
ired   ~ 

C  = is a coefficient of the ship's reduced maps: 

r_jj_ L_2i_,      "'*'     1 
C'-2\  i + xu

+ i + x»"1" JjCv + x»)]' 

It is not difficult to show that in the case of impact of a ship 
against an ice floe of finite dimensions, expression (10.3) by analogy 
with formula (5.4), is written in the form 
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where *L - is the Base of the ice floe; 

C" - is a coefficient allowing for the reduced maaa  of the ice 
floe: 

C = 2 r_L-+^L-+_*i-M.l. 
In this case, the above-obtained equations can be used to deter- 

mine the magnitude of contact stresses during a wedging impact of a ship, 
substituting the coefficients of reduced masses C and C" in them. 

When a ship is moving through ice, reverberated impacts are also 
observed when a ship having struck the ice with one side, is sharply de- 
flected in the opposite direction and strikes the ice with its other side. 
In this case, the projected velocity of the ship on the normal at the point 
of the second impact,will be greater than with the first impact. Cor- 
respondingly, contact stresses also grow and freqwitly lead to serious 
damages. Specifically, such damages occurred on t«..  ^ebrcaker Ermak 
during its first Arctic cruise [31]* as well as on several transport ves- 
sels of various ice classes.  Large dents in the plating and strains in 
the side framing occurred as a result of reverberated impacts.  In several 
cases, leaks occurred in the ship's hull. 

Let us consider a case in which a ship moving at velocity v has 
struck an ice field or an ice floe of finite dimensions with its starboard 
side. The impact took place at a point with coordinates x , y . Using 
the formulas from the preceding paragraphs, it is possible to determine 
the magnitude of impact momentum and contact stress during this impact. 
Knowing the magnitude of the impact momentum S, it is possible to deter- 
mine all six velocities of the reverberating ship from the system of equa- 
tions (5.1).  If the time interval from the first impact on the starboard 
side until the reverberated impact on the port side is small, the velocity 
obtained after the first impact should be used as the initial velocity for 
the second impact.  If Ine time between impacts is great, then it is 
necessary to consider only the first impact. 

If, during the second (reverberated) impact, a ship strikes the edge 
of the ice field, the shock impulse for this situation can be written in 
the following form: 

M 
S = -7- V0 red = M,  v  ,   , 

C Ired rod 

where the coefficient of reduced mass C  is determined by formula  (5.5)» 
and the reduced velocity,  taking  into account the conversion from the  left 
to the right side system of coordinates,  is calculated as 

vred= vllt~ulmt + wlnt^'PiK+<}iH'-ritr Ü0.4) 
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(10.5) 

Subscript 1 refers to the first impact at point {x  y   ),  subscript 
2, to the reverberated impact at point (x . y ).  Velocities v , u , U) , 
p., f   and r can be calculated by expressions (5.1) t..^ (5.7): 

^    'C'V + XJ'     Hl • C'/,i(I + ^J) 

fl = _« ^itiWt —^"i) . - _ _„ M|ft(«twi-yi/i) 
1/1   • C'/^I + X^ ' »   ' C'.V(l ^u) 

Ve note that translations of the ship at velocities v rintl u , aa 
well as rotation r around axis Oz are nonperiodic.  If the time between 
the ^irst and second ir^hc.Xs  is small, these velocities do not have suf- 
ficient tine to decrease as a result of resistance of the medium.  Thus, 
their values whzch are determined by formulas (10.5) «an be substituted. 

X; i»ii«lat..ons with velocities U)., p and^ correspoiil to ih<' non- 
stationary modes of heaving, rolling and pitching of the ship.  Strictly 
speaking, velocity valuesv computed with time between impacts taken into 
consideration, should be substituted in formula (10.4). When doing this, 
the resulting reduced velocity v   will be either increased or decreased, 
depending on the relationship of Ine time between impacts to the period 
of tossing. As observations under ice conditions show, the corresponding 
translations of the ship are small. Therefore, the velocity of ship's 
broaching * and angular velocities p and 9,» corresponding to list and 
trim, can be ignored in expression (10.4). Then: v   = v t   , where 

I =  .       h^x   ,      fimtw,      .   Afi/i^XjWt-yi/tXxtmt —Itf.) flO.6) 
red      J,       c7""1" Cd + X«.)"1" /„C'O + X«) 

Calculations show that v ^vn^om     T^is indicates that contact 
stresses will be greater during a reverberated impact than during a direct 
impact.  The reduced velocity v  . will differ from zero, even for the 

red 
area of the parallel middle body where 1=0. 

Figure Vj  gives values of the coefficient of reduction for t 
during a reverberated impact in the area of the first and tonth frame 
lines computed for a heavy icebreaker.  It can be seen from the figure 
that the maximum value of t'''  is obtained in the area of the third and 

red 
fourth frame lines, regardless of where the impact occurs. 

Figure 16 presents values for I  . for various areas of the hull 
during a direct impact in the area of fne third frame line;  the lower 
curve corresponds to a direct impact, the upper to a reverberated impact. 
If, for example, for the first frame line, t   and consequently, also 
v  . during a reverberated impact,are 1.5 times greater than v   and 
l   during a direct impact,  this difference increases to rore than 2.5 
times for the eighth frame line. 
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t 
It is poaaibl« to us« the relationahiiM shomi in Figure 15 for shipe 

having lines siailar to the icebreaker Moeiora. sealing I       proportionally 
to the ratio between the coefficients I for the icebreaSr Moskva and 
the ship being considered. For ships having contours which substantially 
differ fro* the hull lines of the icebreaker Moekva. it is necessary to 
perfom preliainary calculations in the aethod eet forth in this para- 
graph. Finding the value I   in this way, the Magnitude of contact 
stresses should be deterainea by fonulas 6. to 8. 

cl, 
I! 

V 

- Zt&JUi- _^E^T 

N             - >; >      ^ 
'- 

l 

* «. 
* & 

_      .    -J..^ ~ä,--*— 

I I i * i t 1 * i S 
Aetmntcnc äumtHti & 

Figure 15. Values of coefficient 
t   for a heavy icebreaker, 
a-fraae lines; b-first frame 

line; c-l^. 

» 11 ♦ 3 * r I I » 

Figure 16. Values of coefficient 
1   during direct and reverberated 
impacts, a-frame lines; b-t  .. 

red 

11. Magnitude of Stresses Occurring During Ice Compression of 
A Ship.    * 

Determining loads which act on a ship's hull during ice compression 
is part of the overall problem of contact stresses experienced by hull 
structures of a ship sailing in ice. 

Ice compression can be considered as a static process.  It is most 
dangerous when a ship is moving in a large, compact, ice field. Taking 
the static nature of ice compression into consideration, an ice field can 
be considered as a homogeneous plate resting on a hydraulic-type flexible 
foundation. In this situation, the problem of static action of the sys- 
tem of vertical and horizontal forces on this plate should be solved. 

It is natural to assume the critical load which fractures ice of 
the given thickness,as the design external loads acting on the ship's 
hull during compression.  If the ship's strength is inadequate, the ship 
can be damaged or even crushed by the ice. 

Observations of compression on icebreakers show that failure of an 
ice field occurs primarily because of bending; this explains the con- 
siderable vertical slope of icebreakers' sides. In view of this, larger 
ice floes break off at the midsection Where the slope of the sides is less 
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ttaui at the end» and the curvature of t.'ia waterline is relatively «geall. 
Saaller fractures of the field are observed r«t the extremities. 

If, during novewmt of the ice» one of the edges of the channel is 
iaeobila, locnl  crushing of this edge and Minor humraockirg occur during 
cospression of a ship. Failure and intensive huianocking of the ice are 
bliserved v« the noving edge. Ice on this side plies up as high as the 
■■in deck in soae cases, there have been cases when icebreakers with a 
significant slope in their sides aoidships (15 to 18°) have been pressed 
up to a height of Im or »ore during ice compression. 

Ice failure at the extremities of ice cargo ships where ?lnpe of 
the side is great, generally occurs the sane as for icebreakers, i.e., 
because of bending of the ice field. In the midsection of a ship having 
a parallel Middle body, «here the aide is either vertical or slightly 
inclined, the nature of ice failure changan somewhat.  Initially, ir- 
regularities in the walls of the channel break off, then the ice field 
adjoins the greatest part of he parallel Middle body. Failure of the 
ice field in this area resenbles the failure of a plate resulting from 
loss of stability affiliated with axial compressive stresses.  In this 
ease, loads acting on the hull will considerably exceed the stresses which 
fracture ice because of bending and present a great danger to the side 
structures, as a whole. 

Ice compression can be conditionally divided into two stages. In 
the first stage (local crushing), protruding sectors which quickly cruaple 
or are broken off, COMB into contact with the side. Stresses occurring 
at this tine are distributed over comparatively small areas encompassing 
small segments of the side structures.  In the second stage, after pro- 
truding sections have, broken off, large segments of the side come into 
contact with the ice. Contact pressures which occur in connection with 
this are spread over a large part of the ship. 

It should be kept in mind that it is extremely difficult to fix 
boundaries between these two stages of compression, just as it is extremely 
difficult to determine which of the types of compression are more dangerous 
to a ship's side structures. However, there is basis to assume that the 
second stage of compression, in spite of the comparatively smaller magni- 
tude of linear loads, is in some cases more dangerous to a ship as a 
whole because it can cause grave damages over a large hull area. 

The overall compression of a ship in an ice field can be considered 
as analogous to the impression of a hard stamp (ship) into an elastic half- 
plane (ice field). Direct application of analytical depeadencies of the 
theory of elasticity contact problem is impossible in this case because 
of the large number of undetermined factors which cause overall compres- 
sion -of a ship.  Therefore, the magnitude of external loads which act on 
a ship's hull during overall compression shall be determined by starting 
from the conditional design plans presented below. We shr.ll consider two 
situations: compression of ships having sloping sides ad'nidslnns and 
compression of ships having vertical sides. 
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fhunilts obtftiiMd by tteovttieal mum will •ubMquMitly hm 
irith tte acttwl strMigth of iMbrMtors aai iet-claaa cargo Alps Miling 
in tte Arctic« 

I 

aamHilg of • »^p ^*»» "i<y^ »^^f «»•» • «hip i« 
in an loo field, tho odgo of tho ico craoiMM until tte total contact atroaa 
raaetea a ■agnltute which cruatea loo covtfra. «ten aolrina tte preblan 
of atrain on a floating loo plato, it waa atevn that for tte actual ratio 
of tte length of tte cruahing sona b0 to tte thidmoaa of tte loo (b^/h 
< 10), tte nagnitudo of tte total fracturing atroaa la practically inda- 
pendant of tte length b.. Therefore, wo atell evaluate the atrength of 
!tte ico field by deteraSning the nagnitudo of tte concentrated atroaa P, 

which frecturea tte plate« 

Tte Magnitude of tte ico fracturing atreaa for a aeni-infinlte plate 
I can be detomined bjr expreaaion (8.21) 

| I 
i 

ein ß 

vtere 0  . ia the ultinate bending atrength of ice; 

h - ia tte ice thickneaat 
ß - ia tte vertical alope of tte aide. 

A projection of the edge of tte ice field conea into contact with 
tte aide during coapreaaion. Aaanning that tte aide of tte ahip in tte 
contact «me ia flat and that tte projection ia deacribed aa an arc with , 
a radius R, we atell uae foraulaa preaented in 8. to detemine tte length 
of tte cruahing zone and tte nagnitudo of contact atreaa. The total con- 
tact atreaa ia detemined by fornila (8.10) 

■ i^um^-V ' T'.' ' ■» '% 

Equating the right aidea of expressions (8.10) and (8.21), we shall 
determine tte nsviwun depth Of crushing fron tte obtained equation at 
which failure of the ice field will occur. 

■O^^)' ■3t\*j£g*L.        (n.i) 

Using formula (7.2), for the length of the cruahing zone corresponding 
to C  i we obtain 

6#-M6"^2W-J, 
(11.2) 

fron which 
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TtHU, the relative length of the crushing zone of the edge de- 
with an increase in ice thickness which is confiraed bf natural 

ot—nratiene. 

Ccnwession of a shin yith Tertical sides. When there is pressure 
by an ice cover on a vortical site, contact stresses act in the plane of 

|      the ice field. When the slope angles are snail, the side nay also be 
c^tsidered as vortical. The Magnitude of the ultinate slope ß   at which 
a »Ida is considered to bo vortical is evaluated, proceeding fron the 

4 foiiowing considerations. 

f Uhen there is a eloping side, an ice plate fails when the noraal 
I      tensile stresses on its external surface (in the eztrene fibers of the 

section) exceed the bonding strength of ice a .    The horizontal coaponent 
Of the contact stress in this case, increases these stresses on one side 
and on the other, decreases then (because of crushing). When the slope 
of the site is greater than 5 to 10*, these factors neutralize each other 

I      and the carrying capacity of the plate is tetemined priwarily by the 
vortical coaponent of the contact stress, i.e., by the bending. This pro- 

1 video basis for using fornula (8.21) for calculations. 

I 
We arrive at analogous values for the ultinate slope angle ty con- 

sidering the friction of the ice against the side of the ship during con- 
pression during which, in all cases whore 0 •$ arctg /*. (where/\ is the 
coefficient of friction of ice against steel), the side can be considered 
as vortical. Considering that/l = 0.15, *o obtain ß = 8° for an ultinate 
slope angle. 

Failure of an ice cover by action of stresses applied to its plane 
can occur either as a consequence of loss of stability of the ice plate 
or under the effect of shear stresses. From the theoretical solution 
to the problem of stability of a floating, semi-infinite ice plate under 
the effect of a concentrated force applied to its edge, it follows that 
the magnitude of critical force causing loss of stability and ice failure, 
considerably exceeds the magnitude of the stress causing the appearance 
of radial cracks from shearing. Actual observations also show that ice 
failure in case of a vertical side, begins with formation of cracks and 
then losses of stability of the ice cover and breaking off of floes occur. 
This gives basis to assume that cracks are formed in an ice field as a 
result of shear stressesr 

From the solution of the two-dimensional problem of the theory of 
elasticity, it is known that maximum shear stresses for load f,  occurring 
in sections 1 and 2 (figure 17), are determined by the expression 

whre h - is the thickness of the plate; 
4jr - is the intensity of the linear load on the plate. 
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tigmr»  17« Poraation of craoka in an ica covar daring 

UM aoaant of cradc fornation corraaponda to tha advanca of abaar 
atraaaaa to tha liltiaata abaaring atramth of ica T • For f raaii icm, 
N. F. Yarabov (l6),aaMBaB T > 60 t/m . E^pariapnlal data ahem that 
T m 30 t/m   caif ba aaaiaatd aa tha ultinata ahaarine atrangth of aaa 
ica. Than, a unlfora liaaar load «hieb eauaaa tha ampwMuranea of cracka 
in aaa ica ia datarained by tha axpraaaian 

9«iiR^t-i94A TIM. 
(11.4) 

Tha aagaant of the plata in which tha cracka ara foraod loaaa ita 
atability aa being flexible along ita cylindrical anrface (atrip). The 
■agnituda of critical atraaa for tha atrip 

VY
5
"» <"-5) cr 

where Y - ia tha apacific weight of water; 
D - ia tha flexural atiffneaa of the ice plate ( 4.). 

10 
Aftauaing that with 

t/m   end Y « 1 t/aT and \i 
lön which ia a atatic proceaa, 

0.34, we obtain 

q      s 62hVb"t/i 'cr     ' (11.6) 

Coaparing the obtained value f  with the nagnituda ydeterained 
by fonula (11.4), it ia eaay to be convinced that in tha range of thick- 
neaaea up to h s 2.2a, which praaanta tha greateat practical intaaeat-, 
9 > f    , i.e., loaa of atability occura iaaadiately after cracka ara foraad. 

Ca 

In tha firat ataga of coapreaaion when relatively aaall irregulari- 
tiea of the edge of the ice ara broken off, ice load diatribution along 
the aide doea not depend on the rigidity of the aide atructuraa. Aa a 
conaequence of tha conaiderable aagnitude of the inelaatic cruahing atrain 
of th» ice*a edge in coopariaon with tha elaatic atrain, a different 
rigidity of aide grillage cannot exert a aubatantial effect on rediatri- 
bution of the ice load. Otfaarwiae, there ia a aituation of overall coa- 
preaaion of a ahip when ice adjoina tha aide for a conaiderable length. 
In thia case, the ice cover atrains elaatically and radiatribution of 
the contact ice loads auat take place. Thia radiatribution can be 
extraaaly inportant for ice cargo abipa in which tranaverae bulkheads are 
placed a conaiderable diatanca froa each other and there ara no fraasa. 

An analysis of the functioning of the aide grillage can be aade 
in a first approximation by uaing tha formulas for calculating a wall 
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baam*, irtiich is uaad in comtrustioo work. la the case under consideration, 
thft ica field ia the wall, the aide orillaga ia the wall bean and the 
tranavarae bulkheada are the col« 

* A baaa which bears the load fro« «all pressure and is supported 
on coluana ia called a wall bean. 

«i 
b 

I) 

-t/ 

Uit 

il 
Figure 18. Oiagraa of the redistribution of contact stresses 

during ice compression. 
1-side; 2-transverse bulkheads} a-b; b-E I . 

The load on the bean increases near the supports (bulkheads) and 
dacraaaas toward the center of the span. Its curve takes the form de- 
picted in Figure 18a. For practical purposes, a curve consisting of tri- 
angles can be assumed (Figure 18b). Failure of ice cover in this case 
begins with formation of cracks at the maximum load sites, i.e., princi- 
pal coapreasive stress in the area of the bulkhead reaches the ultimate 
static compressive strength of ice» Ve shall assume the following expres- 
sion for stress a which fractures ice covers 

«eft 

(11.7) 

The total stress, experienced chiefly by the transverse bulkhead 
and partially borne by the frames, 

2   2 2 

where a - is a coefficient determined according to B. 
recommendation [18], 

// ft/» 

(11.8) 

N. Zhemochkin's 

(11.9) 

E. is the modulus of elasticity for ice; 

E I - is the reduced rigidity of the side grillage. 
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If m load ic dirmctlj mpplimd to a aid» stringar, JOrn tmmnt of 

For a load appllod to tha apan batwsaa atringar», tfaa ■atfnltuda 1^ 
auat bo datftnad by calculating tte aida orillaoo. 

Taking into eouaidaration that a aactor of an lea fiald bowndad 
by crack», loaaa It» atability »a a plate which la bending almig it» 
cylindrical aurface, tha critical load, detendned by a^reaalon (11*5) 
ahould be taken aa the critical deaign load for aide grillage with ice 
up to 2.a* thick. For ice of greater thickneaa, the reeerve atability 
of an ice plate i» very large and the nagnitude of the deaign load for 
the grillage, in thia ca»*a, i» detendned by the ultiaate cruahing and 
»hearing atrength of the ice. 

fhe foraula» preeented in thi» paragn^h nake it poeaible to 
pute deaign loada for aide fraaing in the aidaaction of ice ahipa de- 
pending on ice coapreaaion condition» aa well aa to aolve the roter»» 
problea: to detemine, for the known atrength of the «id» fraaing, th» 

ciaua thickneaa of ice In which a ahip can be coapreaaed without daaage. 
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CHAPTER III 

C4LCUIATIWG MK»NITUPeS OF DESIGN ICE LOADS FOR MAIN HULL BRACINGS 

12. Load» OP Stgg yrMtno» 

The firat stag« when planning and designing hull structures of 
ice ships and icebreakers is to calculate the Magnitude of ice loads 
which act on the side fraaing and external plating of a ship's hull. 
This chapter gives % practical sethod for calculating ice loads, based 
«i previously»cite investigations. Contact stresses which occur during 
inpact of a ship against ice and during ice cospression are used as initial 
iata. 

Before moving on to the essence of the natter, it is necessary to 
bring to «ind that the Magnitude of an ice load basically depends on the 
configuration of the edge of the ice floe in the area of its contact 
with the side. Generally speaking, the shape of the edge can be most 
varied. Therefore, for design ice loads, it is necessary to set the 
outlines of a floe's edge in the area of contact with the ship's side in 
such a way that the hull strength calculated according to these loads will 
guarantee accident-free operation of ships in ice. Investigation of this 
natter and observations hava shown that the Most acceptable of the number 
of possible configurations is.an edge of a floe defined as an arc of a 
circle. Results of coopering the construction strength of ships in opera- 
tion with design values of the ice load for some certain type and class 
ol  ship obtained by the suggested Method, arc taken into consideration 
when selecting a mnerical value for radius R of this circle. 

Calculations have shown that if the magnitude of the radius R is 
set within the range of 10 to 40M, the value of the impact time and the 
length of the ice load distribution computed theoretically,well agree with 
data of actual observations and are confirmed by operating experience of 
ships in ice.  Inasmuch as the Magnitude of the radius of the circular 
ics edge in the contact area has a relatively small effect on the ice load 
intensity, for example, when changing the radius four times (from 10 to 
40 M), the intensity of the ice load changes only by 30%. A radius of 23m 
was taken as a mean within the indicated range for practical calculations. 

An ice loed acting on a ship's bow* is determined for the case of 
an inpact against an individually floating floe or an ice field,with and 
withaut«taking its bending into account, nie design ice load should be 
computed by relating the total contact strength P  to the length of the 
distribution area b along the ship's side. Magnitude b is defined as the 
length of the contact area between the hull and the ice, corresponding to 
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tlM mmkmm value of contact atrosa. Tha nuMrieal value of b im doter- 
■ined fro« tha cruahing eonditiona of tha iea'a adge in tha contact araa. 

* In tha given caaa, bow aaana that part of tha hull where impact 
loada are larger than tha coapr£>»«ive loada in the aidaection. 

mmmim  nmn?^——i 
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i r ». * 
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h' 

Figure 19. Finding the deaign length of load diatribution. 

It is evident from Figure 10 that the area of cruahing of the Ice'a 
edge haa a parabolic segment's form. The length of this area is calculated 
by formula (7.2). The distribution curve of contact stress along the length 
also haa the form of a parabolic segment (Figure 19), the area of which 

where 9        - is the maximum ordinate of the curve. 
max 

We shall assume that the design contact stress is equally distributed 
on length b, which is defined as an arithmetical mean between b_ and b., 
where b is found from the condition of equality of areas 

TM- MI ma» 

from which 

■ In this caaa, taking (7.2) into account, we can write 

8 V    coif (12.1) 
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Using foraulas (8.IQ) «ad (12.1), w* obtain an e^i-ession for the 
Intonoity of th« deaign loo load during an ia«Mct of a ship against an 

ico floe with a rounded edge 

ihm .ÄB«^ i tfsMn» 
(12.2) 

Subatituting the wmvimm depth of crushing Qamx'>  calculated by forau» 
la (7.6) into this expression end taking (7«9) into consideration, we ob. 

tain 

Am CMi^ün^xo^p 

Substituting the reibiced velocity of the ship in the form of v   s 
» Vgl. m 0.514 v t  (where v is the ship's velocity in knots> and designs, 
ting Km  D /g'  % » ^/g (where D is the ship* s displacewnt and D 
is the weight of the fee floe. For the case of impact of a ship against   weight'  
a floe with a circular edge radius of R a 25 "t we obtain 

f bow ' 0,084 (^f) .hi'HeMV (12»3) 

For an impact of a ship against an infinite ice field when D /D -»0, 

formula (16.4) is simplified and takes the form 

W ^^(^rj^i (12.4) 

In formulas (12.3) and (12.4), the displacement of the ship and 
weight of the ice floe are assumed in tons and the crushing strength of 
the ice a    in t/m . The magnitude of the cosine of the angle between the 
normal to the side and axis x can be computed with adequate accuracy by 

formula 
1^ 0,01am, 

(12.5) 

where a - is the angle between a tangent to the waterline at the point 
of impact and the longitudinal plane, in degrees; 
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m m 1*6 cos ß * Omll - i» m co«ffici«tit. calculated in 
on angl« 0 in Figur» 23. 

For convenience in calculating, fonuia (12.3) can be preaented in 
ita ultiMte fom 

■ v 

where k- »I' ■   ■ ' i   - ia a coefficient, allowing for the effect 
1 ""''" ' ~'0lXl of the reduced aaaaes of the ahip and ice 

floe; 

^"(i^) 

• ia a coefficient allowing for the crushing 
strength of the ice; 

- ia a coefficient allowing for the reduced 
velocity of the ship; 

^      tinkrcorM» _ ia a coefficient allowing for the effect of 
«n,',Po»'»p    the vertical slope of the fraae. 

Coefficients k , k , k and k, are detemined fron the graphs in 
BS 20 to 23. When coaputing these coefficients, a ship displacinc 
10,000 t striking against ice 

l400 t/m   was used as a standard. 

Figures 20 to 23. When coaputing these coefficients, a ship displacing 
D = 10,000 t striking against ice having a crushing strength of a = 

When Computing the magnitude of an ice load on the side framing of 
the bow, the following order of calculations must be observed: 

1. the values of angles a and 0 for each frame line are taken from 
the line drawing (Figure 24). For ice ships, these angles are taken at 
the level of the load waterline and for icebreakers, at the level of the 
designer's waterline. To check the accuracy of assumed angles or and 0, 
it is necessary to construct a graph of the changes of these angles (Figure 
25), and if the curves are not adequately even, smooth then out and intro- 
duce corrected angles into the calculations. Particular attention must 
be given to accuracy in calculating angles or and 0 when they are small. 
If, for any hull sector, angle 0 is less than 8°, angle 0 should be taken 
as equal to 8° for that sector; 

2. coefficients C* and C" are found on graphs presented in Figures 
3 and 6, depending on angle 0 and the relative coordinate of the point of 
impact x/L; 

3. characteristic t. = 0.01 am is calculated by formula (12.5); 

4. characteristic     Dj        is calculated, where D is 

C» + C" £L 
02 
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difUcwnt, takrn for an Ic« ahip at ita load «atarline and for an 
leateoakor, ita graatoat diaplacawaatt D la tha «aight of the ice floe. 
If aa iapaet againat the adga of an infinite field occur«, inatead of 
eharactoriatic   Pj    f characteriatic Di ia calculated, inaaauch 

C» + C" £L c, 

aa in thia aituation DJ^Q, Coefficient k^ ia deterained froa the graph 
preaanted in Figure D^  20, depending on the relationship D, or 

C» 

C + C" -4- 

2 

% 

U 

— 

4? 
Figure 20. Values of coefficient k.. 
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Figure 21. Values of coefficient 187. 
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Figure 22. Values of coefficient k^.. a- V^^ = IjV^. 
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Figure 23.     Values of coefficients kg and m.    a- 3, deg. 

5, values of coefficients k , k and k, are found on graphs in 
o  v    p 

Figures 21 to 23; 

6. the intensity of the ice load is computed by formula (12.6) 
and results of the calculations are presented in the form of a graph 
(Figure 26, curve I); 

7. a final curve of an ice load on the bow is constructed. It 
must be drawn on the basis of calculations of the strength of the hull 
structures. For this, it is necessary to square (according to designing 
considerations, considering for example, the spacing of lateral bulkheads, 
etc.) the theoretical loads curve obtained in paragraph 6 for separate 
sectors so that the number of these sectors will be minimum (two to three), 
When doing this, it should be kept in mind that the ordinates of t^e 
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•qiursd carv« mat be no leas than the ordinates of the load curve obtained 
in paraoraph 6. 

Figure 24. Oeteraining angles ct and ß. a-WLj b-frame; c-point 
of inpact; d-LP; e-buttocfc. 

The ice load during impact against an ice field, taking its bending 
into account, should be detetvined by formula (8.10) where the depth of 
crushing C   i* found by means of successive approximations, as shown in 
8. To aecoMOdate practical calculations, the maximum depth of crushing 
was computed for a series of ships depending on the thickness and ultimate 
crushing strength of the ice a , vertical slope of the side, velocity and 
displacement. Results of these calculations were compared with the value 
of the depth of crushing, computed without taking bending of the ice field 
into consideration. As a result, a graph of correction factors was con- 
structed, making it possible to recalculate the intensity of an ice load 
during impact of a ship against an ice field, allowing for bending of the 
field from a known magnitude of a load calculated without allowing for 
the bending. 

The formula for computing an ice load during impact against the 
edge of an ice field, taking bending of the latter into account, has the 
form 

^bow) b Tbowkl, k2, k3 
(12.7) 
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Figure 23. Correcting Values of Angles a and ß. a-deg; 
b-frame lines. 

I - obtained value a;  II - corrected value a'; 
III - obtained value ß;  IV - corrected value ß'. 
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Figure 26. Curve of Ice Load on Plating, a-frame lines; 
b-L stern• c- L mid; d- L bow. 

I - theoretical load without considering bending; 
II - theoretical load talcing bending into consideration; 

III - square curve of the load (design). 
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Figure 2?.    Values of coefficient k . 

Where ^bow^ 

Tbow 

is the intensity of an ice load, taking bending of 
the field into account, t/m; 

is the intensity of an ice load calculated by formula 
(12.6) without considering bending of the field, t/m; 

is a coefficient depending on the ice thickness h and 
characteristics /«JljAI, y» (v - is the velocity of the 

ship, m/sec) (Figure 27); 

is a coefficient, determined from Figure 28, depending 
on ice thickness h and vertical slope of the frame 8 in 
the impact area; 

is a coefficient calculated according to Figure 29, 
depending on the thickness and uJtimato crushing strength 
of the ice. 
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Ttm procedura for calculating an ice load, allowing for bending 
of the ice field follow. 

The ice load without allow! 9 for bending of the ice field ie cal- 
culated according to foraula (12.6). Then, the characteristic./^^JM. \% 
ia calculated. m I 

Correction factors k , k- and k. are determined on graphs, Figures 
27 to 29 and the intensity of the ice )o*4 is cooputed by foraula (12.7). 

Ice loads are calculated for side framing in the hull aidsection 
on the basis of conditions of static compression on the ship by an ice 
field.  In doing this, cases of coapression on ships having an incline 
(0 & 8°) or a vertical side (0<8O) in the midsection are considered separately. 
For ships with a sloping side, considering expression (8.21) and (12.1), 
we obtain 

'mid 
0.3iaH>fc>cw'(tP 

(^^„•Inß ' 

Substituting expression 
here, we find 

(7.6) for the maximum depth of crushing 

mid sin? V      2R * 
(12.8) 

Thus, the design load for the hull midsection will depend on the 
slope of the side ß, ice thickness h, and its strength characteristics 
a    and <7 , as well as the parameter R, characterizing the configuration 
of the ice's edge.  To evaluate the correspondence of design loads to 
real ice loads, empirical data of ships operating in ice should be used, 
selecting ship prototypes, the strength of which has been proven in the 
defined compression conditions. A medium power icebreaker and a UL 
(Arkt.)-Clas8 icebreaker cargo ship active in ice navigation, were taken 
as these prototypes. The structural strength of these ships in the mid- 
section is 90 and 100 t/m respectively. The thickness of an ice field 
in which these ships could undergo compression without suffering notice- 
able hull damage is:  for a medium icebreaker h = 2.5 m and for UL (Arkt.) 
cargo ships, the sides of which have considerably less slope (8° instead 
of 18° on the icebreaker), h = 1.5 in. For medium icebreakers and ships 
of ice-strengthened classes, the design valug for the ultimate crushing 
strength of ice can be taken as a s 200 t/m and the design value for 
ultimate bending strength cr = 100 t/m  . For heavy icebreakers, these 
values should be increased to 250 and 125 t/m respectively. 
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Figure 29. Values of coefficient k.. 

Aasuming that the value of the parameter R is identical for the 
prototype ship and the ship under consideration and using the above- 
presented fonauia (12.8), we obtain, in a general situation 

I 

'- '^%}VvMf 
where the terms with a zero index reiste to the prototype ship. 
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I 
UM obtained fonula can be presented in a fom to accoaaodate practi- 

1 cal calculation« 

*«ida96Wb*»' (12-9) 

ra kJ = «in Pp  - i« a coefficient allowing for the effect of the 
«in P     vertical «lope of the «ide (Figure 30); 

whe 

c kM e \l  KAA    - is a coefficient allowing for the effect of 
ultimate crushing strength of the ice (Figure 31); 

<?■ 
k. s "V / ~b    - i« a coefficient allowing for the effect of the 

tooa    ultimate bending strength of the ice (Figure 31); 
3 rjr" 

k. m   -v / JT   - is a coefficient for the effect of the ice thick- 
>  0     ness (Figure 32). 

The design loadlf for ships having vertical sides is calculated , 
by formula (11.6), if we place Y 5 1 t^m3in it and ji = 0.34 and E s 4 . 10 
t/m (for salt ice) or E = 6 . 10 t/m for fresh ice. 

Thus, for salt ice 

7mid B 62h -yfh       t/n, 

for fresh ice (12.10) 

^mid = 73h ^       t/m, 

where h is the design ice thickness during compression, m. 

Ice loads which act on the stem can be determined from a condition 
of an impact of a ship against the ice when moving astern or when the stern 
piles up on the edge of the ice during yawing. The design diagram does 
not differ in principle from the design diagram of impact loads taken for 
the bow. However, it can first be said that conditions for the stern are 
less severe than for the bow inasmuch as the velocity of a ship moving 
astern and when piling up on the edge of the field is considerably less 
than its forward velocity. Moreover, the stern lines of ships which sail 
in ice are extremely well-suited for absorbing ice stresses in view of the 
large slope to the side of the afterbody. Therefore, we shall designate 
the magnitude of ice loads in the stem 7  as fractions of the maximum 
load acting on the bow, 

*«t ' ^bowU' (12-11) 

where k - is a coefficient designated depending on the ship type and 
class. 

i 
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«   i   «    «   »   ar^Ffoprf* 
Values of the coefficient ^^ 

. for icebreakerst II - for icebreakers - cargo ships, 
a-degrees. 

For icebreakers k s 0.7 is used but the load oust be at least 3096 
greater than the load amidships and for UL (Arkt.)-class ice ships k ■ 
=0.5 but the load^  must be at least 10% greater than the load amidships. 

The Magnitude of coefficient k is designated on the basis of the 
condition of an impact by the stem against ice at a velocity of 4 to 5 
knots for icebreakers and 1 to 2 knots for ice ships. Experience gained 
in construction of icebreakers and UL (Arkt)-class ships, the sterns of 
which were strengthened by 30 and 1054 respectively in comparison with 
their midsections, was taken into consideration in this. The length of 
the strengthened area of the stem was taken as 20% of the length of the 
ship, computed from the stem perpendicular. 
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    ■ ■■■ ■■ .■ '■ ■ 

Table 4 

Value of angea 0 and or 

• 

ynw,' 

^ • ;   1 

rpa«. 
' a I S 8 4 S « 7 a • w 

, P 30 27 23 17 12 1 * • ■ 8'. 8- 8 

•a *> I» 16 10/ 4- 1 0 o 0 
• 
0 

a« angles, deg.; b-fraoe line numbers. 

Eaample. We shall calculate an ice load on the side 
framing of a UL (Artet.)-claas cargo ship using the following 
initial data: displacement D s 10,000 t{ velocity at the time 
of impact against ice field v = 4 ktsj  thickness of ice field 
h s 1.4 mi ultimate crushing strength of the ice in impact a   a 
a 350 t/m and in conpression a = 175 t/m ; ultimate- bending 
strength of the ice in compression cr = 90 t/m . 

D 

The slopes of the side 0 and angles between the tangent 
to the waterline and the longitudinal plane or are presented in 
Table 4. The ice load for the ship's bow is computed by formula 
(12.6) in Table 5. 

Table 5 

Determining the ice load for a ship's bow without 
considering bending of the ice field. 

. HoMepa reopemecKH tonaHroyTos 
riapaiieTpw 

a 1 2        3 4 5 6 7 

> KoMMMiuieHT C JPigJS) 2.79 
1.60 

2.58 
1.54 

2,00 
1.58 

1.64 
1,64 

1,32 
1,67 

1,07 
1,68 

— 

/.-0.0I am            8 

dXapaKTepHCTHxa DJC 
0,300 0.293 0.253 0,164 0.067 0.017 0 
3680 3060 6000 6100 7580 9350 — 

ICoa^vmHT Ao fig.20) 
*, rig.21) 

1.20 1.17 1,01 0,65 0,27 0,07 0 
0.66 0.676 0,74 0'Ä 0,88 0,97 — 
0.826 0.928 0,026 0,926 0,925 0.925 — ■ 

»        *j Fig.S3 
0.60 0.88 0.52 0.87 0,19 0.050 — 
2.08 1.83 1.80 1.62 1,22 1.00 

gHHTeHcuHoctfc    sarpysKi . 

^-7»0*£^.m/a 140 147 165 140 99 
i 

35 o 

parameters; 
teristic 
of load 

D/Cj 
b-frame line numbers;    c-coefficient C»;    d-charac- 

e-v^.j, « t,v_;    f-coefficient k_; g-intensity 

fw    = 780 bow 
WS 

ll\* 
t/m. 
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tbrn icm loid for Urn hall aidMetlon ia covputod by fonul« 
(12.9) mm  for • ship with on inelinod sido: 

«• tako tho vaiooa of eoofficioato ' 1M tako tho volooo of eoofficionto k£, k , k. and k. froo 
the gropta prooontod ia Pigurea 30 to 32: PÜ « 1, k = 0.94, k 8 

. 0.92, kj^ . 0.96. Than p     » 

86dM.0,tt-0.«-iW r/a. 

The ice load in tha atam calculated by fonaula (12.11), f  = 
0.5 . 155 * 77.5 t/a. Tha ica load in tha stern, taken as 10% 
greater than tha load aaidahipa,* • 1.1 .80x88 t/m. 

He take the larger of tho two obtained values: f   . = 88 t/m. 

The distribution of the ice load along the length of a ship 
ia presented in the fom of a curve (Figure 26, curve III). 

Tha ica load for a ahlp'a bow ia eeaputad in Table 6 according 
to foraula (12.7), taking banding of tha ica field into consideration, 
with a given ica thickness of h x 1.4 a. Tho results of the calcula- 
tions are presented in Figure 26, curve II. 

It ia obvioua fro« Table 6 that allowing for bending pemits 
the design loada for tha bow to bo dacraaaad by nearly 40%. 

Table 6 

Detonaining ice load for a ahip'a bow, taking bending 
of the ice field into conaideration. 

napamrpu 

cHarpysu fesywra urate 

c«, 

Ooef f icien% iFig 
•       *i fig 

Hirpnaa e ywmw i 
d    («>)a - f AMk> r/a 

Haa^a Mopanmewt nwRfeynw 

140 

0.400 

0.098 

0.810 
0.84 
1.08 

9r,t 

147 

0.410 

0.700 

0.810 
0.8S 
1.0» 

108 

1S5 

0.886 

0.888 

0.818 
0.86 
1.08 

«111 

140 

0.198 

0,588 

0.880 
0.08 
1.08 

10» 

89 

0.043 

0.884 

0,886 
1.00 
1.0S 

86,6 

0,043 

0,104 

0.695 
1.05 
1.02 

33,5 

a-paraneters; b-fraae line nuaberat c-load without considering 
bending (Table 5); d-load, taking bending into consideration 

tfbow )b s ybowklk2k3' t/■• 
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13« hMiäm on Shall Platlau« 

tbm (Wsion intanaity of an ica load on aida platlnQ ia caleulatad 
dapanding on tha ■agnituda of contact praaaoraa davaloping during bracking 
up of tha adga of tha ica. Tha analyaia of intaractimi batwaan a ahip'a 
hull and ica parforaad in J^tOhowa that tha contact praaaturaa dapMid on 
tha aaaa, linaa and valocity of tha ahip aa wall aa <MI the phyaieal and 
■achanical charactariatica of tha ica and apacifically, on tha «agnituda 
of tha coaff icient of intamal friction of tha intaratitial layer f- and 
ita thicknaaa « (aaa 3*). Adequately reliable data concerning tha Sagni- 
tude of charactariatica f-. and c of natural ice cover ia preaently not 
available. Bacauae of thüa, it ia difficult to naka ■' atrict datenaina- 
tion of the deaign Magnitude of contact praaauraa. Therefore, «hen cal- 
culating ica loada on plating, wa are forced to uae the nethod of con- 
verting fron a prototype. 

Obaenrationa ahov that the diatribution area of an external load on 
shell plating takes tha fona of a patch atretching along the ahip for a 
distance of several fraae apacinga. Thia providoa baaia to assune that 
on the aector of the aida being conaiderad, the deaign load cm the plating 
p ia proportional to tha deaign load on the aide fraping f,  i.e., 

where the syabols without an index refer to tha ahip under consideration 
and the aynbols with a aero index refer to the prototype ahip. 

For ships sufficiently close in size, hull lines and power plant, 
operating conditions in ice can be considered to be sinilar. Consequently, 
paraaeters characterizing the phyaieal and Mechanical propertiea of ice, 
the configuration of the ice's edge and tha velocity in the ice will be 
identical for both ahipa: 

Moreover, we will assune that the intensity of ice stresses acting 
on the plating depend on  the hull shape only to the degree at which it 
effecta the force of inpact, i.e., the reduced mass of the ship and re- 
duced velocity. The  geometry of the crushing of tha ice's edge which 
is a function of the vertical alope of the aide ß and the parameter R, 
doea not have a noticeable effect on the magnitude of the load in the 
given case. Therefore, using formulas (13.1) and (12.3), we obtain the 
following expression for intensity of an ice load on plating during an 
impact against an ice floe 

D   s (p  )     \     mt/o (13.2) pbow  ^bow'o  '  - vw.^ 
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In c— oT iapact <fl»imt tte 

fonuU (13.2) im aUvliftodt 

lea timid. 

(13.3) 

ttm r«latioiuihip of the dimplmcmmnt of skip* aiailor in oloasnto 
can ba takan aa proportional to tha ralationrliip of tha linear dinenaiona 
to tha third power. Then, comidaring tha equality of tha velocitiaa v. a 
" (v.)A we write fonula (13*3) in tha following fom: 

a Ut 

Mrvv^ (13.4) 

o - ie the angle between the tangent to the watarline and the 
longitudinal plane, degreee] 

L- - are the lengtha of the ahipe, a; 

ki - ia a coefficient allowing for the effect of the vertical 
P    elope of the frawa; 

■ m 1.6 co» 9+0.11 . ia a coefficient deterainod fro« the graph in 
Figure 23; 

k - ia a coefficient calculated fron data on the 
prototype ahip: 

».JSL. "b«^ 'c''o/:i . 

Valuee of coefficient k for icebreakers and carge ahips of various 
ice classes are presented in Table 7« 
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Table 7 

ValuM of cmfficicnt k for icobroaiEMra and cargo 
•hip« of variM» ieo claaaao* 

4 

.n. JUaeeeysn * 

Jknomgni . 
I MICC 

i          11 SMCC 
1        IIlUMC 

«... 

TpaacoopTRue 
d       cyw 

y/l(Af«r.) 12.2 
6,8 
4.« 

ByKCBpu 

f 

» 
9 

a-type; b-ship claaa; c-icebrecdcera; d-cargo ships; e-UL (Arkt) 
ÜL L; f-tugboats; g- UL L; h-*see ship classifications 17; 

i-I Class, II Class, III Class. 

lbs procedure for detemining the ice load on bow plating follows. 
Angles Or and ß for each fraas line are taken froo the line drawing (Figure 
24), graphs are constructed and the corrected values for these angles are 
found (Figure 25). Coefficient C» is found on graph. Figure 5t depending 
on angle ß and the relative coordinate of the point of iapact x/L. Co- 
efficient ■ is found on the graph in Figure 23, depending on angle ß. 
Then, we detemine the coefficient 

and coefficient k is selected fro* Table 7. The intensity of the ice 
load on the plating is calculated according to formula (13.4) and the 
results are presented in the font of a graph (Figure 33« curve I). Then 
a square curve for the ice load on bow plating is constructed similarly 
as was done for the side framing (Figure 33« curve II). . 

The intensity of an ice load on the midsection of a ship is de- 
termined from conditions of compression of a ship in the ice similarly 
as done for the bow. Using expressions (12.8) and (13.1)» we obtain 

'mid 
(P   )  -.'/  a    i   ** (13.5) 

where symbols with a zero ind»x refer to the prototype ship. 
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Figure 33* Curve of ice lead en plating. «-L .  i b-L . .; 
•     . _    ,.           aiem    nie 

c-Li d-frane linea. 

I . Theoretical loadt II - Square curve of load (design). 

A heav? icebreaker and an icebreaker-cergo ahip which have operated 
yeara in the Arctic were used as prototypes, tile tmadmm ice thick- 
to idiieh the nidsectimi of an icebreaker-cargo ship was exposed 

h" 1.5 n| tor an icebreaker, it can be assuaed 
aa h 7 4 a. The conatmetion strength* of the aide plating waa calculated 
by the foraula 

<»^> 

<T  - is the yield strength of the plating Material, kg/em  } 

6 - is the plating thickness, an; 

s - is the frane spacing, an. 

* In this case and subsequently, construction strength denotes 
the nagnitude of the external ice load under the influence of which 
deaign stresses in the hull neabers reach their ultiaate yield strength. 

For the icebreaker prototype, when a > 2600 kg/cn , 6 = 40 mm and 
s a 400 aau we find according to foraula (13.6) that (p . ) s 52 kg/cm 
or 520 t/a . For the ship prototype, when a = 3600 kg/cu2 and 6 = 18 ran 
and a « 400 an, we obtain (PBid)0 » 150 t/n2^ 
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AmiMing for icsbr^cmrs, tte ultiwit« crushing and bending atrength 
of ice aa (ff ). . 250 t/m   and (a )    « 125 t/u   rrapectivaly and ica tbick. 
naaa aa h « I 8, and for cargo ahipd* (o )Q s 200 t/u % (ab)    • 100 t/m   an 
h m l.Sa« Ma obtain, according to (13*5)« romulaa for calculating the 
intenaity of an ice load on nidahip flating: 

icebrealeera 

cargo ships 

pnid a O^^S.t /^; <13.7) 

p.id " 0.69^1??. t/jrf», (13-8) 

I 

| 
* For cargo ahipa, the strength characteristics of ice are assuned 

as 25% lower than for icebreakers, which can sail in the early navigation 
period when the ice is stronger. 

If changes in the strength characteristics of ice are not taken in- 
to consideration when converting fro« the prototype to the ship being 
designed.-^-as-Jh-«sishould be set in fornuia (13*5)* 

(«c»,  (^). 

Then, for icebreakers 

^d ^'nid'o j/^p K»y^+mVh'. (l3-9) 

for UL (Artet.) and Ul.claa8 cargo ships 

p-id - ^o^-wVf-^Vh- (13.10) 
»  '*o    .    ' 

It should be noted that on the Majority of UL.class ships in opera- 
tion, the correlation between carrying capacity of bow plating and midship 
plating is more or less stable and on an average, equals two. According 
to Regulations of the Register of Shipping of the USSR [40], the thick, 
ness of the side plating ice belt for a section, 0.15 L from the stem of 
UL-class ships is increased 60% above the required thickness for the mid- 
section of an unstrengthened ship. The thickness of the midship hull 
plating is assumed 15% greater than the thickness of the plating of a 
ship not having an ice classification. In this case 

O'-^- 
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TIMS, UM l<Md on tte MUMU» tall pUtiag of UUCIOM cargo ship« 
•hou'4 te fiawd •itter by fotwl« (13.10) or by StgiiUtioa* of tte Ito«iatry 
of Shippine of tte USSB, ■■■iwliij tte fVMtMr «• tilt tmign wmlm.    UclaM 
caroo •hipt* tell« ar* Mt rated for io* eooprooaion and ■idohip plating 
thiclmooo is daoiguitod in aecordaneo with tte Bsgistry of Shipping. 

Tte intensity of MI io« toad on stem plating p .  is calculatod tte 
as for aids fraaing, i.o., in rolatien to tte doslgn valua of tte 

load in tte tew ip^^J^ 

wtero k*    -   is a coofficiont of tte aaao nagnituda as «ton calculating 
tte load for aid« franing. 

Por icobraateis, k* «0.7 (tte load p     «not bo at loaat 30% greater 
than tte load for tte ted««etien)|    for UL flrtct. )^:laas ice abipa, k* • 
■ 0,5 (load p     oust be at loaat 10% greater then tte load in the aidaec- 
tion). ■' 

Tte length of tte strengthened area of plating in the stem is 
asauaed aa 20% of tte length of tte ahip.    For L and UL-claaa ships, the 
design load for atom plating is MM—d tte sane aa for the aidsection. 

Detemine tte ice load on tte plating of an icebreake. 
fro« the following initial data:    length of ahip L « 98 nt    ice 
thickneaa h « 2.5 mt   ultinate craahino strength of tte ice in 
iapact a   * 490 t/n ;    ultinate crushing strength of the ice in 
«MfNnessfon O    « 220 t/n ; .ultinate bending strength of the ice 
in conpression o.  ■ 120 t/n . 

The vertical allies of the fraaea 0 and angles or between 
a tangent to the waterline and the longitudinal plane are pre- 
sented in Table 8.    The ice load for the bow is conputed ac- 
cording to foraula (13.4) in Table 9, with k « 24 (see Table 7). 

Using foraula (13*8), we find for the aidsection of a ship 

'aid " 0'WV*^% -0,88!''2.S«.2». W Wt /a«. \ 

Por the stem, we detemine, according to foraula (13.11): 

pat " ^  ^bow^aax "   0«7M»-«^ /**• 

The curve for ice loada on plating ia presented in Figure 33« 
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Table 8. 

Values of angle* a and 0 

i 
1 yrjm. h 

HOMpt TCOpCTMWCKOTO 

.rpM. I 2 3 4' 5 6 7. S 9 ' 10 

P    . 46 44 41 36 32 28 24 20 18 18 

■ 23 23 23 21 M 13 9 4 1 0 
■    i 

'$ 

a-angles, deg.;    b- fnuw line imabers. 

Table 9. 

Oetemining the ice load on the bow plating of an 
icebreaker 

FlapaMerpu 
a 

b 

I 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 

c 
3,16 2.67 2.30 1.96 1.61 1.37 i.io 0,90 

Kot^HIUlCRT M   . 1.24 2,26 1,31 1.40 1,47 1.52 1.57 1.61 

, / . ■ m''*   • 1.18 1.20 1.24 1,31 1.36 1,40 1.43 1,46 

(c'>% 1,58 1,48 1,38 1,28 1.21 1,13 1,03 0.96 

■V, 12,25 12,12 12,25 11.40 10.10 7,«5 5,80 3.04 

0,75 0.81 0,90 1,02 1.12 1.24 1.39 1,63 

W10-V'.L-S 565 585 645 685 665 575 475 273 

a-parameters; b-frame line numbers; c-coefficient. 
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elttdsi 

14.    «ff«ct of ajj TlffT M ttt WMnitud» ef feg Laad«. 

Baaic hall >T—>t«r» which mttmct thm ■■onitiid» of ico loads in> 

- tho length of tte for« purall«! aiddl« body L , | 
poow 

- rolationahip of tte ship's longth and breadth L/B; 

- fors vatarplans eooffielont OTboyi 

- vortical slope of fraass 0. 

To analyse tte effect of tte paraaeters listed, «e use a super- 
position asthod and consider tte effect of each paranster on tte ice load 
on a series of ships with various bow shapes, displacing 0 = 10,000 t, 
and striking an ice field at a speed of two knots. 

1      T^? 

Figure 34. Line drawing of waterlins. a-y; ^-^boyt c"Lbow' 

The bow line of tte waterline is expressed by equation in the for» 

—BE-(ü!1 F-b(t)T • 
where B - is the breadth of the ahip; 

b - is a paraneter characterising tte bow waterplane; 
L.  - is the length of the entrance, equal to L - L .   (Figure 34). 

2 

Tte forward waterplane coefficient 

Sow 

0.5BL 
pbow 

bow« 
v e-5BKiw)Jl-b(0] dx 

0i5L , 0.5B 

w * ■wfe^). 
0.5L 
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we obtain 

L L        L    , * h .       « k T and L.  « * - i« .  a r- (1 •» k) , pbow    2     nbotf  2   pbom     2        * 

«bo.' *+-|(l-*)(8-*). 

The effect of the length of the fore parallel Middle body on the 
ice load was investigated with k a 0.3; 0.4 and 0.5; I/B = 7 and OL^ 
s 0.804{  ami the effect of the fore waterplane coefficient was in- 

t  *       vestigated with cr   a 0.768 (b = 0.4); a   = 0.804 (b * - 0.05), 
tt.  * 0.840 (b = ~0.5),  with l/B = 7 andTT.  = 0.4 1/2. 

I DOW pDOW 

Ths effect of the ratio L/B was investigated for L/B a 6, 7 and 8 
{ with L bo)r = 0.4 L/2 and «^ a 0.804. 

I The ice loads of the variants considered were compared for ice. 
breaker bow shapes with identical vertical slopes of frames ßon all 
variants. Slope angles ß are presented in Table 10. For an evaluation 
of the effect of vertical slope of the fraae 8 on ice loads, the load 
for a ship with an icebreaker ami a non-icebreaker bow shape were con- 
sidered. The results of the calculations are presented in the form of 
curves of ice loads in Figures 35 to 38. Fro* Figure 35, it is obvious 
that with an increase in the Xongth of the parallel middle body and all 
other conditions being equal, the curve of impact loads is displaced to 
the forepart of the ship, proportionately to the length of the parallel 
middle body. With this, there is a growth in the ice load in the area 
of the first and second frame lines with an increase in the length of 

i, the parallel middle body. Curves of loads on ships with various fore 
waterplane coefficients presented in Figure 36, reveal the substantial 
effect this parameter has on ice loads. A decrease in the waterplane- co- 
effecient or.  causes a considerable increase in loads in the area of the 
third and firth frame lines (the so-called fore shoulders of the water- 
line). This is explained by the increase in the angles between the tan- 
gent to the waterline and the longitudinal plane in this area. For a 
waterline with a large fore waterplane coefficient, maximum loads move 
toward the stem and the curve of ice loads has no maximum. Curves of 
loads for ships with various ratios L/B with L .   = 0.2 L and or    a 
a 0.804 are presented in Figure 37. From the figure, it follows that 
the ratio of a ship's length to its breadth has a comparatively small 
effect on the magnitude of ice loads. So, with L/B a 8, loads decrease 
by approximately 20%; this can be explained by the decrease in the angles 
between the tangent to the waterline and the longitudinal plane with an 
increase in L/B. Curves of loads of two ships having different verti- 
cal slopes to their, sides are presented in Figure 38« (see Table 10). A 
comparison of these curves shows that the ice load substantially increases 
(by an average of 50%) when the slope of the bow frames is cut in half. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA ON OPERATIOM/IL EXPERIENCE OF SHIPS UNDER ICE CONDITIONS. 

ClASSIFICATIOW OP SHIPS SAILING IN ICE. 

15.  Ice Daaagc to Hull Structure« of Icebreakers and Cargo Shipa. 

Study and analysis of ice damage to hull structures of icebreakers 
and ca.-go ships, the construction strength of which is known, sake it pos- 
sible to coapare the above recoaaended design ice loads with ice loads 
which actually act on a ship's hull. As a result of such coaparison, it 
is possible to deteraine aore accurately a design plan for calculating 
ice loads for various classes of ice shipa. Detailed analysis of ice 
daaage to hull structures with necessary calculations is an independent, 
large voluae task. Therefore, only several conclusions concerning ice 
daaage to ships are cited below.  Daaages resulting from violations of 
navigation rules and tactics for sailing in ice are not considered here. 

When exaaining the hulls of several icebreakers, it became clear 
that they all had ice daaages, the aaount and nature of which depended 
considerably on the technical condition of the ship. The usual types of 
ice daaage to icebreakers' hulls are dents and criaps in shell plating, 
permanent deflections of fraaes, loss of flexural stability of frames 
and beams, and disturbance of the strength of riveted joints.  Most of 
the damage was registered in the area of the ice belt as veil as on the 
bottom of the icebreaker's bow. Most oi the damage occurs in the bow which 
takes impact ice loads. Damage to icebreaker midsections resulting from 
ice compression is insignificant in comparison with bow damage. Most 
icebreaker hull damage (dents and crimps in shell plating, permanent de- 
flections of frames, etc.) is characterized by an insignificant amount 
of deflection (up to 50 mm) and does not present a danger to the ship. 
More severe damage to hull structures with deflections up to 200 mm are 
observed on old construction icebreakers.  This is explained by the con- 
siderable *?aar on the shell plating and framing over a long period of 
operation. 

It should be noted that the hull strength of most icebreakers 
which have been constructed is adequate and ensi res accident-free opera- 
tion in ice conditions. 

Study and analysis of ice damages to various cargo ships make it 
possible to make the follcaring generalizations. 

1.  Nearly all cargo ships sailing in ice experience ice damage. 
The amount and nature of these damages depend on the technical condition 
of the ships' hulls and their operating conditions. 
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a. UM «Mt churactertotie 4MB0M to cargo akipa include: donia, 
eriapa and loaa oftan, cracfca and fraetoraa in tte aball plrtingi bendinu. 
loaa of atability and fracturiag of trmmm t atringars and loMas; 
loaa of ton, daig« to dacka, piatforaa and tranavarao bulkhaada. 

3. Ica daMfla ia uaually locatad in tha lea bait of the hull aa 
«•all aa banaath it. Moat tmmgß oectira an tha abip'a bow, the noat aovare 
dMwga being obaervad in tha area «hara tha entrance joina tha parallel 
aiddle body. 

4. Bow ice danaga ia a conaaquanca of iapacta of the hull against 
ice; danaga in tha nidaection of tha hull ia a reault of ice conpreasion. 
Paraanant deflect!ona and danaga of hull atructurea in the bow are usually 
of a local nature. In the nidaection of the hull, danagee are spread over 
conaidarably larger aactora. 

5. Tha hulla of aoaa cargo ahipa of varioua ica olaaaea have in- 
adequate atrangth. In a nuaber of caaaa, thia ia explained by conatruc- 
tion and engineering dofocta. Howavar, aa a ruin, inadequate ice strength 
of cargo ahipa ia a conaaquanca of the ice claaa not actually corresponding 
to operating conditiona, eapecially in tha Arctic,early.navigation period 
«hen ice conditiona are noat aevare. 

16. Coanariaon of Cenatruction Stranoth of Shipa with Design 

Ice Loada. 

TO evaluate the corraapondonce of ahipa* conatruction strength with 
their actual operating conditiona in ica, it ia necessary to select nagni- 
tudaa for initial paranatara deteraining ice loada and specifically, the 
ship*a apeed before atriking tha ice and their atrangth and thickness. 
Thsae paraneters nust be auch that tha deaign ice atrangth of the hull 
will ensure accident-free ship operation. 

To detemine ice loada in the bow, the iapact of a ship against an 
ice field at a given deaign velocity without allowing for bending of the 
field should be considered. Loada in the nidaection should be calculated 
froa a condition of coapreaaion of the hull in ice of a given thickness, 
taking bending of the field into conaideration. Proa thia, it ia possible 
to construct a curve of theoretical loada and to designate design ice loads 
by squaring curvilinear aectiona of the curve aa indicated in 12. and 13« 
The velocities obtained aa deaign valocitiea are the naxinum permissible 
during iapact againat an ice aaaaif which doea not fracture but experiences 
only local crushing strain in the impact area. In the caae. under considera- 
tion, it is assumed that amall-aized ice floea which are usually located 
between the ship's aide and the edge of the ice field and soften the im- 
pact, are absent. Bending of the ice field which decreases the magnitude 
of the ice load, especially during movement in relatively thin ice, is 
also disregarded. Naturally, with such initial conditions, the actual 
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Qpemtiiio apMMto mt iribicli a «hip can ■ova in ice without daaaging its 
Irall will be greater than the selected conditional design velocities. 

Table 11 

Design velocities for iapact against ice for ships of 

classes. 

Ship 
| type 

Ship 
class 

Speed.     j 
kts. 

Icebreakers 
I 

II 
III 

12 
8 
6       \ 

Cargo ships 
UL (Artet) 
UL 
L 

5 
2        j 
0.7      j 

pigboata 
UL 
L 

3     ! 
1*2      | 

Table 12 

Maxiaun ice thickness during ice coapression for ice ships. 

i  Ship type Ship class Ice thickness, m 

Icebreakers 
I 

II 
III 

4       | 
3 
2 

barge ships UL (Arkt) 
UL 

1.5 
0.9       | 

tugboats 
UL 
L 

0.7 
0.3 

- When setting design velocities and ice thicknesses for icebreakers, 
the purpose and power of the icebreakers are taken into consideration. 
Practice shows that for I-class, heavy icebreakers (see 17.)»12 knots can 
be taken as the design velocity of impact against ice. For medium ice- 
breakers (II class) and harbor icebreakers (III class), these velocities 
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are 8 and 6 knots respectively. Design velocities for cargo SMJM are 
designated depending on the ice class of the ships, allowing for their 
■ovenent in a channel behind a heavy icebreaker. In doing this, atten- 
tion was given to operating experience of ice ships which proved thea- 
selves well, while operating in ice. 

Conditional design velocities of inpact against ice have been taken 
for ice ships in accordance with the aforesaid.  (Table 11). 
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Figure 4l. Construction and design strength of a harbor ice- 
breaker: a- plating; b-side framing. _____ design load; 
-.-.-.- theoretical ice load*   construction strength. 
A-frame lines. 

When calculating ice loads, the strength characteristics of the 
ice are assumed in accordance with data presented in 1. for Arctic ice. 
For cargo ships and tugboats, tge ultimate crushing strength of ice in 
impact is taken as ac = 400 t/m , in compression a = 200 t/m and in 
bending ab = 100 t/m 2. For icebreakers, the indicated strength charac- 
teristics are increased by 25% in view of their expeditionary navigation 
in the early navigational periods. The Poisson coefficient is assumed 
as M' =0.34; specific weight of ice Y =0.8? t/m? and the modulus of 
normal elasticity in compression E = 4 . 10 t/m . Values for ice thick- 
ness at which the midsection does not undergo serious damages in the pro- 
cess of compression are presented in Table 12. 
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L-class ice cargo ships Mist sail during favorable ice conditionH 
when there is no coapression. 

SM 

. » II ■ • H Ö ll f f 4 } « 
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Figure 42. Structural and design strength of prototype: 
a-shell; b-side framing.      designed load;  _ - - - 
structural strength; .... .theoretical ice load. 
A-frane lines. 

Figures 39 and 40 present graphs of the construction strength of 
the side frasing of a heavy and medium icebreaker, as well as values of 
ice loads, obtained by calculations for the corresponding ice navigating 
conditions. Analogous data for side framing and plating for a harbor ice- 
breaker is presented in Figure 4l. From these graphs, it is obvious that 
the construction strength and design ice loads agree with each other as 
a whole. At the same time, it is known from operating experience that 
the icebreakers under consideration did not suffer substantial ice damages. 

The construction strength of framing at the extremities of a heavy 
icebreaker proved to be somewhat greater than design ice loads. For a 
medium icebreaker, the construction strength and ice loads in the bow and 
midsection were very close. Considering that icebreakers must quite often 
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mtmm in ic«, it i« nacMMuy to iacretum tte atrsnatli of their «torn 
in conpariaon with their aidaection. 

Fron Figure 41, it ia aeen that in the area of the third to aeventh 
frane linea, the atrength of the aide fraaing and plating ia aoaevhat lower 
than required by calculations. Aa operating experience ahora, inaignifi- 
cant crinping of the ahell plating occurred apecifically in that area. 
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Figure 43. Construction and design strength of a UL (Arfct). 
class cargo ship: a - plating; b- aide framing. 
_______ design load; - - _ - construction strength; - . - . 
theoretical ice load. A-frame lines. 

Further operating experience of icebreakers will permit more ac- 
curacy to be introduced when designating their hull strength in the ice 
belt area. 

Figure 42 presents curves of the construction strength of aide 
framing and plating of a UL (Arkt)-class cargo ship; curves of design 
ice load are also constructed there. From a comparison of these curvea, 
it follows that they are relatively close with the exception of the area 
of the third and fifth frame linea where conatruction atrength ia leaa 
than design strength. This situation points to the inadequate atrength 
of the aide plating and especially of the framing of the ship in the 
area under consideration, which is the juncture of the bow with the parallel 
middle body. Calculations show that ice loads in the area of the third 
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M* fifth fr«»« attain a .ignificant aagnituda as a ruult of the com- 
Jjrati^ly a«»!! .iop. f the aid. and .harp tradition of the entrance 
with the P«rallal niddla body. Operating experience in ice completeXy 
eonfinw thia conelueion, inaeaich «a a large part of ice damge to plating 
and especially to fraaing, occur« apecifically in that area of the hull. 

* ^^[T" 0' COI,*truct*on »trength of aide fraaing and platinq of o.« 
of the ships, also of the ÜL (Arkt.)-class are coapared in Fiq..re k).    KB 

the figure shows, the construction strength and ice loads practically coin- 
cide over the entire hull length. 
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Figure 44. Construction strength of side framing of UUand L- 
clasa cargo ships. 

I - UL, D = 11,179 t; II - UL,  D = 9,500 tj Ill . -    UL,     D    r. 10,450 t; 
IV - UL, D =    9,050 t; V    - UL,  D =11,080 t} VI . ■  L,     D = 12,700 t; 

VII - L,    D = 13,500 t. a.frane lines. 

Figure 44 presents graphs of the construction strength of aide 
framing of several cargo ships of various ice classes. From the figure, 
it is obvious that the construction strength of a series of ships of the 
same ice class and of nearly the same displacement (dimensions) fluctuates 
over a rather wide range. The excessively high hull strength of several 
UL-class ships displacing 11,170 t, which practically corresponds to the 
UL (Arkt.)-ice class, attracts attention. This is a consequence ot the 
present practice of installing ice strengthening on ships which aail in the 
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ic« and cannot be assiuwd as nomal. It should also bs noted that UL-ice 
class light and medium ships, as a nils have less ice strength than larger 
ships of that sane ice class. Therefore, during ice coapression, the in- 
tensity of which does not depend cm a ship's diasnsions, light-and Msdius. 
cargo ships find themselves under aore difficult conditions than heavy 
ships and naturally receive considerable ice danage. Construction strength 
and design ice loads of a UL-clas8,aediun,tiaber carrier are coaparsd in 
Figure 45« From the figure it is obvious that the strength of the ship's 
plating as a whole, corresponds to the design ice loads except in the area 
of the third to fifth frame lines, where it is inadequate. The strength 
of midship side framing is considerably less than the strength required 
for ships of the given ice class. This was reflected in this ship's opera- 
tion. During ice compression, the ship received heavy ice damages in the 
form of non-elastic strains in the hull framing amidships. 
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Figure 45. Construction and design strength of a medium,timber 
carrier: a- strength of framing; b-strength of plating. 

design load;  - - - - construction strength. A-framn lines. 

Figure 46 presents graphs of ice loads on the side framing of cargo 
ships displacing 10,000 t, for various hull lines and ice classes in con- 
formity with the classification of ice ships cited in 17. 

A number of assumptions were made in the process of computing the 
magnitude of ice loads when performing the comparative calculations of 
the strength of icebreakers and ice class cargo ships; therefore, the 
estimate of the construction strength of ships that sail in ice and the re- 
commendations made should be considered as preliminary, requiring intro- 
duction of corrections as additional theoretical and experimental data 
is accumulated. 
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Figure 46.  Ice loads on side fraaing of cargo ships displacing 
10,000 t of various ice classes and having various hull lines. 

^^^ design load} - - - - theoretical ice load. 
I - UL (Arkt.) icebreaker for«} II - UL, non-icebreaker form} 

III- UL seni-icebreaker fore;    IV - L , non-icebreaker form; 
V - L, semi-icebreaker form, 

a- frame lines. 

17. Requirements of Various Shipping Registries for Ice Strengthening 
of Ships. Proposals for Classifying Ice Ships, 

The hull strength of ice ships is conditioned,to a considerable 
degree, by special requirements which are compiled in ship classifica- 
tion and construction regulations. These cargo ship construction and 
strength requirements are in the Rules of the Register of Shipping of 
the USSR as well as in the rules of the majority of leading foreign shipping 
registries (British Lloyd's, French Bureau Veritas, Finnish Shipping Coun- 
cil, Norwegian Veritas, American Bureau of Shipping). The basic require- 
ments of the listed shipping registries regarding ice strengthening of 

the hull are presented in Table 13» 

Icebreaker construction rules are not regulated by any of the 
shipping registries with the exception of the Norwegian Veritas, which 
for the first time in 1961, published rules containing icebreaker classi- 
fications, recoimnendations concerning hull strength and construction. 
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«•lection of lines, designation of the power plant capacity, etc. 

It should be noted that in the various rules, the length of strengthened 
areas is not the sane. In connection with this, when Making coaparisons, 
it is conditionally assumed that the ratio of length to breadth for ice 
cargo ships is about seven on the average. It is possible to foraulate ft 
some concept of the degree of hull strengthening in comparison with the 
hull of an unstrengthened ship from data in Table 13« However, it is dif- 
ficult to compare strength of ships constructed according to rules of the 
various shipping registries on the basis of the presented data inasmuch as 
they designate ice strengthening on the basis of different operating con- 
ditions and technical proposals. Moreover, the shipping registries use 
different approaches to the determination of scantlings of midship framing 
and plating of unreinforeed ships, on the basis of which supplementary 
strengthening for ice class ships is designated as a rule. Therefore, 
Tables 14 and 15 present comparative data on the hull strength of a ship 
displacing 10,000 t, selected from the Rules of the Registry of Shipping 
of the USSR, British Lloyd's, and Norwegian Veritas. 

A comparison of the requirements of the various shipping registries 
(Tables 13, 14 and 15) shows that: 

1. of the foreign shipping registries, British Lloyd's sets the 
highest requirements for ice strengthening of ships; 

2. the hull strength of I-class ice ships of British Lloyd's cor- 
responds approximately to the hull strength of UL class ships of the Re- 
gistry of Shipping of the USSR. Hie strength of the side framing of the 
fore body according to Lloyd's Regulations is approximately 35% less and 
in the midsection is 25% higher than according to Regulations of the Re- 
gistry of Shipping of the USSR. The plating thickness in the fore body 
(for a length of 0.15 L from the stem) is 1.5 nm greater for the same frame 
spacings,according to Lloyd's, nie hull strength in the bow of a ship of 
the highest ice class IsA of Norwegian Veritas, is less than the hull- 
strength of UL-class ships of the Registry of Shipping of the USSR and in 
the midsection and stern, it is approximately the same; 

3. the hull strength of II-ice class ships of British Lloyd's and 
IsB-class of Norwegian Veritas is greater than the hull strength of L-class 
ships of the Registry of Shipping of the USSR  and Ill-class ships of Lloyd's 
and IsC-class ships of Norwegian Veritas are close in strength to L-class 
ships; 

4. there is no ice class corresponding to the UL (Arkt.)of the Re- 
gistry of Shipping of the USSlstipulated in regulations of foreign regis- 
tries. There are no specific hull strength requirements for ships of 
that class in Regulations of the Registry of Shipping of the USSR; 

5. a general deficiency in the regulations of shipping registries 
is that when scantlings of hull strength braces are designated, basic 
factors on which the magnitude of the ice load depends are not considered 
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at all or are inadaquatalj considarad. Iteaa include hull lines, ships' 
spaad in ice and ice thtchi— «id atrength{ 

6. requireaenta for ice etrenathening of ahips are systenat ically 
being iaproved and aade more severe. For ezsuple, in Regulations of the 
Norwegian Varitas iaaued in 1958« there were instructions concerning 
strengthening of only one ice dlaaa lAIIs and in the 1962 edition, three 
ice classes, IsA, IsB and IsC were stipulated. Moreover, in 19^1,Norwegian 
Veritas published rules for the claaeification and construction of ice. 
breekara for the first tins. 

Considering the abaea nentioned defects inherent in effective re- 
gulation« aa well as the existing tendency in the Soviet naritirt» fleet 
to extend the Arctic navigation period and to ensure year-round operation 
of ports in frozen aeas outside the Arctic, the authors propose a new, aore 
coapitte claaeification of ice ahips. The quantity and designations of 
ice classes of cargo ships and tugboata adopted in effective Regulations 
of the Registry of Slipping of the USSR are kept under the proposed classi- 
fication systea. 

For the first tine in Soviet practice, a classification is mnde  of 
icebreakers which are subdivided into claases according to their purpose 
and ability to pass through ice, deterained by their basic diaensions and 
power plant capacity, all other conditions being equal. In accordance 
with the proposed classification, specific reco—endations concerning designs. 
tion of scantlings for hull structures which are subject to ice action 
are preeented in the eecond section of the book. Results of the la .st 
theoretical research in the field of ice strength aa well as experience 
in design and operation of ice ahips were considered when working out 
these recoeaandations. 

Acceptance of «me or another claesification for ice ships is doubt, 
leesly the prerogative of the shipping registries. However, the authors 
hope that their proposals will be of use end will be taken into considera- 
tion when the Regulations of the Registry of Shipping of the USSR is cor- 
rected and republished. 

Classification of icsbreakers. The Polyamyy-Class icebreaker or 
I-class is the designation for icebreakers with a power plant capacity 
of aore than 20,000 hp, which are intended for making channels; conducting, 
breaking around and towing ships; and forcing heavy ice dams and humnocked 
formations in Arctic Seas during the course of all Arctic navigation. These 
icebreakers can also be used in the wintertime during years of severe 
freezing in frozen, non-Arctic seas (Baltic, White, dchotsk).  The atomic 
ship, Lenin, (N s 44,000 hp) and Moscow-class icebreakers (N=26,000 hp) 
can be included in this class. 

The medium icebreaker class or Il-class, includes icebreakers with 
a capacity of 9,000 to 20,000 hp which are intended for making channels; 
conducting, breaking around and towing ships; and forcing ice arms and 
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hiiMOcked foraations in Arctic »mam  in the mummr to «utuan period and 
in frozen, non-Arctic &eas in the winter period« These icebreakera work 
together with Polyamyy icebreakera in conducting ahipa over difficult, 
iced sectors of the route. The icebreakera Sibir* and Kraain can be counted 
in this class. 

The harbor icebreaker class or Ill-class, includes icebreakera in- 
tended to operate in ports, bays and roada of Arctic aeaa in the atnaer 
to autum period and in frozen, non-Arctic aeaa in the winter period, aa 
well aa for conducting ahips together with icebreakers of heavier claaaea. 
The power plant capacity of icebreakera of thia claaa can fluctuate over 
a wide range; however, it is usually not greater than 5,000 to 6,000 hp. 
The icebreakers II'ya Muroaeta (N s 3,700 hp) and Ledokol-1 (N s 5,400 hp) 
can be included in ahipa of thia claaa. 

Classification of ice cargo ahipa. UL (Arkt.)-claaa includea ahipa 
intended for systematic navigation in Arctic and Antarctic aeaa throughout 
the entire navigation period under icebreaker conduct, aa well aa for in- 
dependent navigation in compact ice fielda up to 0.5 ■ thick and in very 
compact,coarsely-broken ice. Ships of this claaa ahould be given ice- 
breaker form hull lines, at least in the fore part. The atrength of UL 
(Arkt.)-class ships must allow them to endure ice compression and roughly 
corresponds to the strength of Lena and Ampuema-claaa ahipa. The power 
plant capacity must be chosen to allow independent navigation in ice. 

The UL-class includes ships intended for navigation in Arctic and 
frozen non-Arctic seas throughout the navigation period conducted by ice- 
breakera and in open pack ice independently. Ships of this claaa can be 
subjected to ice compression. The UL-class includes the largeat numerical 
group of canjo ships intended for navigation in ice. 

In view of the increased demands on modern ice ships occaaioned by 
the commissioning of new,heavy,icebreakers and the extension of the naviga- 
tion period in Arctic and non-Arctic frozen aeaa, the atrength of ahipa 
of the class under consideration must be somewhat higher than the atrength 
of constructed UL-class ships of the Registry of Shipping of the USSR (in 
accordance with regulations issued in 1956).  It is advisable to give UL-class 
.ships a semi-icebreaker form bow to improve their ice qualitiea. 

The L-class includes ships destined to sail in frozen non-Arctic 
seas and in the summertime of years of moderate and light freezing in 
Arctic Seas, L-class ships conducted by icebreakers must not be subjected 
to ice compression.  The hull strength of these ships roughly correaponds 
to the strength of ships constructed in accordance with the requirements 
for L-class of the Registry of Shipping of the USSR (in accordance with 
regulations issued in 1956). 

Classification of tugboats. The UL-class tugboat includea tugboata 
destined to conduct and tow ships in frozen, non-Arctic aeaa and in Arctic 
seas in the summertime. The L-class tugboat includea tugboata destined 
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to conduct and tow shifM in ico in tho Blade and Caspian Seas, as  Hell 
aa in the southern part of tho Baltic Saa and 8ea of Azov. 

UL-class tugboats should be given icebreaker lines and L~<~lass 
tugboats, seai.icebresker lines. The bull strength of these tugboats, 
according to the new classification,MS* be soaewhat increased over the 
requireaents of effective regulations. 

For exanple, Figure 46 presents design ice loads on tide framing 
for cargo .hips displacing 10,000 t in conforaance with the classifica- 
tion proposed by the authors (see page 99). 
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SECTION TWO 

CAi^luATION OF THE RESISTANCE OF HÜLL STRUCTUWES TO THB 

EFFECT OF ICE LOADS 

CHAPTER V 

STRENGTH OF SIDE PLATING AND FRAMING* 

*    Materiais which Engineer, A. A. Bubyakin, helped develop were used 
when writing this chapter. 

18. Desiynatina Scantlings and Deteraining Ice Belt Platinp Thickness. 

The side plating of ice ships is constantly subjected to hydro- 
static loaaa vdisa sailing in clear water and to the effect of contact 
stresses from ice cover. Under normal operating conditions, plating oust 
withstand external loads without receiving non-elastic strains. Stresses 
caused by i .^ ..nsiderably exceed in intensity,hydrostatic pressures; 
therefore,  i ! structures in the area of interaction between the ship's 
hull and i e äiiould be calculated exclusively for ice loads. A test of 
the plating's, nyiroatatic head strength and its part in overall bending 
can be ieqi.iivd only in rare cases. 

applications are usually local in nature, acting on a re- 
stctor along the ship's side (mainly in the area of the 
line).  The area of ice load application increases signi- 

jurvutj ice compression of a ship. 

An i - U ft at increased strength to absorb ice loads is installed 
on all ice ships and icebreakers in the area of the aide which is directly 
subjected tc i. ■ action. Side plating in the area of the ice belt is 
strengthen« ci t means of increasing its thickness and decreasing the dis- 
tance betwiua ;,anie3. High tensile steel with a yield stress up to Of « 
=45 to 50 I,.; W:i and more,of ten is used for the ice belt of the shelr 
plating,  im ■ .ulows the weight of the ice strengthening to be reduced. 

The i o he it length is designated depending on the operating con« 
ditions aiiü tjt-t. 01 ship and is regulated by regulations of the shipping 
registries ; ;  . h ice class individually. Changes in the ship's draft 

let i u„i 
latively SI5u .11 
effective t" 11 tr 

ficantly Of u 
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when sailing with cargo and in ballaat, and possible trim and !ist angles, 
as well as pressing up of the hull and hu—ocJting of ice at ttn chip's side 
during ice coapression are considered. 

The largest part of floating ice is below the water, i.e., ha low 
the effective waterline. Moreover, a substantial nuaber of ice '1 >C3 are 
suboerged by the hull as a consequence of the flare. Th? mir»* i= frpacta 
against ice experienced by t.He underwater part of the hull t>- t ' , to this. 
The underwater part of the h:)ll can be encoapassed by ice for v  aihstnntial 
distance froa the stea to the aidsection and froa the waterlinn <hn.    There- 
fore, the width of the ice belt below the effective waterline p.-v-   h« ■zon- 
siderably greater than its width above the water. 

Figure 4? presents diagraas of the location of the ice l'.-u on «ea 
cargo ships according to requireaents of various shipping registries and 
indicates the increase in thickness of the ice belt plating (by porcenO 
in comparison with the thickness of the plating in the midse^t?  >>« ?hips 
which are not ice strengthened. 

Recommendations of the authors for designating scantlings for the 
ice belt of ice ships and icebreakers, based on an analysis of experience 
in the design and operation of Soviet ships, are presented bel<><v.  In making 
the recommendations, the above-cited considerations of the nature of the 
interaction between a ship's hull and the ice were taken into considera- 
tion and attention was given to lengthening the nav.yation periods in the 
Arctic and frozen, non-Arctic seas, extending areas of ice navigation, etc. 

For I-and II-class icebreakers, displaceaent of which varies little, 
the lower edge of the ice belt aaidships aust extend at least 3,500 no 
below the waterline corresponding to its load displaceaent. This lowering 
of the bottom edge of the ice belt corresponds to the thickness of compact 
ice in which these icebreakers can operate. At the same time, this lowering 
will be adequate when the icebreaker is required to operate at the -ninimura 
possible draft because of shallow water. The upper edge of the ice belt 
must remain at least 800 mm froa the waterline corresponding to the ice- 
breaker's maximum draft. Possible listing of the icebreaker and impacts 
against hummocks protruding above the water's surface were taken into 
consideration when designating these scantlings. For Ill-class icebreakers 
which sail under less severe conditions, the ice belt width CP'I vt  taken 
as nearly 500 mm above water and on the order of 1000 mm underwater (^rom 
the waterline corresponding to full displaceaent). Consider!no that dam- 
ages in the fore part of hulls of all classes of icebreakers arc observed 
much lower than the ice belt, the authors suggest that the ice '-^It in that 
area be extended completely to the keel for a distance of 0.21. i Urn from 
the forward perpendicular. The lessening of the height of the ice hvJt 
in the transition froa the bow area to the aidsection must be n) icual. 
Through strakes must also be installed above and below the ice 
entire length of the ship. 

;-iu> 

On UL (Arkt.) and UL-class cargo ships, the ice belt m      a 1 
630 mm above the suaaer load waterline and 1,200 mm below the   'it 
waterline amidships. On UL-class tugboats, the ice belt mxat  t" 
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above UM waterliiw rnrrwpiMKItBB to tlw maOmm draft and 800 ■■ below 
tho watorline corrMpoadlao to tlw ■toft— opontiao draft. Oh L-class 
tugboats, thoao ■§■—r>—t» or» 300 «ad 600 mm raopoetivoly. Considering 
the poaaibility of topoct« Iqr ieo f loea agalaat tte uadtirvater part of the 
bull, tho ico bolt on UL (Aikt.)^lan ahipo and UUelass tugboat« should 
go co^plotoly down to the hnnl for a diataweo of 0.2L astern fron the for- 
ward perpendicular, this diatMiee can be reduced to 0.1 L on UL-clas« 
ships and L-class tugboats. Ths reguira—nts for transitional areas here 
are the ssne as those aaintainsd for ic 

On L-class ships, ths ice belt is installed only in the bow for a 
distance of at least 0.2 L fron ths forward perpendicular* and extends 
400 an above the winter load waterline end 900 an below the ballast water- 
line. 

* It is advisable to extend the ice belt to the transition area between 
the fore part and ths parallel niddle body. 

As indicated above, local strength of side plating in the area of 
the ice belt should be calculated for ice loads only. The side framing, 
decks and platfoms serve as a rigid,index contour for the plating and 
divide it into a series of rectangular plates. Distance between the short 
sides of the index contour c is usually several tines greater than the 
frane spacing s. The design ice load should be applied to the center of 
the plate open. In this case, with c/s > 2.0, the rectangular plate can 
be considered as an infinite band with a width of s. Mien c/s < 2.0, the 
effect of the short sides of tho index contour should be considered. Such 
calculations can be required when there are frequently placed, bearer 
stringers installed to support the freaee and increase the carrying capacity 
of the side plating. 

The procedure for calculating bending of rectangular plates, in both 
the elastic and elasto-plastic areas, is sufficiently conpletely developed. 
Therefore, it is theoretically possible to calculate the shell plating for 
an ice load of a given intensity. The basic difficulty consists of a lack 
of a substantiated procedure for designating the magnitude of the design 
load on plating, as well as inadequate knowledge of the nature of load 
distribution. There have been various calculation nethods. A. K. 
Osmolovskiy 1351  and Yu. I. Voskresenskiy considered the work of plating 
in elasto-plastic and plastic zones, deducing all dependencies for plates 
bending a'ong a cylindrical surface (for a strip). Along with this, an 
attempt was made to determine the ice loads acting on a hull by means of 
analyzing measured strains and to establish corresponding norms of strength. 
However, the procedure of calculating external loads by non-elastic strains 
remained practically unexploited. Therefore, at the present time, until 
it becomes possible to use the results of these works, direct calculation 
of actual external loads on plating by means of strain is extrpmelv desirable. 
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A. A. murtpmer C88) propommm that thm atell plating to calevUtod 
as a atrip, rigidly caaatraimd 01. fraaaa. UM intanaity of axtamal 
in thia eaaat ia takan aa aqual to tba tanponuy raaiatanca of tlia iea to 
braaking up (cruahine)« which for local loada aquala a   * 600 t/m • In tha 
fora part (0.29L), in cenmction with tha dynaaic action of tha load« its 
aagnituda groaa fay 90 to 100%. Tha adnisaibla atraaa in a plata is ■■■iwi! 
aa equal to tha yiald atraaa of tha notarial. Hois, tha doaign load on 
plating turna out to ba independent of the ahip'a velocity, hull linaa 
and diaplaceaant. For noat ahipa, calculation by thia nothod leada to an 
ineraaaa in tha thickneas of the plating. 

In N. P. Yerahor'a «otic [17], a calculation of tha critical load on 
a ahip'a plating ia nada,allowing for inherent thruat. Tha plata ia con- 
aidered aa being a aiaply atvportod strip and the critical load corresponds 
to the appearance of a plaatic hinge in the center of the apan. Aa ahould 
be expected, allowing for aenbrane tenaiooa haa an influence on tha nagni. 
tude of the critical load,only for anall thickneaaea and large fraaa apacinga 
which are not characteristic of ice ships. 

A general defect of the above-cited calculating ayatana ia the abaence 
of a link between calculation of deaign external stressaa for the franing 
and the plating. Thia cannot be conaidered correct inaaauch aa the aane 
external load ia acting on the ahip'a hull. Moreover, no aharp delinea- 
tion waa nade between ahipa by claaaea and the cited calculation ayatana 
were not analysed fron the point of view of actual ice navigating condi- 
tiona fron which,in the final analysis, requirenants for franing and 
plating strength ouat originate. 

In his work C53]« Yu. A. Shiaanakiy notea that the strengths of side 
franing and plating oust be found in relation to each other. In order to 
establish the degree of this relationship, Yu. A. Shiaanakiy introducea 
a conditional gauge — the nodulus of resistance of the hull side plating 
depending on plating thickness, fraaa spacing, critical load on franing 
and critical strtsjs of the plating aaterial. This coefficient aakaa.it 
possible to judge only the relative strength of the fraaing and plating 
of various ships. The true dependence between these nagnitudea actually 
reaains unestablished. 

Thus, the above-cited methods allowed the strength of a ahip to be 
calculated according to the known strength of a corresponding ship-proto- 
type.  In other cases, they yielded satisfactory results for only a de- 
termined group of ships. Use of the design foraulaa for ahips of Other 
dimensions and classes led to either an overestimate or an unbaaed reduc- 
tion in plating thickness.  In essence, the external ice load actually 
acting on the plating was not determined. Whereas it ia perfectly clear 
that ice belt plating is subjected to action of pressure developing in 
the atone of contact between the ship's side and ice, the zone of ice load 
application to plating takes the fora of a patch stretching along the ahip 
for aever..i frame spacings. Therefore, when calculating strength, ice 
belt plating should be considered as a plate supported on a rigid contour 
and rigidly fixed on the frames. Shell plates must be considered aa rigid 
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plates, disregarding 
with flesural at 

tensiooa as being nsgligible in coaparlaon 

Flexural eleaants ©f plating under the effect of a local load equally 
distributed over the area of the crushing aone (Figure 48), can be co^mted 
as the corresponding cylindrical bending eleasnts of plates aultiplied by 
correction factors k, as Minor units £48]. Hie values of coefficient k» as 
a function of the relationship c/s are presented in Table lb. \s the table 
shows, when c/s > 1.4, a rectangular plate can be considered n.-- infinite 
and calculated by the fonula for a strip. 

Value of correction factor k-. 

Table   K» 

.-     . 

2.2 * 0.« 0.4 0.« 0.S 1.0 1.S 1.4 1.8 1.8 2.0' 

*■ 0.338 o;s7s 0.744 0.864 0.M8 0.988 0.090 0.996 — 
i ^ 1.0 : 

1 

We shall assume that the strength of side plating is assured if the 
■axiaun.nomal,stresses in the extrene fiber acting on the center of the 
loaded edge of the index contour do not exceed the yield stress c of the 
■aterial. The design bending nonent in the indicated section of the plate 
is calculated according to fonula 

M 
H ^ 

(18.1) 

Figure 48. Design diagram of the load for ice belt plating. 

Assuming bending to be cylindrical, for extreme fiber sHc-'-^es of 
the plate ve  obtain 

■f(fr- V\Z) 
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«hwm p   .   is tlM intMMlty of tte ice load on tte platiagt 
■   -   is tte fnuw spacinat 
t    -    is the plating thidowaa« 

Asauaing that fiber yield occurs, we obtain a final foraula for cal- 
culating shell thickness 

« = 225fl/^. MM, (18-3) t|/^iUI. 

2 2 
where yield stress is assiund in kg/en , pressure p in t/m   and fi 
spacing a,in aeters. 

When stipulating plating thickness, its intensive wear in the pro- 
cess of the ship's operating under ice conditions,should be taken into 
consideration. It is especially iaportant to consider the wear for snail 
ahips with relatively thin plating. Designating the period of the ship's 
service (in years) by t, and the annual wear of the plating (in ■■) by AA, 
we write the condition of the plating strength at the end of an operating 
period 

<V'»(^ru^^ (18.4) 

where k - ia a coefficient equal to the ratio of the section aoduli in 
the elastic and plastic zones; 

6  . is the plating thickness designated, taking ita wear into con- 
sideration. 

In accordance with data from operating experience of ships sailing 
in ice, A6 = 0.2 am can be assuned as average. The thickneaa of the side 
plating, taking its wear into consideration, should be calculated on the 
basis of attainnent of a plastic hinge in the abutaent sections of the 
plate (k s 1.5),at the end of its service period which can be assuned as 
twenty years. 

Then, substituting values k and t in foisula (18.4), we obtain an 
expression for calculating plating thickness, taking wear into considers, 
tion 

«t = 184s |/"^+4*1. (18#5) 

As the calculations showed, foraula (18.5) should be used when 
6 < 22 on, i.e, when s -i/p   < 0.1; in all other cases, foraula 

(18.3) should be used since the condition of plate strength at the end 
of the service period is also observed without correcting for wear. 

> 
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For ahip* with a looeitudinal fraalne myntmm, thm ratio t/a (trhars 
a ia tha diataaea batman loagitttdinal atranotbaning riba« t  is the dia- 
tanca bettraan tha abort aidaa of tha indaz contour), uaually exceeds 2.0. 
Iharafora, fonwlaa (18.3) and (18.5) can alao ba uaad(in this case,for 
daaigning tba plataa of lea bait plating. 

Ha aball calcuMa tha thicknaaa of side plating 
of a UL-claaa ahip* Length of ahip L ■ 120.6 n. Frame spncingr 
in the anda and anidshipa a » 362 wmu   Plating naterial is steel 
with a yield atraaa a ■ 3,500 kg/cm . Oeaign load on the tow 
plating ia calculatod^by fonula (13*4); a calculation of the 
thicknaaa of plating for this area of tha hull ia present -J in 
Table 17. 

Intensity of tha ice load on tha ship's nidship ap«) stern 
plating are aaaunad to ba the aaaa and equal p s 76 t/m . ihen, 
according to fonula (18.5) 

6.id -.IM0Ä 
7ft 
ma 

+ 4wml9A   tU. 

Thus, finally, for tba nidship and stem section, it should 
be assuaed that 6 .. s 6 .s 14 an, and for the bow, 6 w _ 2') mm. 

Table 17 

Calculating bow plating thicknaaa for a UL-claaa ship. 

.         -      • Theoretical fraae numbers    | 
raraaeiers 

i l 1 ..4 s 

«. f rane nuabers 16 16 14 11,5 8 

.*• «.2 9.2 -8.13 7.13 5.3 

P. dog. - 17 17 13.6 • 8 3.5 

.*i 0.98 1,0* 1.07 1.29 1,39 ' 

* 6.6 6.6 6.6   . 6,5 6,5 
,i*» . 306 306 306 306   . 306 

' 179.6 192.4 176.6 183,5 M6.5 

'/t 0.082 0.08S 0.0812 0,08!1 0,0/4 

specified 19.1 19.6 19,0 18,9 17,P' 

I, MM actual 20 18 18 16 1    » 
fl  no ITpaMAaM Periicrpa- 
11    CCCP («ax. 1856 r. 22,2 19.8 19,8 ■ — M I 

a- in accordance with regulations of the Registry of 
the USSR ( 1956 ed.). 

.} of 
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19- Typ— of Sid« CrUl.ia—. 

Aa • ml«, a tmmrurwm aystMi of fraaing is UM4 for «ido grillagoo 
of ieoftroators and lea cargo shl^a. Along with thia, a tnaas fraaiag aya- 
taa is uaod in Aaariean,sliipbuiiaing practie«. On 8oviat(L-cUss tankara 
tdiich hava ica atrangthaning in the bow only« a longitudinal franing ays- 

is uaad anidahipa. Varioua typaa of ica ahip aide grillages have a 
of co—an characteriatic featurea* apecifically including: 

frant apaeings, increaaed thickneaa of ahell plating in the ice belt 
and intemediate fraaea and aide atringara, aa well aa slngle«eant frasing 
in the extresitiea which provides stability to the fi 

The Magnitude of the frane apacing along the aide of icebreakers 
and ice-strengthened claaaea of cargo ships is 300 to 450 as. This is a 
result of the facts that with fraas spacing of leas than 300 aa« it ia 
difficult to perfora high-quality welding of the shell plating to the aide 
freaing« and with fraae apacing greater than 450 an, plating thickness and 
weight of the aide grillage noticeably Increaaea. 

l\ M4   ^   n 

TI««lM,tw^n-^<*.# 

IP 40 

Figure 49. Cross section of the hull of an icebreaker-cargo 
ship used for active, ice navigation. 
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S*l«cti«n of • cwrtain trmmino mymtmm mad typm of grillage depends 
on the purpose end claae of ohlp. fhe eleea of e shipfreguletes either 
otorimmly or indirectly, the aagnitude of the design ice loads and, to a 
certain degree, the for« of hull lino«. 

Various side grillage structures of ships which sail in ice are 
considered below. 

Side grillage with transverse fraajno syste« (Figure 49)» In this 
case, the side frasing consists of sain and interaediate francs. Moreover, 
bearer stringers the saas height as the sain frapes, can be installed. 
These transfer part of the load froa frsaes under load to adjacent fraaes. 
Scantlings of interaediate fraaes are less than or the sane as those of 
aain fraaes. It was previously considered that the role of intermediate 
fraaes consisted only of strengthening the shell plating. Therefore, their 
section aodulus usually did not exceed 50% of the section modulus of the 
aain fraaes. Experience has shown that such fraaes are often damaged and 
strained along with the shell plating,when it is daaaged. A framing sys- 
tea with different fraae profiles provides no advantage in respect to 
weight characteristics or construction technology. Therefore, since the 
1950*8, a systea of aain and interaediate fraaes of the saae profile has 
been used with increasing frequency. This tendency is reflected in the 
regulations of shipping registries (Lloyd's, Finnish Shipping Council). 
This type of grillage is widely used in the hold area of ice class, dry, 
cargo ships since it makes possible a gain in usable cargo spaces and has 
several technological advantages. 

The side grillage of the Polish construction.Bobruyskles-class lumber 
carrier can be considered as a variant of a type of grillage with a trans- 
verse framing systea. The fraaing consists of aain fraaes, bearer stringers 
and intermediate fraaes of a saaller profile than the aain frames.  In ad- 
dition, web fraaes (more precisely, reinforced) of the same height as the 
main frames but with a substantially increased free flange are installed 
through three or four frame spacings. However, even in this case, it is 
advisable to use interaediate framea with a reduced profile. 

Another variant of side grillages with a transverse framing system 
is grillage with web frames and side stringers. This type of grillage, 
used when it is necessary to absorb large ice loads is a system of inter- 
secting transverse (main, interaediate and web fraaes) and longitudinal 
(stringers) beams (Figure 50). 

Intermediate frames installed the whole length of the ice belt often 
have the same profile as the main frames. When doing this, it is attempted 
to provide the same coefficient of constraint of the ends of the main and 
intermediate fraaes. This type of grillage has found wide use on ice- 
breakers and icebreaker-cargo ships of the UL-and UL (Arfct.)-classes, as 
well as in the fore and after parts and engine room of many ships of other 
classes [Moskva. Voima (Finland)-class icebreakers and Lena, Dan (D<?nmark)- 
class icebreaker cargo ships]. 
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Hill 2 

Figur« 50. Diagraa of sain fraae of a heavy icebreaker, 
a.living compartmenta;    b-tank; c-deaigner's vaterline (DHL). 

Side orillage with tnia» fraaino «yatea (Figure 51). A true« fraaing 
ayatea waa uaed on Aaerican icebreaker« of the"Vind"and"Glacier"cla««.Tlie 
fraaing foraa a aingle apace true« conaiating of aid« fraae« of the «aae 
profile and longitudinal bulkhead, vertical atruta joined together by dia- 
gonal «trut beans. A defect in the system is that the conpartaent« are 
greatly encumbered and ita technological design is difficult. In view of 
this, the trues fraaing system on "Wind-class" icebreakers i« only used 
in the hull midsection which is nearly a true semicircle in profile. The 
fraaing is installed in a transverse system in the extremities. 
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*tii aiKmnlcit.lm] 

Bam 

Figure $1. Hull framing systera on "Vind-claaa" icebreakers, 
a-cross section at 25» frame (looking forward); b-cross section 

at 68» frame (looking forward). 

20. Side framing without intersecting braces. 

In this situation, the frames should be considered as isolated beams 
supported on non-sagging support-decks or platforms and undergoing an ice 
load Q =fs (Figure 32). The load intensity is calculated as shown in 12., 
depending on displacement, shape of hull lines and ship's velocit; , as 
well as on the physical and mechanical characteristics of the ice. The 
load can also be directly set as a technical task for design of a ship. 
Since the width of the zone of contact between the side and the ice is 
usually  small, in comparison with the frame span, the external load can 
be considered as being concentrated. 

When determining side framing scantlings or checking the assumed 
dimensions of braces for ships which sail in ice loaded,as well as in 
ballast, the load should be applied to the center of the frame span in 
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the interline area. For example, for a three-decker (see Figure 53)« it 
ia neceueary to check the frane strength both in the bilge and in the 'tween 
deck, applying the load in each design situation to the center of the ap- 
propriate span. 

Figure 52. Design diagram for a frame with side grillage without 
intersecting braces. 

The coefficients of yielding of the elastic constraint of the frame 
ends should be determined, calculating the entire frame web. However, they 
can be computed,approximately,by using the method of successive equilibra- 
tion of connection points. 

The method of constraining the ends of unloaded units of the web 
has small effect on the unknown magnitude of the coefficient of yielding 
and even a smaller effect on the magnitude of the bending moment at the 
joint. Therefore, for unloaded web units, it is possible to limit one- 
self to two forms of fastening (rigid fixing or simple support), selecting 
the form depending on the structural design of the joint. 

The coefficient of yielding of the constraint^X i i« equal to the 
joint rotation a    with the action of a single moment: 

*^»i "-   amL~l ~ 
1 

n 
(20.1) 

where k.  - is the stiffness factor of bar j which adjoins joint m; 

n - is the number of bars converging at the joint. 

end. 
For a bar, rigidly fixed on the opposite (not adjoining joint m) 

b   _ 
4ß' • 

for a bar simply supported on the opposite end, Ä/m— j • */-.= 
SEI 
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wher« I - ia the aoaent of inertia of a cross section of the bar; 
I - is the length of the bar. 

Vih 
fBfl 

BWL 
6BÄ 

J 
Figure 53« Areas of ice load appli- 
cation when ship is underway, loaded 
and in ballast. 

Figure 34. Symbols for calculating 
coefficients of constraint for side 
frame. 

We shall discuss a method for calculating coefficients of constraint 
for a frame of a three decker (Figure 54), as an example. Sections II and 
III will be calculated. 

We shall calculate the coefficient of yielding of joint I for sec- 
tion II according to the diagram presented in Figure 55a, 

%,= 
1 

3£ (t+t) (20.2) 

We shall calculate the coefficient of yielding of joint 2 of section 
II according to Figure 55b: 

*t — 

3E ( ilSS.   + i   JA 
View       3    ij 

(20.3) 
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T 
ftow,1!« 

Tf. 
.1,1, 

J&w 

Figure 55* Diagraa for calculating coefficients of yielding: 
a-in joint 1 for section II; b-in joint 2 for section II. 

Ve shall determine the coefficient of yielding of joint 2 for 
section III by formula 

'^2 III = —s • e—* (20.4) 
3E ̂ 2 I how^ 

Coefficients of yielding for other structures can be calculated 
similarly. 

It is advisable to reduce expressions for coefficients of yielding 
of elastic constraint to a dimension 

P = 
ftgjg 

/ (20.5) 

where i, 1 - are the moment of inertia of a cross section and the 
length of the section being calculated respectively. 

2 
For section II (Figure 54) Pi' 

P2 

Jl. 
1» 

t, 
4 

2 

4 

■ 1 

ilow 
x2 

l2 

TOK 
+ 

4 
3 <• 

JL 
4   , 

(20.6) 

Taking the aforesaid into account, a frame is calculated according 
to the diagram depicted in Figure 56. 

«n _\1(l~7i)I(2-Ti)(2 + P»)"(l-f-il))p/ ] 
1      (2 + p.)(2 + pl)-l        f 

8)1 = l(izia)i(i±j)Ji±i!b^rJll p/, 
*      (2 + |.i)(2 + p.)-l 

(20.7) 

where T] = c/l. 
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Curves of bending momnt* which act on a fran» are nost easily con- 
structed graphically by superposition procedure (Figure 57). 

^n  ITJ Z J. 

Figure 56. Design diagran for a fraM. 

Then, the mu&mm bending aonent in the frane span is calculated by fornula 

AI = ^-[lR.+Y«w»-SW] (20-8) 

Expression (20.8) can be written in the for« 

where k - is a numeral coefficient depending on the nueber of decks, 
area of load application, and method of fastening the frame 

ends; 

s - is the frame spacing, m; 

t - is the frame span, measured along a chord between decks 

or platforms, m. 

The condition of frame strength is expressed by fornula 

M 
0 = 

'mln 
<^. (20.9) 

trtiere a - is the yield stress of the frame material, kg/cm , 

The minimum section modulus of the frame with an attached flange 

of plating in the ice belt area: 

WmX*>  .y    V (20.10) 

When calculating the magnitude of coefficient k, various cases of 
loading a frame with a concentrated tension P = fs for a single-deck, two- 
deck, and three-deck ship are considered.  Hie lower frames are considered 
to be rigidly fastened in the inner bottom and the upper frames.elastically 
fastened at the upper deck (calculations have shown that for actual struc- 
tures p  = 3) can be assumed as an average. The decks and platforms are 
considerid to be rigid supports for the frame. The external load was applied 
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to the c«Bt«r of the «pen. 

We cite veluee of ceeffieieate k to be entered into foneil« (20.10): 
for bilge frenee of eingle deck ehipe, k «15} for bilge frenee of obife 
having two «r «ore decks, k = 14} for franes between decke end pletforan, 
k « 16.5 (if the ice belt covers no nore then 1/3 of the fi 
k ■ 19.0 (if the ice belt covers nore then H of the frees spsn). 

Figure 57- Bending MMnt diagran for a frans. 

For internediate positions on the edge of the ice belt, the values 
of coefficient k can be coeputed by linear interpolation. . Fomula (20.10) 
is used for calculating side franing consisting of identical franes with 
their ends constrained in the 

In a situation when nain and internediate franee have the sane pro- 
file but their ends are constrained differently, the franes should be 
calculated«taking into account their actual constraint «id then, for e 
design moment, taking- the mean arithmetical value fron thenonente cal- 
culated in the span for the nain and internediate franee. 

If the internediate frame profile is substantially analler than 
the nain frame profile (V of internediate less than 0.5 of nein), only 
the main frames are calculated. In this situation, the design loed is 
assumed as equaling P a fa'tf  where a is the main frame spacing. Inter, 
mediate frames are included as part of the attached flange when calculating 
the elements of the main frame profile. 

Another case of practical interest is one in which the intermediate 
frames do not reach the deck and buttom, but terminate at horizontal shelves 
or bearer stringers (Figure 58). With this structural arrangenent of side 
franing, an intermediate frame should be considered aa a beam on elastic 
supports and the main frame as being additionally loaded with reactions 
from the shelves. 

In addition to checking the bending strength of frames, it is 
necessary to check the resistance of abutment sections to action of 
shearing forces 

"red y 
i0,57y»0v&y (20.11) 
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M     - 1» «hMuring forMf 
armA - im tb* rmdocmA mrmm «f a norml MMUM «f tte fnwa telltteadi 
m>     tor mn l~btm pcvfil*. it« «Mn V«1IM »^ . 0.85« (38]f 

« - 1» tte arM of * nonMl Mctioa of tte fraat «»11 togotter 
with lOMMa (if knaoa or« ifWt«ll«d)t 

■    - U tte mimmr yield «tram of tte «rtorial. 

4 n^, b» 

If 

Soff    H 

t- 

M 

ir«MMlolMU»*r botto« plating 

•f 

Figur« 58. Diagrao of sido fraaing with intonwdiate fraaes tondnating 
on stelvos: a-intanwdiat« fnuMi b-aain tram. 

Several axaaplea of calculating «cantling« of aida fraaing, taten 
froa tte practice of designing ice ahipe, are considared below. 

Firat e«a«ple. Check tte acantlings of tte aidahip aide fraaing of 
a two-deck ahip with a load capacity of 10,000 t (Figure 59). The 
deaign load on the fraaing f = 100 t/a. We asauae the load to be 
applied a diatance of c > 1.5 a below tte deck. Uten calculating, 
we shall allow for a different degree of conatralnt on tte ends of 
the aain and interaediate fraaaa. 

Deaign conditions:  t ■ 7.0 a, t = 4*0 a. t_ > 1.9 a;     , 
17.0 . 10^ ca*, i - i, i « 4.73 . ICT  ca j Hf » W » 775 ca* , 

a 268 cm i    a s 0.4 a, c > 1.5 »» 'c ■ 5*5 «l P a ai « 40 t. 

1. Main fraae calculation. We shall deteraine coefficients 
for Q: 

1 
4 TT7T 

^•-0. 

7 
1,9 
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-«• J 

i. 

Figure 59. Design diagraa far 
checking the strength of side 
f rasing of a ship with a load 
capacity of 10,000 t; a- sain 
fraae; b-interasdiate fnuse. 

**m 
etr1- 

Figure 60. Design ding; 
for calculating bending 
in a 'tween deck bean «id fi 

He calculate support nonents: 

1.5 
0,214. I-,-0.786; 

^  0,2l4.0.786U.7a8-2-i^4)T)<> g ^ 

0^14.0.786(^14.2.72-1.7»»)^, |6|tj| 
2.72.3—i 

Moment in the span 

^^40.1.6.6.5--JUM +il5-(26-l6.I)]-8#fl t«. 

Bending momenta in 'tween deck beam and fraae (Figure 60). 

«,= 9lil 25 1 
4.73  7.0 

-12,36 ts. 

.   + A 4        17.0  1.» 
«i - Wi—«t -12.661 a, 

A curve of bending moments is presented in Figure 61. 

2.  Intermediate frame calculation. We determine coefficients 
for p: 

2 h- 
i.JL 

4 

-1.143. 
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Figur« 61.    Curve of ^Mndino em for akin ft 

Support int« 
«..Os H,i. Of»14 ^•|'w> «.y«»jt /JI. 

NHRmt in «pan 
^^jOOJSi;»    r0 + ^ ^T«.^ . 28.1 ^ 

As a dosig^ wawmt for tte frwü, w» tako it« «Ban value 
fro« tli« values dstorained for the Min and interaediate fraaes: 

« jy+JSiL-as.}*«. 
s ■■■ 

fhe mmimm tmwions in the fnwe span 

', *" -^ ■ " ; m 

We check the resistance of a half-been to the action of end 
nt. The length of the bean knee I » O.65 ■{ I« « 1*90 ■• 

Figure 62. Curve of bending aoaenta for a baas. 

The design bending «ooent in a section at the end of the 
knee (Figure 62)   r 

1,90 

Maximum bending stress in the beam 

a ■ 4j^ m ''"•W - KBOktfflwt < ^ ■ 4000kg/<s«. 
fi 288 '       ' . ■  , 
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•f an IcfttoMkar t^mit«   A dMifln dlagm» im pwiiafd in flgav 
63.   OMion loadf « 40 t/m avpttedtA tte emtw «f apui I,. 

■*   ■ - 

-» ^^ 

A 

„. 
1 M 

H 
-» 

• 
* 

* 
■ 

M a. 
c; 

T •» /T 
Figur» 63.    Diagraa for calculating aid« fraaing «f «1 
ieabraaker tugboat:    a.grillaga diagnni    b^ain tmwm% 
c-intanwdiato fraa». 

TVO 

|ta; *■ m 4.0 ■»I. <■ 2.2 ■{ e ■ 1.9 ■• a ■ 0*3 ■{ 
', i_. • 5110 calV V. . 434 «^ (bulb flat bar 24a), _ rao u 

293 c«r (bula flat bar 20b) { c • 0.8 ■, c. • 1.0 af P . 
12 t. Notarial ia ataal vitb a* . 2,400 kö/c« . 

Muciaua banding 
Figure 63, c 

in the aide fraao corraapondi to 

Nuciaua banding otraaaaa 

6.6-10* 
- -^jp- - 226(lcg/«i« < y - 9M0kg/c«V 

Banding aoaenta in the nein f roaw apan are detaralned in 
accordance with Figure 63, b 

M 6.3.1.0 

- 3,84 t a   ( in tYm -pan fpo||| p/2 . 6 « at Cj), 

■4'8 **     ( in the apan fro« P/2 . 6 ■ at c.) Ipw' 

^p^il^iL. 11,91 ta (in the apan fit» P . 12 ■). 
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OB tiü Mipport 

j^ . 3S3gaa..M - M. t«. 

Figur* 64. Curve of bending atMents for ■ein fraae. 

Ve shall detemine the mmMimm bending aoaent in the »pan. 
of the aain fraae graphically, conetructing a curve of bending 
MMMttts (Figure 74): M__ . 10.3 tau 

Bending stress 

10.810» 
434 

a370k{f«s* < y- 84fl0lcgfca». 
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ai. mum HM 

A «hip's hull Is an •gartgat« of • natoter «f grillAOM M fUfi« 
tettoMi d«dM and platfon» Mid louaitiidia»! «»i tifilMiMriw IwiHrfiMlto — 

I        JOIMNI togsthar. W» «hall conBidar all th»«a oovariag« a« baing lia- 

covarings can ba uaad far calculating dlip•, grillagf» Iwie dittgn 
ara ganarally aeeaptad and consist of tha following < 

1. tha grillage is considarad as a aystan of ha— iataroactiag 
at right angles. Hhan expanding the statistical indatandnata fom of 
this systen, it is oswinod that there is only one -bracing in the Joints 
(points where beaao intersect), canaing a vertical reaction, nernal to 
the plane of the grillage) 

2. the plates of the shell fulfill two functionst first, they 
absorb the external load and transnit it to the grillage beans. Secondly, 
they take part in the beading of these beeno aa attached flanges. 

We shall consider an ice load applied along a line on a sector be. 
tween transverse bulkheads or between wob franos. Hhen. necessary, the 
grillage can be calculated, taking tha actual length of land distribution 
into consideration. ¥0 shall tefce as a dafig!» case, a sittillioa in which 
the web froaos can be considered as rigid ^JWjiwt«- fpr > Sttjip'tir  A 
design diagraa of the grillage is prailililad in Figure o5, whiü a is the 
fraae spacing, L is the stringer span, 1 la the frM»'liMi, a la tha 
lumber of freae spacings between nib frauM, i ia the liniKt at ialrtia 
of the frane and I is the ament of inertia of the stringer. 

When there ia an adequately large nuaber of fraana (aore than five 
or six), a stringer ahould be conaidered as a bean on an elastic founda- 
tion With inflexibility 

-  St 

where Y - is the coefficient for tha effect of the reaction of the 
stringer to the fraae deflection in the Joint deterained for unit force 
according to the deaign diagraa in Figure 66 (y « v  fr )• 

Coefficients of yielding of the elastic constraint of tha frans 
ends£^ are deterained according to the procedure described in SO« 

The given load for which the atringer is being calculated will have 
a varying fora, depending on the type of load acting on the grillage. 
With load p equally distributed over tha entire grillage surface, the 
stringer should be considered as a bean on an elastic foundation under 
the effect of an equally distributed load 

1 f-f'"• «i.a) 

f -IM- 
i 



0 • im m eMffiel«nt for 
mtlmctloa im tte«' Joint, 

•f^of- «f UM «rtMVil load on tip 
totnrniiMd t»^ 4Mi«n diaerMi (Pigura 67). 

^£i 

^ 

i "*■■* 

f igur« 65.   SchMMtlc dimgrmm of aid« «pui vith one x^hapod 
tio. 

«ri —ig =—* ^>' i 
"^ "" "T . 

J* 

Pigum 66. Diagraa for dotorainitig cooffieiont Y* 

With load f, aqüaily diatributod along lim y = b (Figure 68). 

■-   1 •; 
(21.3) 

Coefficient P ia deteniined according to the deaign diagram pre. 
aented in Figure 69. If a load ia applied directly to the atringer, b « 
. e, Y > 9 andf-f. 

*' 

<p»l 

j-^ft—-*—^—-- 

X 

f' 

Figure 67. Diagraa for calculating coefficient ß in the caae 
of an equally diatributod external load. 
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Vith a cone«ntrat«d IcMtd P »vplimd to m tnam at Motloo x m QL> 
(Figur* 70), th* •tringr should be calcuUtM for action oi ihm «ivm 
coaeoat^atod ferca PJt/i   P« ^pllad to it at palot x « 0m   Caafffelpfc 
0 for thia aituatiOB will to dotominod accordlno to th* jjjtjl dlaonw 
in Figur* 69.   W»n b « c, (fore* «et* dir*etly on th* atringsr), 0 « Y 
and P . P. 

Flaxural *l*n*nta of th* rrilUg* for an oqually distributed loMl 
are mspsMmmi ia Bulwibv ftmetionas    aO (u), xl (u), ad (u), |t (u) and r (u). 

Tb* tonding nt in th* c*nt*r of a crossbeaa spaa 

Bending at in ahutoant saetien 

Shearing force in abuteent section 

(ai.4) 

(21.5) 

(21.6) 

Figure 68. Diagran of grillage loaded along a line by an equally 
distributed external load. 

For a concentrated load applied at point x » C1-» flexural grillage 
elenenta are expressed in functions *L (uf), M (uC« ▼. (uC)t ♦. («O «ad 
♦2 (uC), cited in [42]. u     *     *      x 

The bending aonent at the center of the span 

AlpdiPW-iOM«. C) + MI#(«, qj. 

Bending noaent in abutment section 

Shearing force in abutaent section 

^^[(1-«)♦,(«. C)+ 
+ ^(tt.C)!. 

(21.7) 

(ai.S) 

(21.9) 
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Vigur« 69. OiagrMi for detomining coaffici«nt 0 wten tter» ia 
an equally distributad load along a lino* 

For a load diatributad ovar part of the length of the grillage, we 
can «rite 

. *vS*L [<»-^l^ C)Ä + *[**** C)*] (21.10) 

Analogoea expreaaiima can be obtained for all other flexural ele- 
■•nta. Integrale appearing in espraaaion (21.10) are conputed by any 
■athod of muMirieal integration in tabular font. 

When calculating grillage far ice load action, it ia naceaaary to 
ehedt the atrongth of atringara by applying a load directly to then and 
tkm atraasth of the franaafby applying a load in the frana apan between 
a atringer and^dedc W in the apan betwaen atringere. landing etreaaea 
in the apan canter and in the abutnant aeetiona of the atringer are cal- 
culaled. They nuat not exceed the yield atreaa of the aaterial 

(21.11) 

tdiere V . - ia the nininttn aaction nodulua of the atringer with the at- 
tached flange of the plating. 

Figure 70. Diagram of grillage loaded with a concentrated force. 

Moreover, atringer abutment aeetiona should be checked for action 
of shearing forces 

where tt> - is the total cross-sectional area of the stringer wall and knee. 
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Ite Atrangtli is emlmlmtm* for «n MUrw fna», if MM «trinflMr is 
camUmemA as • rigid gmpsrt sad for s aiddls frsas ss for s hmm witii 
a displscsd ippsrt (Pigurs 71, «hsrs Q ■   9 vitk settsB of s eonoMitnitod 
fore« «id Q mtfm with action of s load o«ually dlstribatod along a lias)« 

UM liaoar raactioa of a stringor on a niddlo fi 

r-f II -(1 ..»ta-«K(s)]. 
Dof loetion of the stringsr in tho span cantor 

• "■■••■        . < • 

(21.13) 

(21.1%) 

Ths valnss of funetiono «p., tf.  ara citad in [45, 
of yielding of tha elastic comtraint of tho frai 
and p2 raagactivoly) aro calculated by fonulaa in 20. 

1]. Coefficients 

*1 ""^ (or «1 

Coefficient Coi^utino reference couple coefficients for a 
z for stringers should bo calculated by considorino ths stringsr ss s 
aulti-spanfcontinueostbsaa resting on an slsstic foumtation. Honsver, 
for practical purposes, «o can confine ourselves to 

* 

• 

Figure 71* Design drawing for niddlo fi 
of the span). 

(along the length 

Web fraae yielding can be disregarded in aoat cases. Therefore, 
for a honogeneous side structure and load which is syaaetric relative to 
the stringer, we shall calculate the coefficient of the reference couple 
according to the design diagraa presented in Figure 72: 

where f  (u) and f (u) are Bubnov functions. 

II m 
(21.15) 

Figure 72. Design diagram for dotomining the coefficient of 
support for the stringsr couple. 
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Tte «lastie fouatetion t u 

~tVä-f*m (ai.i6) 

la practic«, valuta of tte rafaraaea eaopla eoafficiaat far a 
atriagar 11a withia tte itega 0.5 to 0.6 (Tablo 18). 

TM>la 18 

Coafflefanta x for a »trineor. 

u 0 0.S 1.0 !;• 1.0 

« 0,«W 0.M 0.874 o.» •,m 

Cafculatina ari^agal takiag aa^ fr«a> y|ald^ifl iato co^idaration. 
¥ab frate yialdina im ceajatad Igr loadiag tte crooa bracing with a muftplm- 
■Mitary,coacantratad forca 

and introducing a ai^plaasntary aupport with rigidity 

(21.18) 

at tte intaraaction of tte atriagar and «ab fraaa. 

In foraulaa (21.17) and (21.18),it is apaeifiad: 

I  . - ia tte wf 
i - ia tte 

»nt of inartia of tte wab fraaa; 

»nt of inartia of a atandard fr< t 

YJY^ - are influence coafficianta of unit raaiatanca to deflection 
of atandard and wab fraaea in the joint of interaection with 
the atringer; 

ß, ß f- are influence coefficienta of the external load. 

Influence coefficienta, whan there ia a atringer located at the 
center of tte apan, are coaputed by foraula 

"t-s 48  198 (2 + h){a + h)-l 

When constraint of atandard and wab fraaaa ia the a 
can be aplit in two with 

(21.19) 

, the latter 
nts of inartia i and (n. - 1) i respectively. 
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Ibm IMMM with mumnt of Inarti« i fwwi pmrt of tho otMtic foondotioii, 
tho otiior fonH, on olaotie muppaet.   Wban ttero ia dlfforant coaotraitit 
of «ob, Min and iatonwdioto frwf rigidity of tho oloatic foundation 
ia calculatod by foraula 

k.laa-kaf-k* (2lM 

«hMM k  . -*- . ia tha atiffnaaa factor of tlw «ob franai 

r-   -   im tha deflection of the web frane under the 
affect of unit reaiatanoe R, 

Stiffneaa factor k ia detemined by fonnila (21.22). 

The atringer ia conaidered aa a bean reating on an alaatic founda- 
tion and aupported at the ende mi elaatie ai^porta, the web fraaea. Fl« 
elenenta of the atrinoar are expreeaed in Bubnor funetione. Per Osaaplo, 
bending aonent in the center of the open 

^-£F^+Tf&i-: 
where R « AkL  M> («), 

2 

R-- AkL  T (u)-, 
1   2 

elaa 

Table* of functions xo, xl, y, and v are preaented in [45, volune 1]. 

Calculating grillage includino aain and inter—diate fraaea of un- 
like profile« with different conatraint on their ende. A caae in which 
intemediate fraaee have a apan of the aaae length aa the aain fraaea ia 
of great interest. Ve will aasuae that deflections of adjacent aain and 
intemediate fraaea in the joint of intersection with the stringer are 
equal. Then, the atiffneaa factor of the elaatie foundation will be 

k s 
Yint 

'tat 

2 W" 
(21.22) 

where Y    .    and Y. t - are influence coefficients of atringer srealatanee 
■,aln lnt     to deflection of the aain and intemediate fraaea 

in the joint} 

i    .      «^i t " are BOI1Bnts of inertia of a croaa aection of the 
'"* n n       aain and intemediate fraaee. 
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—V T„ Tg-ai-^B.-^; ,.>■,.       , 

UM givaii load on thm atrinoor 

^-f 
(21.23) 

whare ß . « 0. . ara influanca coefficienta of tha aztamal load on da- ■ain int 
flaction of tha sain and intaraadiata fraaaa raapactively, in tha joint. 

Tha paraaotar of tha alaatic foundation 

* Ifi—    f frV fl I ^to 'tnA . (21.24) 

Strength of aztrana fraaaa ahould ba calculatad by aaauaing tha 
atringar aa a rigid aupport and tha atrangth of aiddle fraaaa ia calculated 
aa tha atrangth of a baaa with a diaplacad aupport, taking tha actual con- 
atraint of tha enda into conaidaratioa. Tha aagnltuda of tha diaplacad 
aupport for aiddle (aain and intaraadiata) fraaea ia calculated aa deflec- 
tion of a atringar in tha center of a apan (allowing for yielding of web 
fraaea) 

*l      l+Ä      1+ÄI1 (21.25) 

It 

y 
tltptfapKa 

'h 
AL. 

*CLL 

-Ußxmmutla 

-HUMHH na/iyia 

'CmpiHUt 

^^—y^^— 
ßBHHtit miHHtoym     ntfiSmo 

/f\     ifaptt 9M 

Figure 73« Diagraa of aide grillage with one cross bracing, 
a-bulkhead; b-web frames; c-inner bottom; d-stringer; e-lower 

deck; f-upper deck. 

Example. It is required to calculate the strength of grillage with 
one cross bracing (Figure 73) with the following initial data: 
L a 9.6 m, L s 3*2 m, 2s a 0.8 m, t = 4.0 m, lT a 2.5 m, iT »i  . , 
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~.SPSX'Sf ■SB^gag^aasiBl»'^-^..iMWIMUIIW lliii^i Wli^^W^Brrm"lrn^l ^.■CW.Mü, ■*■■ ^i—i ■    .11 L.J.,  uumui    JUIIMwp^gngwip— iaWii       ■ „n. ■■, ■ . PI, 1        ^..       —w r-^«|l 

I. . 2.0 ■, i. . 35JO i»4. «,. . 216 «i5. I . . 57,7«0 c^, I,- -      1 

. 57.760 cm*,  i . . 8870 c« , 1. . . 4985 cmi If . . 1,890 c^, 
»■•in « int        « »tr      _ 

^ - 1«890a
c^' Vln - «* c-3. "tot - ** «i3, F-tr - 56 c^f        | 

1 
V* «hall perfora calculations for two claaaos of application 

of oztarnal loadf • 50 t/m.    Spacifically, vhan it la wliad | 
directly to a atringor or to tho cantor of a fraa» span batman 
a atringor and tba lower dock. i 

J 
Ha shall detomine tba inf luanca coaff iciwit Y. Aia staga 1 

of calculation will apply to both caaaa of axtamal load applica- I 
tion. I 

Assuaing the intaraediata frans to bo sinply supportad at 
both ends (Pigurs 74), «a obtain V, * ■  1  - 0.0008. Vhan da. 

lnt   48 I 
tamining inf luanca coefficients for the aain frane, we ahall con- 
aider its constraint at its upper and lover enda. We find diasnaion- 
laaa coefficienta of yielding of elaatic conatrainta for the aain 
fraae. At the lower deck Cforsula 20.6] 

"   4 , 36»  4 
t.tTam   i 

At tba inner bot ton, we conaider the aain fraae aa being 
rigidly constrained to the plate fraae: p, = 0. 

We detomine the influence coefficient Y . according to the 
deaign diagraa in (Figure 74). For 1) «0.5, we fffnd according to 
foraula (20.7) 

fit.—5 -o,oeoii*».'. 
" 2.8382-1  ^^ 

-l. 1.835»«/ 

2,836'S—1 

Then 

'«H« = 1-(0.1474+ 0.0803)-0.0066. 
aain   4»  16 % 

Ve calculate the stiffness coefficient of the elastic founda- 
tion for the stringer. According to foraula (21.22), we obtain 
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.'; 

A.fi + i^.ÄÜaia.     -0.583   ^ain     . 641 kfl/«i2-64lO t/J 
V   Com     9m '^^if^^ YMin*^ 

*>) 

t.     **    r k •* 

» 

! 

j-i« 
i   •* 

/—i— 

,  h 

r 
Jö3? 

/Hnt 

Figure 74. Diagraa of fraae faatenings: a-«ain fraan; 
b-intermediate fraae. 

Ve find the paraaeter of elastic foundation u by foraula 
(21.24), aaeuatng the stringer span to be equal to the distance 
between web fraaes 

j/ O.Sfe.»   8870 / 3.2 \« 
V    64 • 0,0066  57 760 \ 4,0 j " ' 

We deteraine according to [451 the functions of paraaeter 
u a O.96 which are necessary for further calculation (Table 19). 

Ve shall consider a case in which a load is applied directly 
to a stringer. Ve shall assume that the web fraaes are a rigid 
support for the stringer. Ve deteraine the reference couple co- 
efficient for the stringer according to Table 18 for u ■ O.96; 
z s O.576. Since the load is applied directly to the stringer, 
f=tfB50 t/a. 

Table 19 

Numerical values of paraaeter u functions. 

II u Xi. X. f » »• * 

0.96 0.630 0.804 0.012 0,709 0,931 ,0,516 0.871 
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--r:' 

iM tbm atrlngmr abutaant MCtion (at ill« iwb 
) im tofrmlmi by fonula (21.5) 

iMlM*- 
tt 

wa»o,m9~n*tM, 

(21.4) 
in tbm «pan cantar, aceordino to f< 

>£jf,ii 12404» + -~2.. 0.8MJ - O^aSf - «.It 4k' 

Shsaring fore« in abutamt aaction at tha wab fraaa, ac- 
eordino to fonula (21.'jj 

u f (o.4M-o.io»+ojmom) - i.Mf - ff t. 

Maxiaua banding atraaaaa of atringar in apan eantar 

Maxiaua tangential ahaaring straaa of atringar in abutaant 
aaction 

f JtMfei Wiy -MMjcgfaa*. 

Reaction of atringar on aain f: [aee fonula (21.13)] 

o - M-0'
4
 (i..o.«Mo.ti6-oi»o*n)-a.iMf-»»t; 

aaino,582 

reaction of atringar mi the intaraadiata fi 

~IK 4M5      0.0208 
8870      0.0088 

Banding aoaant in canter of intaraadiata fraatapan under 
the influence of reaction R, 

apan 

int 

R. J 
int « UM • i» tm. 

Maxiaua bending atraaaaa M fraaa 

Wint     ■;-*'.--".'J::> 

Banding aoaanta on the aain fraaa aupporta 

0.0803R ■ 

jj^ 4 . 0,lk7kMmUl  . 5.64 ta. 

/^ 2 . 
0-Oö03R||||llnt - 3.08 ta, 
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Buiding 
fonwU (20.8) 

t in cttiitsr of tmin trmm •pan is (l«teraiii«d by 

^prfM»**- 

bending mtrmmm of fi 

If« shall conpute yislding of the «sb frsas, sssuaing it to 
bo constrainsd the saas as the oain frases (Y^. = Y , = 0.0066). 

wi   na.tn 

The yielding of the sob fraae as an elastic support 

»3 
A . 0.0066 

« <V - 4-in> ' 

He calculate Magnitudes R and R    by fonula (21.21): 

Ä. 4ÄLM*) - 5Ä—SL-^C«) - 0.4230.700 m OJDS, 
8 J    iff-fcain 

|{t. d^lv (ii)-0.42S0,g9l-0.303. 

Mien calculating yielding of web frasss, stress in the 
stringer Ü decreased and load of the fraaes is increased. For 
exaaple, bending wMwnt in the abutsent section of a stringer 

Ai^^/jligL.M^^.Pjg.- 16.12 ts. 

Shearing force at the support, equal to reaction of the 
stringer to the web fraae, 

Considering that the web fraae is constrained the saae as 
the aain fraae, maximum bending moment in its span is determined 
by foroala 

span 

lin 

tin N 
span 

abut m  5.20 . 49.3 • 26.8 tm, 

main 
9.56 

aai 
where IT^ " ■ 5.20 tm is the bending moment in the main frame span 

span 

under the influence of reaction span Rlll.in
li9*56 t. 
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I I 

I 

Nuciaua bmdino atrMM« in tte vb trmm «pan 

it* * ■ 

wf 

RMction of the atringar on tha naia fraaa, allowing far 
yialding of tha wab fra 

R.   _ 600,4/,  0:«M:5W_WW4£l\.|tfjt, 

raaction on tha intanwdiata fi 

R«  . . i£..itj.7>t% 

in*      9.» 

NuciMUi banding atraaa in tha intanwdiata fraaa apan 

aint - t«»~•-«i,^^ 

Figure 75« Daaign diagraa for calculating influanca co- 
efficient 3 for aain and intamediata fraaaa. 

Maxima banding atraaa in aain f rane apan 

a«ain - n»-M-lMOkor^ 

Thus, it ia obvioua that tha and.rigidity of wab fraaaa amrta 
a aubatantial influence on the Work of the fraaaa aa part of tha 
aide grillage and nuat necessarily be taken into conaidaration when 
calculating. 

Now, we shall consider a aacend aituation in which a load 
ia applied to the center of a fraae apan between a atringer and 
lower deck. Ve shall determine influence coefficient 9 for the 
oain fraae (Figure 75) when 1) * 1/4. 
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W« find th» support aoaienta by foroula (20.7): 

0.»-0.78(I.75.a-i^ w,0(WMpft 
1 2.S85.2-I 

^ 2.838-2-1 

*mmin ••T~r---i-(0J»W+0^7»)-0.0042. 

For an intaraadiate frana 

Wa ahall dataraina the reduced load on the atringer 

Vo.ooao  0,0208/ 2 

All flaxural eleawnta of the atringer are decreased in 
coaparison with the foregoing caaa f = 50 ■ 1.51 tinea. 

7     33.1 

Oaflection of the atringer in the apan center with allowing 
for yielding of the web fram 

o - i!l(l -0.4240.516-0.5760471) - 0,144 e*. 
34J 

allowing for wab fraaa yielding 
331/,     0.424 Ö.S16     ÖiSTBO^WN _ 9W ,v 

•"«4l\      .   ••«» I.»    /  ^ 

atj   v 

is 
Figure 76. Diagram for calculating middle frames, con. 
sidered as beams with displaced support. 

We ahall calculate middle fraaea, considering theav as 
beams with displaced (on the atringer) supports (Figure 76): 

P-^^800,4-201. 

3        Ei^.^v 

3 "64 
j^f  =77- PL - 12  i^t . 3.75 - 1.04 . 2.71 tm, 
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'   I  mi   MB——W^————Ml 

MtMuit in c«nt«r of span 

M -    « 
84 -l»~»M *. 

Maximum banding «trass«« it intaraadiata fraaa in eantar 
of «pan 

a . JOSS. . .iAJt-anoi^oA 
int W 

Allowing for «fob fraaa yialding 

5»,- SiTS-1.04.2^ - IM t« 

■oaant in eantar of the span 

■axiin strassas 

a 3 JOSS. a MJSL.MOkgiMP. 
int 387 

Curvas of banding wMwnts, with and without allowing for 
wab fraae yielding, are preaanted in Figure 77* It is obvious 
that in this caaa, yielding of the wab fraaa has little influence 
on the banding of franes in the center «pan of the grillage. 

Figure 77« Diagrams of bending nomenta^L^jL and^l in the 
-..^x__ >-• —* .»,«„,—»,» '"lent 

and! 
main frame (Figure 78), tre compile a ayatem of thsee 
aquations 

^2% 
.%: .% 

i 

6Ei 
main 

l2Bi 
main 

av  Pt 
+ I * 64Ei 

main 

*ai 
12Ei ,  6Ei  . 

main   main 

A, + 2v - PI2 

I      64Ei 
lin 

I 
main 

Jfel 
la» main 

»ti *1 
laEi     .      6Bi    , main main 

- 2X. 
I 

0, 
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: i 

Figur» 78. thmiga diagraa for dateraining aupport 

6Ei. 
or aftor ■ultiplyiim by -r 

nta. 

Without allowing for yielding of «ob fraaaa^L = 5.2 tmM   * 
- 0.06 ta,^4 « 2.04 ta. 8 J 

UM 
79) %•« = 7-4 *"* 

wit in the »pan (aoo diagraa in Figure 
bending atreaa 

7.4.1» 

«nnnnnt^' 

.♦.«5w 

Figure 79* Diagram of bending raonents for main frame, 
without allowing (a) and allowing (b) for yielding of 
frame». 
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Allowino for yimldino of «A fnuMMif. ■ 6«6S taf^L 
- 2.47 tmt Ä4 • *.65 t^ * 

tkaümm boadino —it in tto opoB (Plguw 79) N 
8.00 ta.   Hucimm boniina Btrmm 

a ■ „ « -r-y - mmgieaP. 

22. Grillmo» With Sovorol Croo« Brmciaoo. Ifcthod of EÜgtte 

Grillage with two stringor« con oaoily bo calculotod by tho ■•tkod 
of principal bonds. Howovor, whon ttao nuabor of eroos braciagü im  ln- 
croaood, calculation« bacoae sionificantly mom tl—-coaiMtag and ita 
uso is irrational. In 1959« 0. To. fhsysingry *nd A. A. Bttbgrakiagrjr 
posod an epproacination nsthod for calculating griHagos witb sovoral 
cross bracings for ice load action. 

of this aathod, called the nathod of "clastic nvports," 
consists of detemining the rigidity of the elastic foundation under enjr 
cross bracing, allowing for th» influ«nee of the rigidities and position 
of other cross beans. According to a nathod profssad by A. I. Segal* [433« 
an arbitrary, external load is reduced to nodal fom, i.e., to a load 
directly applied to the cross bracings« This is achieved fay detemining 
the reaction of the beans running in the nain direction, whidi «re 
ported on cross beans, as on absolutely rigid supports. False reacti« 
taken with the opposite sign are called a nodal load. 

According to the principle of superpoeition, the proble« of cal- 
culating a grillage with n stringers, where each cross bean is loaded with 
a corresponding nodal load, can be divided into n probleas, in each of 
which there is only one loaded,cross bracing. In any individual problea, 
the elastic line of each of the unloaded bracings is taken according to 
the first free vibrational node of a prisnatic bean constrained in cor- 
responding numer. Then, each unloaded cross bracing can be substituted 
with a series of independent elastic supports for ths beans running in 
the nain direction. Rigidity k of these supports will be constant over 
the length of the grillage according to the aelected elastic lins. After 
this substitution, the problen is reduced to calculating the cross bracing 
for the action of a nodal load under the conditions that the bracing is 
resting on beans running in the nain direction which, in turn, are sup- 
ported on intemediate elastic supports — cross beans which are unloaded 

I in the given problen. When these is a large nunber of beans running in 
the nain direction (more than five), the problen under consideration re- 
duces to a calculation of a stringer as a bean on an elastic, riser-type 
foundation with constant rigidity. For an squally distributed load, 
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dMign twnmUm can te •a^Muwd in I* 6. Bnbaev** fttnctiaiw and for a 
coneantratad fmrca, it ia poaaibla ta a&lj it in caaa af an axtamal 
laad of any typat nalrino tvrvprUAm intaoratimia. 

Conpariaaoa of caleulationa in tba ■»thml of principal hmadm and 
tlia Mitlwd of alaatic «qpporfca bava giwi good eorraapoateioa of raaulta. 
Basic ealcMlation dapandaneiaa and atapa according to titm atthod of alaa. 
tic anpporta ara aat forth in datail baiow. 

Badpeina a load to nodal forn. In tha first calculation stage, all 
raaning in tha aala diractian ara censiderad ta ba at^portad on 

falsa, rigid aupporta inatallad m% tha joints (intanaction pointa of 
tha stringars and franaa).   Haaetiena of thasa avq^orta P f P2,...,Pn, 
takan vith tha agpoaita aign, rainraacat a nodal laad. 

With n croaa bracings and an axtamal laad in tha fom of a con- 
eantratad f area P, appliad an ths apan of tha frans, reactiona P. ara 
found by the Mavier nethed, i.e., "' 

;„i£-fcÄ^ 

Figure 80.    Oiagraa for detemining nodal reactions. 

or 

SyV-fcP-o-1 

Asauning P. « a.P, we have 

(22.1) 

(22.2) 

where 
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Y-, -   im ttm influwic« eMfficiMrt of tte 
eromm bnciag to daf l«ctloa of tho 
■oin direction at Joint i; 

tioo of tte j Ji 
la tte 

eoofficiont of tte ostonuil load to 
in tte aain diraction 

0. . ia tte infli 
daflaction of tte 
at Joint i} 

dr. - ia tte coefficient of reduction of tte external load to 
a nodal load for the j-» crooa bracing. 

With identical, equally apacad beeaa running in tte nein direc- 
tion and a load diatributod along a line (Figure 80), nodal reactiona are 
calculated by fonula 

JW-aX»«. (22.3) 

where <* • conat, and ia found fron ayaten of equatioaa (22.2). 

If an external load ia applied directly t« a 
atage of tte calculation ia onittad. 

bracing, thia 

Calculatino rigidity of elaatic (ualoadad atrinoate) for 
franea. If R ia the reaction of the JJI atringar aupporting a *.'•»«, 
a differential equation for bending of tte atringar can be written in 
tte for» 

Aaauning 

uz/fW--?1- 

VfW^AffW, 

(22.4) 

(22.5) 

where f (x) - ia the firat font of free vibrationa by the correeponding 
fom of conatrained prianatic bean which aatiafioa tte 
differential equation 

and uaing theae dependencies, we can obtain 

'>H(f)V)..- 
Subatituting (22.7) in (22.4), we ahall have 

or 

*/-*/»/(*)« 

(22.6) 

(22.7) 

(22.8) 

(22.9) 
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i.m,, nMctioo of ihm striagar ia «qual to rooetion of an alaatic foumSa. 
tion vltli rigidity 

(fl'V (22.10) 

|i ia a aultipla root of tha clMractariatie aquation for tha dif- 
farantial aquation for bandHwj of tlia eroaa braeino, d^anding only «m 
tha aattod of faataning ita anda [24]. Valuaa of |t ara praaantrd in 
tabla 20. 

Table 20 

Valuaa of it dMpandinB on raformco coi»lo coafficienta*. 

1,.- i 

* 
«t 

0.00 0.S5 0,80 0.7» 1.00 

0.00 
0.SS 
0.80 
0.73 
1.00 

3.143 
3.333 
3,387- 
3.833 
3.3W 

3.813 
3.334 
3.484 
3,887 
4.008 

3.387 
3.464 
3,877 
3.7» 
4.133 

-  3.863 
3387 
3.7» 
3.087 
4^81 

: 8.927 
4.005 
4.130 
4.331 
4.730 

* Uta tabla ia borrowad fron P. P. Aqikovieb' book, 
g*:rMoth <rf Shiya. part 2, Stata AlLUnion FUbliahing Houae 
of tba Shipbuilding Induatry, 1941. 

Calculating tha rigidity of an alaatic foimdation for a loaded 
Snbatitutiag each unloadad atringar with a aariaa of alaatic 

aupporta of corraapomling rigidity, a loaded atringar can be considered 
aa a baa* on a riaar-typa, alaatic foundation with rigidity I^*** The 
coefficient of rigidity of an alaatic foundation for the j-» atringar 

*'".» (22.11) 

where v - ia the deflection at joint j of a bean running in the main 
J  direction, cauaed by unit atreaa P4 » 1 applied at that sane 

joint. 

* Reactiona of a riaer-type foundation are proportional to the 
deflection at the given point and do not depend on deflectioni of adjacent 
pointa. 

Vf I 
j/»»f 

Figure 8l. Diagram for determining the rigidity of an elastic 
foundation for a loaded stringer. 
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Vm shall show Urn proMdura for dttmrainiao tbm comttUimut «f 
rigidity of «laati« foundation k bolow tlio first otringor in an oxanplo 
of grillaoo with throo ereoa braeinoa (Figurt 81). 

Tbm coefficient of yielding of the elastic 

' * Si?" 
(aa.ia) 

Redundancy of the frane is aoat easily expanded by the Hairier 
nethod, detemining the unknown reactions of aupports ^ and R.. the 

tAmu  is is: of deflection in Joint 1 fron action of unit stress is Calculated 
hy fonaila   

n.-J£.T -ö»   «#J 1 

Then 

«here 

The paranster of elastic foundation 

where 

Bending of the stringer will subsequently be calculated by known 
foraulas aa for a bean mi an elaatic foundation. 

General connents for a design plan. The following should be kept 
in nidd when using the proposed aethod. Beans running in all directions 
are considered as prisaatic, fraass are considered to be equally spaced 
and Identical and cross bracings equally constrained at both ends. Co- 
efficients of restraint can differ for different stringers. 

Strength of stringers should be checked by applying a load directly 
to the stringer. When calculating francs, the load is applied between 
stringers in the center of frans spans. In the first situation* all 
stringers except the one being calculated should be replaced by elaatic 
supports. In the second situation, all stringers except the two adjacent 
to the span where the load is applied,should be replaced by elastic sup- 
ports. 
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Ulwn caleulatine « miMlm ««etioa, nmction* to elastic supports 
«ro doteraiiwd and then * bending mommafc diagren is constructed. An 
eztrea» fraas is considered as a single-span, continuous, bean supported 
on rigid supports. If yielding of web frants is net taken into considera- 
tion, it is possible to proceed in two ways» First, it is possible to 
disregard the wsb fraas «hen calculating the coefficients of yielding A 
of elastic supports. In this ease, the stringer span L will be measured 
fron bulkhead to bulkhead in fonnilas for coefficients of A. The re- 
naining (loadsd) stringer should be considered taking the web frame into 
account as was shown in the foregoing paragraph for grillage with one 
cross bracing. In this,an error is nsde on the side of providing a margin 
of safety. In the second nethod, when calculating coefficients of yielding 
of elastic supports, the web franes are considered as rigid supports for 
the stringers and the stringer spans are nsasured between web frames. 
Subsequent calculations are perfomed the sane as in the first case (with 
error on the side of providing a nargin of safety). For more accurate 
calculation of the yielding of web franes, it is necessary to calculate 
the grillage according to the nethod of principal bends. When calculating 
coefficients of the yielding of constraint of the franes 9/ and^ , as 
well as reference couple coefficients for stringers, forwlas of the pre- 
ceding paragraph should be used. 

Baanple. Check the strength of the side grillage (Figure 82) for 
two situations of application of external loadfs 120 t/m, speci- 
fically: directly to the second stringer and along a line in the 
center of the span between the first and second stringers. Ii. 
both cases, the design load is considered to be applied over the 
entire length of the grillage. 

Initial data:. L ■ 2.8 n, s B 0.35 n, F 
I » I »,269300 en*, ¥ = W - 4380 en3, I» -*1 
» 2840 <ar, W = 597 ar| I  . 5.4 n, i 
i,  'r",a" "   " 

F, 

*T r -'w4 
. 2600 cm 
= 1.7 n, 
T = 0.6 

2380,.cm'', 1. . =2.6$ u,  1 

b!"5 n, I. 

5.4 

int. 

Jr. 
2,600.en 

iht_""'12690 en , I      " 
I    ,-175 n, t, - 1.8*8, x = 0? |t . 3TI4, 
3    s 1,800 Wem . 

- -2 = 86.4 cm , 
44680 cm%, W = 
3 l_ . 2.63m, * 12feo4cn , 

I . 5.5 m, -h 0 = 1.0 «, lj -  2 
a    = 3000 kg/cm , 

i. = 

«r 

Figure 82. Diagram of side grillage with three stringers. 
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f * if 
i 
i 

■"s 

i 

H» calcuUt« inf luene« comttlcimst Y.    IMIMHWII—■ c©- 
•ffieiMita of yMlding of tte plootie eoMtniat of tte 

or» found by fomlo (20.6): 

—MM 
I 

•    12.8»    M6 ^ 8 ' IM»   IW" 

Hi dotorainu ttw Mgnitud« of oiqiport mommtm from unit 
utrmmm appliod to tho joint* according to fonuU (20.7).   For 
load P « 1, applied at joint 1, wa obtain 

„.JL.ö.MB. 

^    0.ia6.03i6(i.tas.B^-.i4ig|  .-^ 

. .• '■ .   •.   .   . -• ■ "■„. ■ . 

For load P = 1 applied at joint 2: TL « 0.5, 

A.4.39 

For load P = 1, applied at joint 3: 

ijt - 0,778, 

«. 0.778.0.22a^l4tg-2.7l-1.778^/ . „ ^ 

"       8,».2,7I-1 

»       0.7780.222 (1.7788.89 ~ l.gg f     ft |fltM 

"" 8.8».2,7J-I 

Influence coefficient 

+-»ll,{l + ii)l-j-} - io.l850.8I8l(l -0.8I6M).l8^-. 

- (0,0413-1,815 + 0,0607. l.I!W)l - 0,00418. 
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Uaing «Mlogoua fonulas, w» obtain Y«« - 0.01032, 
YI2 * Yai « 0.00530. Ya, - Y-a - 0.00510, Y„ - 0.00381, 
Y13 " Y31 " 0«ooaaa- 

¥• calculat« coafficianta of yialdiag of alaatic aup- 
porta.    UM diaMwionlaaa coafficiant of jrialdino of support 
is dotarainod, taking fonaila (22.13) into account 

* [TIT-?' 

^ it*  IM/ inn 0,0M64I. 

Load awtliod directly to tho socwid stringer. 

We determine paraaeter u of elastic foundation for stringer 
2. The aagnitude of deflection T- . and coefficient k0 are found 

according to the design diagraa In Figure 83. 

After solving the systoa of equations 

we obtain R =0.7976; R. • 0.6912. 

Deflection under the influence of unit force P = L 

The parameter of elastic foundation according to formula (22.13) 

^ \    269.3 ^5.4/  0.165 

Values of parameter u functions which are necessary for 
subsequent calculations are presented in Table 21. 

^ 

I*   T \h 

JT }    ^.J 
Figure 83. Design diagraa for calculating coefficient k 
for the second stringer. 
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Nnmricml values for «laatic fountation punmtmr 

Ubi» 21 

v 

i    * f» ft X* 1» It •    1» » 

d.7B 0.779 0.MS 0.» 0.HI 0.fM «JB 9jm 

We (toteraine flentral «iMwnts of the atriagort   banattig 
t in the center of the span 

banding atreaa 

r,   4380  .  ^   T 

shearing force in the abutaent section of the stringer 

^tbOI^K1 -*>«» + »'»- M»f - MMt.; 

shearing streus in tt» stringer «mil 

stringer reaction to the Middle section 

Jfo . p(I ~0.770) - 0^;UO.Q& - 9.* t, 

MB detemine bending moments in the middle section« Reactions 
of the first and third stringers when stress action R22«9.27 t:' 

Au - Anfti ■ 0.7976-947 ■* 7,4t. 
«a - ttmft» r »^0.0012 - 0.41 t. 

Bending moment from stress R-. in the span 

on the supports 

Mt-Ru^l-^/- M..5.4- lUt a, 

Ma"Wit*«-0.0471.9.276.4.2.30 ts. 
Mu - aß««« - 0.1211.9.27-5.4 - 0.06 tSi 

Bending moments from stress R.» in the span 

on the supports 

Aft - 7.4.0.186.0,8186,4 - 6.08 .m 

Mu - muRu - 0,0413.7,4.8.4 - 1.06 ts. 
Mn - »IMAM - 0,05077,4.8.4 - 2.03 't*. 
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Banding 

mi the supports 

snts fro« stross R  in the span 

MtM-fRn*n-0,01966.41 M#0.67 im, 

M»-mmfim-0.1068.6.41 6,4«Ml ^p. 

The design bending aoaent in the f raaa span is determined 
graphically by constructing a bending«aonent diagram: 

Mspan ' k'7 *"• 

Maximum bending stress 

. - Ban 4y ^790k^«s*. 

Load applied to the center of the frame span between the 
first and second stringers (Figure 84). 

Me determine influence coefficiente of the external load 

v*i^-^£-oi& V I      5.4  7*" 

Support moments from load P: 

*n 6.».2.71~1 

Then 

^ W 

h-».12.1(r»; /pl-4.0.1(r•. 

L 
W Rt 

Figure 84. For determining influence coefficients 
ß1, ß2 and ß^. 
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UM Middle ••ction is calculated aceordino to the dMgraa in 
Figure 85. 

Unknown reactiona of clastic supports arc calculated fro« 
the systea of equations: 

*I* (ill + *?),+ *u>1u + ^wTi» - f#|. 

froa which Rip = 0.60 fs; R^ . 0.55S^Sf »»p - O.OJOfs. 

fij^    . 1 A »—a: A    A^N vr    c   ^    ^,, 
^a    -len    ^ee 

Figure 85« Design diagran for aiddle section* 

Meuciaua bending nonent at the point of force application 

Ms- 0.032ft » 14.26 tn, 

bending stress 

, _ *. . I4'2610?-. 2390k^A*< ä-.XMkda* 
W 697       . * 

Stringers for the extrene fraae should be considered as 
rigid supports. The unknown reactions of these eupports are cal- 
culated by the ciled systen of equations, assuning that a. ■ a. ■ 

= a° = 0| then, Rlp * 0.684f»} Rap m 0.593f»f    Rjp - - 0.l4aya. 

Maximum bending nonent at the point of force applicatimi: 

>L « O.Ol75et = 11.33 tn, 

bending stress in the extrene frane 

Mmm I'tWio»,, lawk^Mi« < I, - aoookgfrs«. 
IT    Sn -»   y 

Calculating scantlings of web frenes. Web franes which 
are being installed as intemediate supports for side stringers 
should be calculated for reaction fron these stringers. 
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tontrmm 

~-ß 

wnfff&m, 

Figure 86. Diaom of «id» grillage with one stringer 
and web fraaee. 

He ahall conaidar the caea of a grillage vlth one atringer (Figure 
86), where Ls8.«s8. 0.4 « 3*8 ■« The apace between the atringer 
and platfora (deck) t aust not axeaed 2.5a. He ehall aaauae »- = 6 . 0.4 
. 2.4 a, i.e., Ij» 3/4 Lj. 

He aaaune tbt atringer to be rigidly conetrained on the web franea. 
The aeTJaua banding atreaa of the atringer whm there ia unifera load 
action ^ applied directly to the atringer. 

tf ss 

IMfct' (22.14) 

where H  ia the aection aodulua of the atringer. 

Oiaregarding the part of the load which ia tranaaitted to the deck 
and botton by the fraaea, we obtain for the reaction to the fraae when a 
load ia applied to the apan of a atringer between franea 

•••jT V'- 

and for a load applied along the entire apan of the grillage, 

Ve adopt the latter aa a deaign caae. Then, bending atreaa of 
the web frame, considering it to be rigidly conatrained below and simply 
supported above, ia calculated according to the formula 

m    Btft, 3      L.       16      ff'-f 
32   2      ^f     4      WWynt 
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Awwring tte «daimibl* at: 
to «vwl, w obtaiti 

wf 

•t 

Takino tto unloading effect of the 
can «rite 

into cenaidemtiOBt «a 

wf     ^at  aain     at  3 —1-# 

*-»at " 3 Vin' - •bt'1» Wef - ^«in. «-• ».ain' ¥.ts »wf ' 
1:3:7- 

I" 

I" 

,*t 

2sl 
'fr •' 

Figure 8?. Diagraa of grillage with two atringara. 

Calculation« ahow that auch a ralatiomhip between profilea im 
nearly optin». 

If bearer atringara are inatalled 

at W , and V . . V . ■Bin    wf   aain 
where V   ia the section aodulua of the aain fraasa. ■am 

Ve shall consider a aection of grillage with two atringara (Figure 
8?). Ve assuae the stringers to be identical and on the atrength of aya- 
■etry of the load, to be rigidly cons rained to the adjacent web fraaea - 
rigid supports. Let the first stringer be loaded with a unifom load. 
Then, the aaxiaua stresses in the stringer are calculated by foraula (22.14). 
Ve find stresses in the web frame, taking the unloaded atringer into 
consideration,which is an elastic support. 

Reaction of the loaded atringer on the web fr< 
factor, will be 

allowing a aafety 
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Oaflaetlon of tte ■triogar «t Joint 2 (Piguro 8?) 

Oofloction of tbe nob froa» in thin Joint in dotorainad fron the 
dMign diagran in (Figure 88). 

Influence coefficients of stringer reaction to fn 
i* detemined according to handbook Cl4]: 

okl-0.00914-£BL; %«^0,00503?^. 
•tr Bhif 

^«^0.00686*^. ^»O.OOHi&iär. 

deflection 

t ■d- 
ii SL 

^ik. 

Figure 88. Design diagran for detemining reactiona in grillage 
joints. 

Equating deflection« of the feane and atringers in joint« 1 and 2, 
we obtain 

-L . «l-J- . flä.o.009l4-&fl^—0.00526. ^W i 
*    E^    24 Bkt     *    «W »(rf^ 

-L . ^^0.00626 ^P^-0.00603. SÜäSL;- 

or 

fron which 

>. /0.247 + 0,04I6M- 0.142Ä, - 0.0416^^ itf, 

0,142A» - (0,136 + 0.0416 -W R%T 0. • 

0,136 +0,0416-Utf 

*»"  0.142  T^ 
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MI 1J I .  «6.4 (neraal rat«« f«r grillag« «1th tw» eroM 
tHraciiigsfaiiat b» witbin tlw rang« of 6 to 7), K. « 3.8J R. or ■_ « O.J53 

W» aholl datoraino b«idiiig oo—nf in tlw opm <rf tte Wib froiw: 

in Joint 1 with of fact of raoetion R : 

1     . . .      • ? 

in joint 1 with offact of raaction R«: 

«••-W{i-f(i+i)-. 
-['-T-i-(»-i)liH)-wi- 

Oaaign bmding ■oaant in joint 1 

M - M^-Af4 - (0^18-0.053)^-0.46^4. 
Banding atraaa of wab fnuwt 

m      M  0.465ft» 

•wf  •**• 
Aaauning tha adaiaaibla atraaaaa in the atringor and fraaa to bo 

equal, wa obtain V ./ V  « 3.15« Allowing for tha unlodding of foot of 
the fraaaa and aatlafying condition V . » ¥ . whara V   » tf t aa 
waa dona for grillage with one stringer, «re obtain V . « 4 (V  • 3/4 V . ). 
Vhen W A = 3W „ , we have W , s w : W- . 1 : 3 : 9. 

at    aain'        aain   at   wf 

We can write in general fora for any nuaber of atringara 

where a ia the nuaber of stringers. 

Exaaple. Calculate the neceaaary aection aoduli of baaaa 
of a grillage with three cross bracings with tha following initial 
data: frame apacinga as0.4 a; diatanea between waba L. > 3*8 at 
fraae span t s 8.0 a; ice load intanaity 9« 200 t/a{ yield 
atreaa of the aetal a s 4,000 kg/ca . 

Ve calculate the aection aodulua of a atandard fn 

W . « k-3£"\». 
aain    • ' • 
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CcMfficiant k is imtmrmbmA, dfndlno on dwracteriatic 

«ter» n m L / m im ihm nuabar of tram mpmcino» in tho atringor apan. 

For a* . 1.02 k « 0.057 and then 

"msM** **:~* «"-•" <**• 

Wa calculate the aection aodulua of the atringer. Hie elas- 
tic foundation paraaeter u for the atringer is found depending on 
the characteriatic ■, = * /2> 0,51. Then u ■ 0.95» Bubnov func- 
tiona which are necessary for aubsequent calculationa are detemined 
depending on paraaeter u f i 
(0.95) « 0.898| ^ (0.95) - 0.9X5« 

Tables [45]: x0(0.95) » 0.640; x1  = 

The reference couple coefficient for stringera can be taken 
as equal to x = 0.5 (aee Table 18). Then, bending aoaent in the 
abutaent aection of the atringer is calculated by foraula 

^b«-^M-)-Ä»t? .(MMvlift 

bending aoaent in the apan 

^lpaS-T-[Tx•w+Tx«H"0,C,W,^ 
nie neceaaary aection aodulua of the atringer ia deterained 

froa a condition of the aaxlana atandard atraaaea reaching the 
yield stress of the aaterial 

WMf. ^MSVOJIK» 200'8'2> 10» - »TO of. 

ra«in9" 

We determine the aection aodulua of the web frame by 
foraula (22.15) 

^« 6(2870- ^-Äl) - »0700 ca«. 

Jtf.J0I2L-3.72.  . 
%t      »70 
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• | 
| Ob UL (Artet.) and UL-cl— cargo sliifWt it im adviaabl« to laBtoll 

bMuror strinoai« the MUM teioht as tha «ain fraaos to atraootlMii tte 
shall platino and aids fraoing in tha araa of balds «hara usa of inoraaaod 
profilo strlngara ia oftwi iapossibla bacaioia of tha conaidarabla 
in cargo apaca. It is racoanendad that nain and intanwdiata fi 
tha aans profila. It is adviaabla to install baarar aida stringars in 

| tha araa of possible ice load application, i.a., at tha haight of tha lea 
bait. Matance between stringers aust net excfed 1.2 to 1.5 su Thaes 
atringers.spread concentrated loada over aaveral fraas apacea along ths 
length of the ship, increase the carrying capacity of tha plating by dividing 
tha panel between fraaea into parta and finally, increase stability of 
the two-dinensional fom of fraas bending. 

The atrength of bearer atringera is calculated in the following 
aanner. For a grillage with a large nuaber of fraaea, a bearer atringar 
can be conaidered aa a beaa on an elaatic foundation with rigidity k. 
(aee 21.): 

«here i - ia the monent of inertia of the fraae; 
I - is the span of the fraae{ 

^ a - ia the fraae apacing; 
Yi - ia the influence coefficient of force P « 1, applied at the 

point where the stringer being conaidered intersects ths 
fraae, on deflection of that joint. 

I 
The procedure for deteraining influence coefficient Y «aa ahown 

above. 

When there are aain and interaediate fraaea of different profilea 
with different end constraints, iraluea of the coefficient of rigidity of 
the elastic foundation k should be calculated by foraula (21.22). 

The reduced length on which a concentrated load acting mi a atringar 
is dispersed is calculated by an approxiaation foraula [24]s 

S.pan^l/Ä-aj/Z^. (23.1) 

where I   is the moment of inertia of the stringer. 

■Maximum bending moment acting on the stringer. 
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«hich corrMponds to thm rmlum of tlM grMtoot aoMtit for • siapl«, «up. 
period, booa loafed with a unifonly dUtrlbutod load with an intonaity 
of 9. P/t ■pan Than 

8 

Subatituting the iralua I        . «o obtain 
apan 

^-rXvW** (23.2) 

Thus, the following «trength condition «at ba aat at the center 
of the apan of a bearer atringer 

(23.3) -^-ir/FF^v 
In addition, the «trength of a bearer atringer in the section by 

tranavorae bulkheada should be checked according to the diagraa given 
in Figure 89. Ve aaauae the atringer to be rigidly conatrained to the 
bulkhead. For eaae of calculation, we ahall conaider the atringer as a 
aeai-infinite bean loaded with unifora loadf. It ia poaaible to pernit 
an incroaae in the yield stress for the nonwl bending stresses in the 
stringer abutaant section. Only a transfer of shearing force to the 
transverse bulkhead ahould be provided, not peraitting an increase in 
ultiaata shearing stress of the atringer wall naterial. 

j l I rV.i i i I 
3 r 

Figure 89. Design drawing for checking the strength of a bearer- 
stringer in the cross section at the transverse bulkhead. 

Deflection of a bean, depicted in Figure 89, 

0 = i. [ 1 - *-« (cos« + tin cut)] f 

where «"j/^ 

the maximum bending moment occurring in the constraint, 

^...-fc'ffi^j/^S (23.4) 
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fthMring fore« in the «butasnt Mction 

*-»-f-fj/^ (83.5) 

Ito slwaring •trsngth conditimi of a stringor in 
tion can- bo writtMi in tto for« 

^HTV-0'^ (23.6) 

«hero O is the yield atreao of tte atringor aatoirialt 

P ia the total aectional area of the atringer wall and the 

Calculatione have ahomi that the height of the knee cannot exceed 
the atringer height and ite length cannot exceed two heigbta (Figure 90). 
Kneee are uaually mde with saw thickness aa the atringer wall and have 
a wide flange, equal to ten knee thicknesses but no larger than 100 ■■. 

Vhen designing the joint between a bearer atringer and a transverse 
bulkhead, it should be stipulated that the atringer be faatened to a 
horizontal rib installed on the bulkhead. Other construction of this 
joint is possible. However, the strength condition (23.6) nust be observed 

in all caaea. 

Bulkhead 
ßtßiiip»a 

X 
3i<W»  Stringeftynm» 

Figure 90. Strengthening of a bearer stringer with knees at 

a transverse bulkhead. 

Mathematical calculations have shown that the influence coefficient 
can be calculated from the diagram given in Figure 91i 
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'1 i. 
Figur« 91*    D»«lon dlagraa for 4*t«rBiiiiii0 infImnce coafficient. 

Aasuaing the HM»nts of inortio of tho booror «tringer and tho 
fruM to bo oquol In tho first ^proxiMitimi, taking (23.3) into conaidera. 
tioB« ytm obtain for tho stringor 

Wffö' 
Vo calculate the section Modulus of the fraae (Figure 91),by fonula 

(20.10) 

If - Of14(hg.:-0.l40-f. -fi. 

Assuaiog section aoduli of the bearer stringer end fraae to be equal 
and equating the right —nber of tto above-cited eapression, we obtain 
t/a n 8. When t/a < 8, the section aodulus of the bearer stringer is 
saallor than the section aodulus of tho fraae. In this situation, it is 
not expedient to install bearer stringers. 

As an exaaple, we present s calculation of the strength 
of a lower stringer (Figure 93)* The aain and interaediate 
fraaes have identical proSilos but different aethods of end 
constraint (see the first osaaple, presented in 20). When 
calculating the aoaent of inertia and section aodulus of a 
bearer stringer, the width of the attached flange is token 
as equal to the distance between stringers, i.e., equal to 
one aster. The profile of a bearer stringer. 12 « 300, I » 

J- 12 x 150 
. 24, 120 ca and V « 886 car. 

We shall calculate influence coefficients for the main 
and interaediate fraaes using the design diagraa shown in 
Figure 93. We aasuas the following data for calculating: 
distance of stringer froa the deck c > 2.0 a, span of the frame 
t s 7.0 n, fraae spacing s « 0.4 a, aoaent of inertia of the 
fraae, i a  17,000 ca . 

The influence coefficient of unit force applied to the 
' joint where the bearer stringer intersects the fraae on de- 
flection in the Joint 

in W ST» 
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Figure 93* For calculating influence coefficients for 
■ain and interwdiate fi 

Ik shall deteraine support ■o—nts for the inteiwdiate 
fraae, assuaing the diamsionless reference couple coefficients 
to equal p « 1,143 and p2 s • (sisple support). Mo shall 
designate AT) s c/l . 2/7 « 0.286 and 1 - T) « t . c/1 « 0.714. 

Support noaents are, respectively 

«Mt ^'T**2"1* "- ^JStS^h w-cunw; 
«Hdi0- 

The influence coefficient fron oonent^..  (when P « 1) mi 
deflection of the interaediate fraae at the Joint wit i bearer 
stringer 2 

'wiint 6/ 6  : 

Thus, the influence coefficient for the interaediate fraae 

Virii TU-t^Rtp.oiM-. 0.0M»-o^»a 

Support noaent« for the aain fraae are conputed by foraula 
(20.7) when p = 0.72, p2 - 0: 
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-t, oj».o.riMi7i4.i-it^ pim6fimMt 
S.7Z-3--I 

^. ojn.o.mjijM.i.»-!^ ptm0JlimPlt 
3,73-2<—1 

- 0,aM
>
0,714 (0.09a6I.m+0(078».1^8»-0.008». 

6 
The influence coefficient on deflection in the joint 

for the aain fruw Y0» 0.0139 to 0.0089 « 0.0050,    The co- 
efficient of rigidity of the elastic foundation for the 
■tringer is calculated by fonula (21.22): 

. .   0.00» 
* O.00W   2.1 10». 17 000 mm 

2 O.006O-4OW "-■ 
Then, the reduced length 

Width of the attached flange in the second approxima- 
tion 

ftas.kS5U750 **» 

Distance of the neutral axis of the stringer profile fro« the 
neutral axis of the attached flange 

7 « 29660- lia» 6.0 « 22800 cs*. 

w m JZSSL m 878 «**. 
^6.2 

Reduced length in second approxiaatfei 

U,3.0l/?^.2.« *•»       K     24120 

Ve shall calculate maximum stresses in the stringer for 
external loadqs 30 t/m: 

• - IF4" ^^Sr- -37^0^ < v - "«^v 
The stringer is made *f steel with yield stress a    « 4000 

kg/cm2. y 

Ve shall determine stresses in the stringer by the transverse 
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bulkhMd, alloving for thm lamm.    Shaarino fore« in the «ImtMHit 
•ection of the stringer (fonule 2J.5) ia 

NAxinuffl shear stress in vail 

036«'    0,86'72  - " . 

Moment of inertia of the abutaent aection of the bearer 
stringer together with the knee 

/K« 60 900 es«; 

Section modulus 

r* -1448 es*: 

Maximum bending moment in the constraint (formula 93,1k) 

iK(MI.30j/
rlE^ffi^-«.0t-. 

Bending stress 

r,   1448  *w,we,,• 

Normal bending stresses in the abutaent section of a bearer 
stringer do not exceed the yield stress of the material« 

24. Side Framing with a Longitudinal Systea. 

Ve shall consider the working plan of individual,side grillage 
braces arranged in a longitudinal system when there is ice load action. 

Longitudinally disposed beams. Longitudinal strengthening ribs 
are multi-spanned, continuous beams supported on intermediate elastic sup- 
ports, the web frames. However, in practice, the relationship between 
rigidity of longitudinal ribs and web framen is such that the latter can 
be considered as rigid supports. 

Ve shall assume that ice load q is applied simultaneously to two 
adjacent beams (main and supplementary) and consequently, load q/2 acts 
on one beam running in the main direction. Distance between frames is 
usually t s 2 to 3 m; at the same time, the area of impact stress applies, 
tion in the fore part does not, ss a rule, exceed 3 to 4 a. Therefore, 
to calculate longitudinal,strengthening ribe in the fore part, load %/2 
should be considered as uniformly distributed on one span of the beam 
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between trmmrn  (Figure 9k}.    In thia case, the loaded span can be considered 
aa aa laolated beaa.elastlcalljr conatralnad en siqworta(vith a reference 
couple coefficient s > 0.63 [24]. 

T  ]   T  '   f 4   T 
Figure 94. Scheaatic diagsaa for the application designed 
ice load f-^r • longitudinal atiffner. 

Then, bending aoint in the center of the baas span will be 

^&''+-S-('-',-M** (i!4•,, 
bending massnt  in the abutaent section 

^bfllÄ*"0'0»^ <24'3) 

shearing force in the abutnent section 

Assuaing the occurrence of stresses in the center of the beaa span 
equal to yield stress in the eztreae fiber, we find the aagnitude of the 
ainiaua,necessary section nodules of a longitudinal strengthening rib 

r = 0.036-?-. (24.4) 

Assuaing that shearing force in the abutaent section is experienced 
by the section wall and tangential stresses are equally distributed along 
its height, we assuae the aagnitude of the ainiaua necessary sectional 
area of the section wall at the fraae 

F„i(Vl-0.43-^. <24.5) 
r 2-2»y .      V 

Longitudinal strengthening ribs are usually relatively low beans. 
Therefore, when satisfying ultiaate bending strength conditions of the 
beaa, shearing strength conditions are also ast as a rule. When there are 
relatively short, longitudinal,disposed beaas, their strength should be 
calculated, taking shearing strain into consideration. 
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Durino cowpr—ionf th* ■ids«eti«a of a »hip's mUm im untally 
cobJ«et«d to ico prMauro for a •utatantial lonoth« In this c«wv a tongi« 
tudinal strmgtlianino rib can bo calculatod bjr aawing it to bo rigidly 
conatrainod on the fnuwa. Ihan, brndlno npint in tho «pan will bo 

^aJTjI-O«^. (24.6) 

btoding aoaent in the abutamt ooctioo 

shearing force in the abutamt aoction 

It is obvious fron the above-cited foraulao, that design bonding 
■oaents and shearing forces are cloee in aegnitude for longitudinally dis- 
posed beaas in the extreaities and aaidshifts. Ihereforo, for longitudinally 
disposed beaas in the ice belt area, for the entire length of the ship, no 
can finally assuae 

*.i.-0,0«-£. /1   % 
•y (24.9) 

/?.i. = 0.ßf. (24.10) 
y 

Loads q in expressions (24.9) and (24.10) are taken for the fore 
part and aidsection respectively. 

Rib fraaes. Rib fraaes on ships having a longitudinal ayatea, 
asseabled according to regulations of shipping registries, usually have 
great strength and rigidity. However, on saall ahipa of the higheat ice 
claaaes, the strength of web fraaes calculated for the hydrostatic pres- 
sure of water can soaetiass be inadequate to stand up under an ice load. 
It ia evident that naxiaua stress acts on a web fraas when an ice load 
is applied along the aid* of a ship over a distance of several adjacent 
spans of a longitudinally disposed beaa. Inasauch aa all fraaaa between 
transverse bulkheads have the saae profile,as a rule, their yielding will 
also be equal. The greatest load on a web fraae 

Q =qt. 

The aaxiaua bending moment acting on a fraae cross section under 
load is, 

Mf'^Wi. (24.11) 
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«ter« q ia the intMwity of tto ie« load} 

1 ia tha apan of a ruonlaa in tha aain diractian batman «ab 

t ia tha daaign apan of tha wab trmm  in which tha lea load la appliad; 

k ia a nuaaral coafficiMit, tha naonltuda of which dapanda on the 
arranoeMint of tha dacka and platfona, aa wall aa on coordinate» 
of the load application and rigidity ralationahip of individual 
web fraae aactora. 

Valuaa of coefficient fc are caleulated for rarioua arrangaaanta of 
web fnuw loading (Figure 95 «nd Table 22). 

Tabie 22 

Valuaa of coefficimt k. 

pacwT- 
■ol 

CWMM 
1 2 3 4 S « 7 S 0 10 

k 0.14« 0.134 0.138 0.133 0.132 0.166 0.106 0.163 0.161 0.16S 

a-nunbar of deaign diagraa (Figure 95)• 

Deeign banding aoaent in a web frana aaction auat not exceed 

M 
wf y 

where W ^ is the aectiMi aodulua of a web fr« 
wf 

croa*  section; 

a is the yielding strese of the web frans naterial. 

Then, considering (24.11), we obtain an expression for the section 
modulus of the web fraae profile 

(24.12) 

Keeping in mind that tankers which have one deck, are aasembled in 
a longitudinal system, we can aaauna coefficient k • 0.135« 

. Ixample. Determine the ice belt.ahall plating thickness and 
scantlings of midship side bracings of a tanker aasemMed in a 
longitudinal system with the following initial data: load on 
the plating p=105  t/m , load on framing q « 70 t/m{ longitudinal 
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■tranathMiing rib span I ■ 3*6 «|   dt>tfiBe» imUmm lemgltvAimlly 
dimpommd t—■ a « 0.45 ■{   «pan «f ««b triMM I. ^11.0 «|   bull 
■atcrial - stMl with yi«ld strMa a   . 3tfX» kg/ea . 

i 3 
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f» I 
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<■                 

1 
f 

f» 

Figure 95. Diagram of loading of web fr< 

Ve determine plating thickness of the ice belt by foraula 
(18.5) 

"l06 
8 »184-0,45 

3000 
+ 4 <• 19,5 MM. 

Baaed on the existing assortment of rolled plate, wa ahould 
assume 6 s 20 mm. 
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Th» ■lat— we—»ry •action Modulus and ooetioml area of 
longitudinal otrangthanino riba, according to fonulaa (24.9) and 
(24.10) will bo, raapaetivaly, 

VM .0*1 JS^fiSL . 1240 «•. 

fl,"0.48  n**W  «16.1^. 

In tha case under conaideration, we mumm a T-aection profile 

-a  -_- with croaa-aectional area F = 66 en , V s 1,260 cm . xo x ion 

The necessary section Modulus of the web fraae, calculated 
by fonula (24.12) with coefficient k aasuaed according to diagram 
1 (Figure 95): 

Mt-ll**'^*'1*-nmc*. 

is too large. Therefore, to reduce the profile, crossbars, joining 
web fraaes with fraass of tha longitudinal bulkheads should be in- 
stalled and the ferner should be calculated mm continuous beans on 
elaatic, intemediata supports. 
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dttPIBl VI 

STRENGTH OF DECKS AND PLAgCgB 

25. 6«neral Raquirewent« for thg DMion of Dtk» Mid Platfw— 
Locaf d in tho Argg of leg Load Action. 

Oscks and platfonas of «hips which «ail in ic« am aubjoctod to 
action of aubatantial ice load«. In aoaa caaoa, the«« atroaaos causa 
warping and breaking of the deck covering, lose of stability and failure 
of beaas and bean brackets, etc. When deaignating scantlings of these 
structures, it is necessary to take ice loada into consideration,besides 
the usual design loada (overall bending, deck cargo, hydrostatic head). 
In doing this, the heaviest coabination of external loada should be aa- 
auaed. Sisultaneoua action of loads in the plane of the grillage and 
lateral loads cauae unayemtric bending of the deck grillage which should 
be allowed for in calculations. Streaaea fro« overall bending in ice 
decks are relatively snail inaaeuch aa they are near to the neutral axia, 
aa a rule. 

faifm« tuna* 

nmpvmii pifpt 
Longitud|na 

np90wmml9lw P9909 

rengtheniiH; 

Figure 96. 
Lena. 

Diagram of deck framing of diesel-electric ship, 

Ice loada can act directly on deck and platform planes or can be 
tranamitted to them in the form of reactions from frames. In the latter 
case,- the decks and platforms play the role of a rigid contour to which 
the frames transmit pressure from the ice. Ice loads applied directly to 
a deck are the greatest and should be considered as design loads. Decks 
and platforms, on the planea of which an ice lodd can directly act, shall 
arbitrarily be called ice decks and platforms, in the future. On all 
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clmmmmm of icmhrmakarm and UL (Artet.) and UL-claaa cargo ahipa having 
two or nor« dacka, on* of the dacka •aaat ba located in the area of the 
load waterline, Aa a rule, i.e., in the area which noat often comus 
into contact with the ice. Inatallation of a platfom in thia area la 
alao not excluded. In any caae, continuity of longitudinal bracings 
adjacent to the side should be provided over the entire length of the 
ahip in thia area. The placeaent of a deck on the load waterline level 
ia explained aa an atteapt to trananit the greatest part of the ice.load 
directly to a very strong structure to which it is relatively easy to 
provide rigidity. 

Ice decks are usually nade without bends and saddle backing. A 
transverse franing systen is the aoet expedient for then. If a longitudinal 
fraaing systen is used, the section of the deck adjacent to the side must 
be strengthened by installing lateral,atrengthening, ribs at least two or 
three fraaa apacinga long,on each fraae (Figure 96). 

Particular attention ahould be git^en to the proper structural de- 
sign of the joint between the intemediata fraaea and the ice deck. 
Inaanuch as beans are not uaually installed on intemediate fraaes, reactive 
stresses can be reliably trananitted to the deck by knees (Figure 97a) 
or supplenentary half-beans (Figure 97b),running to the nearest deck girder. 

!—i .**         ^ • 

r>-- '■• 

\ 
s                           "        .                  . 

■ 

*>l 
' 

• 

/ .|\J - 

f 

• 

Figure 97« End constraint of intemediate fraaes: a-by means 
of knees; b-by neans of supplenentary half-beans. 

As a rule, ice damage to decks and platfoms is of a local nature 
and is usually a consequence of loss of stability of individual elements 
of the deck structure. Cases of warping of the entire deck grillage are 
observed less often. Therefore, when calculating decks and platforms for 
ice load action, stability of the deck covering between beams and stability 
of beans and the entire deck grillage between transverse bulkheads or its 
individual sectors (for example, between frames),must be checked.  In ad- 
dition, the resistance of the deck to action of coapres^ive and shearing 
stresses must be checked. Besides that, the resistance of decks adjacent 
to the ice decks,to action of reactive stresses from the fraaes should 
be checked. These reactions are calculated when calculating side framing 
for the most adverse case of ice load application. 
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UM aagnitiute of an ice load on ico dacka ia aaaaaad to ba no laaa 
than tha daaign load for aida frasing in tha corrMpanditHi hull aaction. 
Tha ica load aaidahiiw, cauaad by eonpraaaion of tha ahip, can ba diatributod 
for a conaidarabla length. Tharafor», the deaign load ahould ba aaau—d 
aa being applied to the plena of the deck for the length froa bulkhead to 
bulkhead. The zone of ice load application in tha aztreaitiea daea hot 
uaually exceed 2.5 to 3.0 ■ in length and tha deaign load here aheuld be 
conaidered aa being applied to a aactor of no aora than three or four frana 
apacinga along the aide. Since the period of lapact ice load action ia 
0.2 to 1.0 aeconda, the deaign load on the deck can be conaidered aa being 
atatic. The ice load cauaed by eonpraaaion of a ahip in ice ia bilateral 
and deck grillage experiencea preaaura on both aidea,aiaultaneoual]r. The 
load on the extreaitiea ia unilateral and ia equalise«] by ahearing atraaaea 
in the transverse bulkheads. 

26. Calculating the Strength and Stability of Pack and Platfom 
Coverinpa. 

The purpose of calculating the strength of ice decke and platfoi 
ia to determine the thickness of deck-covering plates, distribute aaterial 
rationally and check the strength and stability of deck bracings. Vhen 
checking the strength of ice decks and platfoms, the deck aactor between 
bulkheads which is under consideration, should be considered ad a deep, 
short bean with a length-height relationship on the order of one (Figure 
98). Along with this, the side grillages play the role of flanges of 
this bean. An ice load acting in the plane of the bean wall, cauaea it 
to bend and causes shearing strain in its plane. Aa Yu. N. Haakin 1391 
indicates, longitudinal stresses a and strains t cauaed by the bending 
are relatively small and only lateral,normal and shear atraaaea O and 
T ,are of interest when evaluating deck strength. 

2 1^-2— 

LLLJ-i 
8, 

Figure 98. Diagram of local compression of a deck located in 
the ice belt area, a-bulkhead; b-first atrakat c-second atrake. 
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Following the previoualy-aamuMd daaign diagraa, w» shall consider 
the work of deck structures in the elastic range. Uniting allowed stresses 
to the yield stress. Then, all design dependencies for checking the strength 
of ice decks can be obtained on the basis of solutions of linear problems 
of the theory of elasticity. Absolute solutions evidently cannot be used 
in actual calculations because of their unwieldiness. A rough solution 
to the problea of calculating the strength of ships' ice decks, closely 
matching the exact solution , was obtained by Yu. N. Raskinyy [391.  The 
result« of this solution will be used subsequently. 

Ve shall consider a deck grillage without large openings as being 
a thin plate of gradually changing thickness loaded with stress q,equally 
distributed along its edge (Figure 98). The snail magnitude of longitu- 
dinal stresses and strains in such a plate, make it possible for their 
influence on lateral,normal and shear stresses to be disregarded. Thus, 
individual,longitudinal,deck strakes can be assumed to be functioning only 
durin shearing effect of an ice load. 

Strain of a deck, considered as the aggregate of the individual, 
longitudinal,strakes joined together by elastic seams, is described by 
a system of n-second order, linear, differential equations, where n is 
the number of strakes. For practical calculations, stresses in a given 
deck section can be calculated if the grillage is considered to consist 
of two strakes when there is a uniaxial load or of three symmetrically 
arranged strakes,when there is a biaxial load. The conditional conjunc- 
tion line of these strakes coincides with a design section of the deck. 

The greatest normal and shear stresses acting in section y = b when 
there is a uniaxial load,are calculated by formulas 

•.<o.»)-^[.-^].  ■ 

where <7 - - q/^L is the compressive stress in the deck stringer; 

T = qa/u) are the mean shear stresses along the width of the 
, deck; 

U) = w. + u)0 is the cross section plane of the deck; 
1   *- 

U) B b6 is the sectional area of the first strake; 

uu=(B - b)61 is the sectional area of the second strake; 

6 and 6 are the reduced thicknesses of the first and second 
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«tack atrakM, computed allowing far tha 
plaaa ot tha dack fraaine» 

craaa aactlon 

An ica load, equally diatributad for langth 2a alaaa tha aida, ia 
canaidarad to ba appliad toiia cantor of tha langth of tha daefc grillaga 
bataoan bulkhaada. In thia caaa, noraal atraaaaa in tha atrakaa ara aaall. 

Mtgnituda r , depending on the rigidity of tha dack atrakaa under 
ceapraaaion, ia entered in fonulaa (26.1) and (26.2), 

fconr 
«hare G j« the nodule of rigidity; 

k ia the coefficient of rigidity of the elaatie bracing between 
the firat and aecond deck atrakaa under uniaxial coapraaaion. 

Meantahear,8tresse8 along the width of the firat atraka (deck 
atringer) are detemined by the fomula 

xy •[ITri«    - chfji»       J (26.3) 

where r 

Vhen there ia a biaxial load, atraaaaa are calculated by fomulad 

.,(0.»)-^['-ä!^Ä-|-, «6.4) 

k2 ia a coefficient of rigidity of the elaatie bracing between the 
firat and aecond atrakea, under biaxial conpreaaion. 

Vhen aaking actual calculationa in the caae of uniaxial coapraaaion, 
it ahould be aaauned that 

'.-^vTFlfc 
2,»3fis.. 

.^{-D'^ 
(26.6) 
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where B is the breadth of the ship; 

(p is a coefficient detemined froa the graph in Figure 99, de- 
pending on the ratio B/a. 

When there is biaxial coapression 

B + I, I  Bl 
If a deck consists of several strakes of various thickneasei, the 

strakes between the side and section under consideration are considered 
as one strake, equal to the strakes in area. 

All these formulas [39] do not allow for the effect of yielding 
of the lateral edge of the grillage, i.e., the bulkheads.  If the dis- 
tance between bulkheads is great and the condition L - a/B^ #. is ob- 
served, yielding of bulkheads and adjoining segnents of the deck does not 
exert a noticeable influence on the magnitude and nature of stress dis- 
tribution in the deck.  If the load is distributed for a substantial 
length and L - a/B < Mi,  the coefficient a, allowing for the influence 
of the ultimate rigidity of the index contour, should be introduced: 

t-i+^i-ihfL), (26.7) 

where 

«• = 2^1+^ , 

6  - being the thickness of bulkhead plates; 

6„ - being the thickness of the deck beyond the bulkhead, 
dk 

Allowing for correction, design values of normal and shear stresses 
when there is uniaxial load action are calculated by formulas 

■<»■.'>=ih(i-T)+[i'.<o.»)-^--f)]i). v . .    ,, ,.,     «,   ,, ,>   ^    -.     D,.. ,, (2fn8) 

^ (a. ^»^-{t.+ ^^Ca. 6)_,,]4j.        (26.9) 

where 6  (0, b) and T  (a, b) are stresses computed by formulas (26.1) 
and (26?2), without allowing for yielding of grillage edges. 

In case of biaxial compression, even if the load is equally distri- 
buted over the entire length between bulkheads, the influence of yielding 
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of tlM latoral «IgM ia vary «Mil. This yrwrid— btmim for usino foi 
las (26.4) and (26.5) which, tA»n a « L0, taka tha for« 

Oaaign noraal atraaaaa in dock atrakaa auat not aaeaad tha yiald 
atraaa of tha aatarial a  , and ahaar atraaaaa, tha aagnituda T ■ 0.57 <* • 
At tha aaaa tiaa, deaignyahaar atraaaaa at tha boundary of anplication 
of a unifomlyTdi8tritMttad load bacoaa infinitely larga. Ihua, tha aac- 
tor of tha dock located near the aide paaaea into a yield atata and 
atraaaaa in it Maintain a conatant aagnituda. 

Ve note that ahe&r atraaaaa exceeding T ean be peraitted in theae 
sections. In this situation, the preaanee or yielding should be roughly 
allowed for by introducing a reduced,aactional,area of the extraaa dock 
strake 

aaan  » 'y "■ 

where y_ ia the width of the reduced atrakei 

T    ie the aean nagnitude of ahaar atraaaaa occurring at that 
atraka. 

The reduced area, according to foraula (26.10), ahould be calculated 
by a aethod of successive approxiaationa uaing expreaaion (26.3) -O* (26.5). 
In this case, it ia usually adequate to aake one approxiaation. The re- 
aaining deck strakes are calculated as shown above (without allowing for 
reduction). 

When designing, it is adviaable to diatribute aatarial throughout 
the breadth of the deck ao that coapressive atraaaaa under ice load action 
will be uniformly diatributed in the entire section. For thia purpoae, 
it ia proposed in work [39] that the following approziaate dependence be 
used when assigning thickness of deck covering atrakaa 

«.-«/A (26.11) 

where 6 is the thickness of the n-» covering atraka. 

- It is necessary to check the stability of tha deck covering aa 
well aa its strength. When there ia a lateral ayatea, Bular atraaaaa in 
platea of the covering are calculated by the foraula 

%-«a(!ffi)". 
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) ia tlM thlchiw of tto teck covariaai 

■ is thm dimtmntm 

Mmnwtl mtrmmmm in thm dack eavaring strJluM, calculated bjr above- 
cited fonaulaa, aust net aapa>d corraaponding Baler etreaaea, i.e., they 

it fulfill the condition 

i<mf2SLj, (26.12) 

Moving fron streasas to loada, «a write the condition of deck 
stability in the forn 

9<h+'im<- (26*13) 

«hero q ia a load on the deck equal to the load on the aid» fraaing; 
q_ ia the Euler load for the deck covering} 
q   im  the load abaorbed by the fraaing: 

f is the bean, croaa-aactional 

If the thickness of the covering ia daaignated fron the above-cited 
condition, the structure will practically have no nargin of stability. 
To provide one, it would be neceaaary to —I— a higher Euler load. How. 
ever, it ia iapoaaible to select an increaaed Euler load ao that a thick- 
ness of deck and platforn coverings aiaultaneouoly acceptable for ahips 
of various types and ice classes ia obtained. Therefore, instead of in- 
creasing the Euler load, the deaign load should be increaaed. Taking de- 
signing and operating experience Into consideration, the deaign load on 
the deck is increased by 50 t/n and aaounta to q   * q + 30.  In this 
situation, the nininun necessary thickneaa of the deck stringer,in nilli- 
neters,i8 calculated by the fomula 

«»loy'tt»* (26a4) 

where s is the distance between bean* a; 
q is the intensity of the ice load, t/n. 

The thickness of a deck stringer should be determined by this 
formula for cargo ships only. On icebreakers, ice decks are strengthened 
by supplementary beans and there is no point in checking the stability of 
thfc deck stringer.  Its thickness should be detetvined from a condition 
of strength 
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UM transition froa dack atringar thicknaaa to thiclaiaaaaa of othar 
mat hm tfradual in all eaaoa and tha aalactod valoo of tha thick- 

■ust ba no loaa than that indicatad in TObla 23,   lha width of tha 
atringar nuat ba at laaat thraa frans apacinga« 

TObla 23 

Miniaun thicknaaaaa of dadt corarina. 

Tia cyxu KMKC  . 
b 

.TMOTH 
'■MlÄNTO 

C    MM d   JM 

> 
f     ■ 

Bynop 

I 
11 

III 
yji UL 

14 
H 
8 
S 

10       ' s 
0 
6       . 

a-ahip type; b- class; c-deck atringar thicknaaa, an; d-dack 
covering thicknaaa, an; e-icebreaker; f-tugboat. 

Additional requirenenta are inposed on the upper deck and fore- 
caatle deck covering of icebreakers and ice-atrangthanad claaaaa of ahipa. 
For a length of 0.O5L fron the stea in the bow and in tha area of the 
aternpoat in the stern, the thickness of the nein deck covering over ita 
entire width mat be at leaat the thickneaa of tha deck atringar. Mian 
there ia a forecastle, the thickness of the upper deck stringer,in this 
area can be decreased by 2 an and the thickneaa of tha renSining deck 
covering atrakea by 1 an in coaparison with tha correaponding aagnitudaa. 
for an ice deck (Tabi' 23). The thickneaa of the tarecaatle atringar and 
deck flooring ia aaauard the sane aa for the upper deck situated below 
the forecastle. 

Exanple» Make a check calculation of a aactor of tha lower 
deck of an icebreaker bow. Breadth of deck B « 19*4 a, length 

fraae apacing a ■ 0.4 a; width of deck 
atringar b = 3^5 
a thickneaa of 
s 40 en ; yield'atress of the fraaing naterial and covering 
platea a = 2,600 kg/cm  ;  intensity of the design ice load q » 
s 450 t/k. Load is unilateral, applied for a length of 2a * 3>< 
in the center of the grillage span. 

of grillage 2L =10.4 ■■, »» ■— atn*\.M.;V  <> = «.«-> ■§, 
' 1, thickness 6 * 14 an; all other platea have 
6 = 12 mra. Cross-sectional area of tha bean f= 

yield stress of the fraaing 

Cross-sectional area of deck 

« «= 2-350; 1.4 + 1240-1.2 - 2470 «••; 

sectional area of first and second design strakaa 

-t - 350- J,4 - 490 CM*   «, • «-ot» 1960 «s*. 
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Itoducad thicfcnsMi 

II ■• ■ 

Coaprvssiv« «trass«« la th« d«ck «tringsr 

%.i^.iWiq^<,-ioo(-^)'-iiW«^ 

shear stresses 

H  •    MIO 

Coefficient of rigidity (26.6) 

S.4 
s.n*»- 

i»4 — ,sj^ 

IM  LWV  »•.4/ 

irtiere coefficient 9 is taken by aaan« of extrapolation froa the 
graph in Figure 99 for the relationship 

4-Tf-,Wi '-*"• 

Coapressive stress in the second stroke (8. « 12 ■■); 

1,74 a«70\  ch8,6a/ .   " 

Buler stresses for the second strake 

Mean shear stresses along the width of the deck stringer 

Yielding of bulkheads, in this case, influences the Magni- 
tude of stresses in the deck covering, inassuch as 

B;    .IM   -2 V 
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Hi coMidar tbm inf luenc« of tha ultimto rigidity of tte in- 
doz contour using fonulaa (26.7),  (26.8) and (26.9). Iban, IM 
obtain for tha dack atringar 

for tha aac<md deck atrake 

-^{"-('-^*[^--"-('-^]äL—*- 
27. Peaioning Packa in the Area of Laroa Ooaninoa. 

The daaign dependencies of the preceding paragraph relate to aolid 
decks not having significant openings which is characteristic for ice- 
breakers. On ice cargo ships, the decks are weakened by large, hatch 
openings. When calculating ice decks in the area of large opaninga, tha 
sector of the deck between the side and the opening and the aactor between 
the hatch end coaaing and transverse bulkhead,should be considered sep- 
arately. When calculating the deck between the side and hatch opening, 
thia aactor should be considered as a high bean working in bending and 
shearing atrain. The flanges of this bean are tha hatch aide coaaing and 
the aide plating. Therefore, the atrength and atability of tha aide 
coaaing should be checked while it is functioning as the flange of the 
bean under consideration. 

The section coinciding with the hatch end coaaing, where largeat 
shear stresses act, is the roost dangerous.  In section A-A (Figure 100), 
there is shearing force action 

where ( is the length of the hatch opening. 

Assuaing the acting shear stresses to be equally distributed over 
the width of deck sector c, for section A - A, we obtain 

(27.1) 
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£c.6. im  th* total, crtmm 
consideration. 

tlonal of tho dock ooctor undor 

.    , 1 

a 

1" 1      LP 
i        Iff 

1          | |v# 
\ » 

Figure 100. Design diagraa for dock in cargo hatch aroa. 

Actually, because of tho nonuniforn distribution of those stresses 
over the section, tho aininua necessary sectional area of tho deck should 
be calculated by the expression 

T 
where T  = -^ is the admissible stress: 

ad  k ' 

k_ s 1.5 is a safety factor allowing for nonuniforn distribution 
^      of shear stresses; 

T  is shear yield stress. 
y 

Considering that tt) s Ec.6., we obtain the condition which, when 
satisfied, will assure the strength of tho given dock sector 

^A> M (27.2) 

' In addition to shearing strength, it is necessary to chock the 
stability of the deck plates against shear stress action. Tho ultimate 
shearing force absorbed by the deck in section A - A and determined from 
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ihm condition of stability is 

MOW «.-ii^paj (27.3) 

whoro • ia fraao «pacino. 

^ 

mm 1 V 
V 

Of 

V" v 

"NJ ̂  

^ s,^ ̂ >, £* c^c 
^ ^ 

1 

■• 

• 
V     Wu n 

Figure 101. Value« of the relative coaponent of nomal streas. 

This foraula waa obtaineJ under an aaauaption of unifomly diatributed 
ahaar atreaaea for width c. Allowing for the actual nonuniforaity of 
stress distribution, safety factor k a 1.5 should be introduced. Then, 
the stability condition of the deck covering in thia area is written in 
the form 

„^VrA^So.TSg/. 
* 

(21.k) 

Design diagram (Figure 100),can be used to calculate stresses in 
the deck covering between the bulkhead and hatch and coaaing. Nomal 
stresses in this area of the deck are calculated as a SUM of stresses caused 
by external normal load q and load T (Figure 100): 

LÄ&A'-ieib^^5;«». »)* + ^<»-*>* it'^] (27.5) 

The mean, normal, stresses acting in a aection coinciding with 
the hatch end coaming are design stresses. The concentration of stresses 
in the hatch joints can be lowered to safe limits by appropriate construc- 
tion measures. Using the solution to the two-dimensional problem of the 
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tlMonr of •Uaticity, Tu. N. Rudcin £39] Mloilatad both » 
noiml utrmmu  (27.5)«d«p«idiiio on tho dlaMwionlOM roUti 
F/B6 and b/Btwhar« F is th» crooo —ctiOBOl oroo of tha «nd 
tlw tbicknaas of tha dack covariao« 

ntm  of 
hlpa a/B, 

ft ia 

• 

AH 

V k' '♦. \f.v 
VsäL 

h^ pt^« 

^ fe d • 

■ 

I". ,. .■. i 
at  v 4i  <u z 

Figure 102. Valuaa of t a a-yj b-M« 

Tba first coaponant 5     ia practically indapandant of tha 

width of the hatch opaning and ia dataminad according to tha graphs in 
Figure 101 for various relationships of a/B and F/B6. Tha second component 
5    depends on the- hatch width and ia determined froa the graphs in 
figure 102 depending on paraaaters b/B and F/Bft for various relationships 
of a/B, Interpolation car be used for interaediata valuaa of a/B. Both 
nornal stress coaponents are presented in Figures 101 and 102 as fractions 
of the coapressive stress in the deck stringer a   « q/ K, where ff is the 
reduced deck covering thickness in the area under consideration. The 
strength condition of the covering is written in the form 5  < 7 

In addition to checking the resistance of the deck covering to 
action of normal stresses, the strength and atability of the covering in 
the extreme frame space adjoining the transverse bulkhead should be 
checked. Assuming the load to be bilateral and applied along the entire 
length of the deck grillage from bulkhead to bulkhead, we write the 
stability condition of the extreme panel in the following form: 

A/3 

n^.{^f>^. 
where safety factor k s 1.5tas waa assumed above. 
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tsaml:   Mm shall cbmck the «trtngth and atabilltj of tto 
deck dapictad in Figur* 100t«ith tha following initial data: L > 
m 15.2 ■ ia tha diataneo batwaan bulkhaadai B « 14.4 a la the 
braadth of tha «hip along tha dock in tha araa of load applicatloni 
t • 10.4 ■ ia tha hatch length; b . 8.0 ■ ia tha hatch vidthf 
a * 2.4 ■ im the diatanca between the hatch opening and tha trana- 
verse bulkhead; a * 0.8 ■ ia the frane apacing, c. ■ 1.2 ■{ 6. ■ 
» 12 ■■{ c2 s 2.0 ■; d2 = 10 M; 6 . 8 aa| P -21.2 ca ia the 
sectional araa of the boane, laaa flangea; q ■ 100 t/a la tha ioa 
load. Deck covering and beaa Material ia atael with a yield-atreas 
6y . 3,000 kg/em'6,  Ty . 0.57 a - 0.57 . 3,000 . 1,710 kg/ca . 

Paraaeter_P =   21.2 . 0.0184. 
B6  14.4 x 0.8 z 10^ 

According to the graph in Figure 101, for a ■ 2.4 « 0.167, 
B 14.4 

we find a9    =0.53 <?«. 
aean        O 

According to the graph in Figure 102, we find the aacond coa- 
ponent 5 for b/B =8  = 0.55: «an        j^ 

~tmmi.(»¥ 

or, considering that b = 8.0 a 0.77, 
" 10.4 

»y m —'   0. " 1,36».. 
"aeSno^ •    • 

Design mean conpreealve stresses 

mean   mean   mean      u      u      u 

H      I        1.06 

where J.»+i-0.8 + -^--J.06 ca. 

Area of deck in section A - A 

/»cA + cA- J20.l,2 +200.1,0-344 «a*. 

Shear stresses in this section 

t,Ü.J00JO±ig,W&cg/c«2<T 
2/ 2344 y 
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We check stability of the deck covering by fonula (27.3): 

Q-0.7Sfl-0.75100'l0.4-nO t> %. 

Thus, the stability condition (27.4) is not satisfied in the 
section coinciding with the lateral edge of the hatch. This 
forces the thickness of the plate adjoining the opening to be in- 
creased. 

28. Calculating Ice Pack BeaM. 

Scantlings of beans of ships not having an ice classification are 
assigned according to Shipping Registry regulations on the basis of a 
certain lateral design load on the decks, keeping in aind the participa- 
tion of the beam in bending of the web frame. Ice deck beams of ice 
ships are also subjected to the effect of longitudinal loads from the 
ice. When calculating ice decks not bearing a lateral load which takes 
place on icebreakers, for example, the stability of beams coapressed by 
the ice load should be checked. Beams of ice decks on cargo ships which 
are usually the cargo decks, as well as beams of ice decks and platforms 
which confine tanks, should be designed for simultaneous, longitudinal 
and lateral load action. 

Let us consider the latter case, from the beginning. We shall . 
consider the beam as being a simply supported, prismatic beam, loaded 
with a lateral load and longitudinal, compressive forces (Figure 103). 
Let q be a design,lateral load on the beam caused by cargoes present 
in the 'tween deck space. Then, we determine the maximum stress in the 
center of the span of the beam by formula 

,«,-*,as; 

where l is the span of the beam, m; 

W is the section modulus of the section of the beam with attached 
flange for a ship of a non-ice class, calculated in accordance 
with chapter 6, section II of the Regulations of the Registry 
of Shipping of the USSR (1956 edition). 
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If, in addition to load q., coaprouivo foreo t m qm actm on tho 
boon, tho muJMum atroM in tho cantor of tho boas apan ia datorwinod 
tqr fonula 

Wi     9Wt 

«hero x* (u*) ia a Bubnov function! 

2 V El 
ia the paraaetor of unaja—trical banding | 

q  ia the ice load intenaity, t/nj 

s  ia the distance between boaaa, ■; 

I  ia the noaent of inertia of the aactional 
the bean, ca ; 

V  is the section aodulua of the beaa, car. 

area of 

<«• 

r-ai 

OTl wrf 

r-u 
.95! w 

Figure 103. Design diagraa for calculating scantlings of 
cargo deck beams. 

6  J   2 
Assuming the modulus of elasticity E = 2.1 x 10 kg/ca , we obtain 

a design formula for u*: 

a* = l,l/i/l[. 

Assuming admissible stresses in both cases to bo equal, wa obtain 
an equation relating to V to V : 

1   stress 0 

where k .    = x* (u*) determined from Table 24. 
stress 

(28.1) 
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tmhlm 24 

Value« of atrass cosfficisnts k ._  . for a baa«, as svrass 
a function of tha Dsraastar of uiisi—trical banding u* 

«• 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.2 1.4 

^(IOWM peMnw) 
1$ (apaunmsuw*) 

1.0 
1.0 

1.016 
1.016 

1.073 
1.079 

1.176 
1.171 

1.361 
1.363 

1.704 
1.664 

3.441 
3.404 

4.936 
4.«» 

a-exact solution; b-approxiaation. 

When u* • w , function x*  (u*)->«» which corresponds to loss of 
2 

stability of the beaa. 

¥ should be coaputed according to foraula (28.1) by the method 
ox successive approximations inasmuch as coefficient k _trea. depends on 
the unknown magnitude I.  In the first approximation in the formula for 
u*t it should be assumed that I » *Q wi^ 

a corresponding V . We can 
limit ourselves to the first approximation only when the value of para- 
meter u* is small(u* < 0.2). When parameter u* has large values, use 
of one approximation will lead to unacceptable results.  In this case, 
several approximations must be made, taking into consideration the slow 
convergence of the process. 

Example. For a beam of standard (non-ice) depk, 
IL a 100 car  and I,. = 1,274 cm 5  t 

take bulb 
= 2.5 m is flat bar 14a with 1^ . . «  „ »^ - 

the beam span; s = 0.8 m is the distance between beams; q s 
= 200 t/tn is the design ice load. 

We shall calculate u* in a first approximation, assuming I = 
= 1,274 cm : 

«I-Liw/^1-0^ 
According to table 24, we find k .    *  1«7. Then, in 

the firax approximation W a 1.7 x 100 = "o cmJ. 

3 
Let.us assume bulb flat bar l6b with W = 165 cnr and I = 

2,434 cm . We determine u* in a second approximation: 

•4-M.My^-o.m 

According to table 24, wc find •t||tre8a = i«
26« Then, in 

the second approximation, W2 = 1.26 x 100 = 126 cm . 
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Vb «MUM bulb flat bur 16« with tf . 147 «** and I . 
2,200 ca . Then 

Itaua, in the third approziaation V. . 1.3 z 100 « 130 ca3. 

MB atop on bulb flat bar 16a. 

MB shall adduce MI approxiaate solution to the problaa of unaya- 
■etrical bending of a siaply supported priaaatic beaa, based on the 
energy aethod. An expression of the total energy of a beaa ia written 
in the following aanner 

I 

'-jmsf-trm-*']'" min. 
The Euler-Poisson equation for function  3ia a well-known expres- 

sion for unsynaetrical bending of a beaa: 

Ve look for the deflection line in the fora v- « v ain ~ (v 
is an unknown parameter) which satisfies the conditiona at the beaa ends. 

Substituting the obtained solution for v into functional 3 and 
carrying out integration, we obtain 

Taking the derivative for v and equating it to zero, we find 

«.HTMI-HT-^ 
from which ■ A*n 

0, =» 2=-. 

* '[«{fW 
2 

When qa = T = El ( — ) , the magnitude v ->• which should be ex- 
pected. 

The maximum bending moment in the center of the span is determined 
by the formula 

M = EItfi      , ° r 'XT  7' -i .[«(f)V.] 
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When qa . O, thi« •zpreasion diffars llttla fro« tha asact solution: 

M *" 1=- (inataad of M - ^  ). 
1,1* ~~~ 

We rearrange the obtained expreaaion for bending mnmmnti 

"(rf 
aaauaing Tr_ » 8. 

4 
Aaauaing the pemiaaible atraaaea for a baaa in a state of unaym- 

■etric bending and for a baaa loaded with a aingle, lateral load, q to 
be equal, we obtain: 

i-r- 

'(f)' fflJLV (28.2) 

•flu »iao c«.it;ulate the profile of the beaaa in thia fonaila by the 
tuattMsi  of auccttssive approxiaations with which 1 = 1 should be taken as 
the first approxiaation (!_ corraaponda to the aection Modulus of V ). 

To coapare the exact and approxiaate solutions, we consider the 
nuaerical exaaple cited above (aae page 191)« In tha first approxiaation, 
we take I = 1,274 ca . Than 

W,~. —150_ ._!5o_.i6ifiH». 
1  .      200-10-80      1-0.378 

2,M0*I274 fer 
1 4 

Ve take bulb flat bar 16b with W = 165 cmJ  and I = 2,434 ca . Then, 
in the second approxiaation 

IT.« l00 _ ~l26a*. 
-•"•S 

3 4 
We take bulb flat bar l6a with W s 14? cm and I s 2,200 cm . Then, 

in the third approximation 

1_0,378~ - 
2200 

We stop on bulb flat bar 16a. 
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Haul, conv*rgenc« of tte process of succossivo appnnciastiooat 
in both esses, is equal. Therefore, it is difficult to give preference 
to one Mthod or the other. 

Ve present the fonula for W , ss vss done earlier, in the fom 

where 

1   stress 0 * 

Vhlites of coefficient k .    detemined by the approxination 
fonula, are presented in Tab!« z*. When u* = n/2, coefficient k . 
->•. A coeparison of the values of coefficients k     convinces tnat 
the approxiaation fonula for V gives results vhiefs prActically coin- 
cide with the exact solution (see Table 24). Tfei^ «M&M it possible to 
use it for further cosputatione. 

The process of ccaputisg V, e-^ k     c^m be sieplified if töe 
nooent of inertia is set in the function oz the mikboen mmiiaa tüadalvjt* 

The dependence I s f(W) for bulb flat bars with attached flanges 
constructed according to data in table "B" of part II of the Regulations 
of the Registry of Shipping of the USSR, 1956 edition, is presented in 
figure 104. It is not difficult to see that curve I ■ f(W) ea^^e ap- 
proxiaated,sufficiently close by the analytic dependence I « ;»/* 

In practical calculations, the discrepancy between the approxinate 
and actual curve I = f(V) does not have a substantial influence mi the 
final result. Then, the fonula for V can be given in the fom 

r',£(f)' 
Substituting V, = k ^   Wn here, we obtain " 1   stress 0 

1 qs 
kstress Zlk I ' " 2      372 " 1# 

y  stress -  /TT\    •  "C S (|-) 0 
Designating 

Nm  .. >   . 
*(f)V* 

we obtain an equation for calculating coefficient k .   : 
stress 

N     , k ^    =   + 1. 
stress 

stress 
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m  m 4M   JM wen* 
Figure 104. Dependencies I > f(V). 
  according to Regul|tiona of the Registry of Shipping of the 
USSR, 1= W3' . 

, Taking q in t/m, s and t in meters, V in cnr,and assuming E = 2.1 
x 10 kg/cm , we finally obtain 

iV = qdß-10* = 0,483-^. 
(28.3) 

In practice, values of characteristic N are located within the 
range of zero to one. 

- = > .   *_,, using data of 
I   stress 0      .  .  .i 

Table 25 to calculate coefficient k ^  depending on characteristic N. 
Thus, the necessary section modulus W1 = ka 

stress 

As calculations have shown, the thickness of ice deck covering, 
calculated for the frame spacing designated by Regulations of the Registry 
of Shipping, are extremely large. For example, with frame spacing s = 
= 800 mm, the minimum thickness of the lower deck according to Regulations 
of the Registry of Shipping is 6 = 9.5 an.    Then, for a UL (Arkt.)-class 
ice ship, where q = 200 t/m, we obtain [formula (26.14)] 

8.1„1/Ip7=1of^->3-. 
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The overall incroam inutte deck aeetion for the fraae apacing im 
AF > (13 to 9.5) x 80 s 28 en Caic], which corraaponda to nilb flat 
bar aoa. In thia caae, it ia better to inatall interaadiate beaMit 
dividing the fraae apacinga in half. Than, the required deck covering 
thickneaa for the exappfte under conaideration will be 

8.2 

It ia most expedient to install interaediate beaaa on icebreakers 
where ice loads are large. When doing thia, the thickneaa of the deck 
covering should not be decreased froa the requirenenta of the Regulationa 
of the Registry of Shipping of the USSR. Por I and II-claaa icebreakers, 
interaediate beans of the saae profile aa the aain beaaa ahould be in. 
atalled throughout the entire length of the ice deck in the area of the 
effective waterline and in the extreaiiiea on the lower decke and platfoi 
On Ill-class icebreakers, UL (Arkt.)-claaa ice ahiptf, and UL claaa tugboata, 
interaediate beans should be installed only in the beaa and atom. The 
aeetion modulus of the beans can be taken ea equal to 50% of the aain 
beaaa, itiasmuch as the purpose of interaediate beaaa, in thia caae, con- 
sists mainly of increasing the stability of deck platee. 

In view of the fact that atreaaee in deck covering attenuate re- 
latively quickly,in relation to the dietance froa the aide, there ia no 
need to inatall interaediate beaaa acre than 1.5 to 2 a long. In practice, 
they should run up to the nearest deck girder (carling, hatch aide coaaing) 
or longitudinal side bulkheads. 

Table 25. 

Values of coefficient k .    ) 
stress 

0 
1.00 

0,1 
1,10 

0.2 
1.18 

0,3 
1.27 

••     N 
ktreaM 

0.4 
1.34 

0.5 
1.42 

N 
Itreas 

0,6 
1.49 

0.7 
1.S6 

0,8 
1.63 

0.9 
1.60 

1.0 
1.77 

1.1 
1.82 

If a lateral load is not acting on the ice deck, then only atability 
of* the beams should be checked.  In this caae, the beaa is considered aa 
a prismatic beam simply supported on the nearest carling (hatch coaaing) 
and simply supported or rigidly constrained at the aid*. Toe beaa is 
compressed by force P acting on one side (Figure 105). In this caae, 
the problem of stability of the beam during conpreaaive force action which 
varies along the length of the beam should be considered. Aa was ahown 
in work .J9], the Euler stress for this caae will be 

.«•£/ 
(28.4) 
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.hör« I ia the momuat of inartU of tho bom with ottochod flange; 
t ia the apan of the beaut 
T) ia a coefficient'darivod i'roa the graph in Figure 106, depending 

on the aagnituda of paraaatar a*. 

Thia paraaatar la detarainedi in turn, frba the graph in Figure 107, 
dot- -ding on characteriatic 

»—jT; 

where 6 ia the thickneaa of the deck atringer; 
F is the croaa-aectional area of the beaa, leaa attached flange. 

Figure 105* Diagras of unilateral coapreaaion of a l)eam. 

1 
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* It a* 
Figure 106. Values of coefficient 
1].  I-One end rigidly constrained, 
other,simply supported;  II-both 
ends, simply supported. 

t     .14   If 30    u    4ty. 

Figure 10?.  Values of coefficient 
a*. 
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UM traliM of critical atfmm P  for tho boaa 
for doviatiom fro« Hook«'« law. For this, WB calculat« lulor 

t bo found( allowingi 

in tba bean 

V '$■■ 

Subsequently, we find the corresponding value a  fron the «nil. 
known tables of Yu.' A. Shiaanskiy [45, Vol. 3], and tfiSn, the nsgnitude 
of P  by fonula 

er J 

ir «IftrV 

where F. is the cross section area of the beau with attached flange. 
b 

The stability condition of the beaa has the forn qs < P , where 
s is the distance between beans. 

29. Checking Stability of Deck Grillages. 

Detailed instructions for checking stability of deck grillages are 
presented in the Handbook on the Strength of Ships [45, Vol. 2, Section 
III} Vol. 3, Section III]. When checking stability of deck grillages 
in ice load action, it should be kept in nind that conpressive stresses 
act on the hull laterally here,and not lengthwise as occurs in the case 
of overall bending. Therefore, all dependencies cited in [45] for a 
longitudinal framing system should be related to a lateral system and vice 
versa. 

.iimn 
III i 11,111 
I   I'   I   '       I 
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Figure 108. Diagram of ice compression of a deck constructed 
with a lateral framing system. 

.Let us consider a grillage consisting of beans having an identical 
profile and evenly spaced carlings, also having an identical profile, 
elastically constrained on rigid supports - transverse bulkheads or web 
beams (Figure 108). Here 
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I ia UM width of #1M grilUg«, In tha givan caaa, aqual to th« 
ahip*a braadth B| 

a ia tha diatanea batwaan baaaa; 
L ia tha length of tha grillaga, aqual to tha diatanea between 

tranavarae bulkhaada of web baaaa, if thi> latter have great 
rigidity} 

b ia tha diatanea batwaan carlingai 
i ia the noment of inertia of tha bean (with attached flange); 
I ia tha noaant nf inertia of tha carling (with attached flange); 

x , x_  are conditional«reference couple,coefficient* of the end fastenings 
of the carlings: 

** kfiT''   "•" 1AiuBi * 

'^1.% 

1 + =^-       !+■ 
L ■ L  : 

are coefficienta of yielding of the elaatic constraint of the 
baaaa on the supports; 

n - 1 is the number of carlinga (n .■ r- ). 
D 

We find the necessary aaction aodulua of the carlings by formula 

K W L \» b '-mm^r w, 
where n is a coefficient detefained froa Table 6 of Section III of Hand- 

book [45], depending on tha conditional reference couple co- 
efficienta x and x ; 

cp is a coefficient allowing for deviation froa Hooka's law, de- 
termined from a graph [45, Vol. 2, p. 95]. 

Y 
jmax(X) is a coefficient determined from Handbook [45, Vol. 3, P* 164]. 

Euler stress of the web beam 

%s f&{*+±)' 
where I., is the moment of inertia of the web beam with attached flange; 

b 
t is the span of the web beam; 

f. is the cross section of the web bean; 
D 

f is the area of the attached flange of the web beam; 
a 
m is the number of half waves of stability loss, determined from 

a condition of minimum 9-, 

Pt-^' 
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k • -frp     im  the coefficient of rigidity of the eleatic founda- 
X     tAon created by the carlings} 

X is the influence coefficient of the concentrated force 
on deflection of the carling at the point of intersec- 
tion with the web beaa. 

A detailed calculation of the stability of a web beaa is presented 
in [45, Vol. 31. 

Vith a longitudinal systea of fraaing (Figure 109)« stability of 
deck grillage is checked as the stability of a plate strengthened by 
lateral strengthening ribs [45 , Vol. 3« Section III, #7]. 

We will use the following syabols: I is the aoasnt of inertia of 
the Irngitudinal deck rib; a is the distance between ribs; B is the 
span of the rib. aeasured froa bulkhead to the web beaa or between web 
beaas. Erring slightly on the side of providing a aargin of stability, 
we will assuae the strengthening ribs to be sinply supported on the web 
beaas, i.e., x = x» = 0. 

Euler stress of the deck plate 

t=2o*(i£.)'(1+£y. 

nie value of parameter \  is taken froa the graph in figure 4[45, 
Vol. 3, Section III], depending on the aagnitude of X, which is deterained 
by foraula 

where 6 is the thickness of the deck covering. 

For x = x0 = 0 p, = TT. 
1       A 

The X ^ 3.67 rigidity of the longitudinal ribs exceeds the critical 
rigidity and stability of the plate is deterained by the stability of one 
of its fields between ribs. The critical moment of inertia of longitudinal 
•. 1 "/S 

'cr- = 0.0367 (-i)4.(&.)V. 

Euler stresses in the deck covering calculated in this way that it 
correspond to a case in which web beams can be considered as an adequately 
rigid support for the longitudinal ribs.     . 

We find the Euler stress for a Web beam,as for a sinply supported 
bar on an elastic foundation, according to the formula 

E  /»( Ä(",+-)' 
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wher* 

B_ is tha aua of th» dist«nc«a fro« th« wa^ baaa undar conaidara- 
tion to tha bulScfeMul and naaraat wab haaiai 

' ■■■'%■ 

(0- D ia tha Bular atraaa for a plata of tha dock covering). 

Tha aagnituda ß ia datarainad dapanding on tha coefficient of 
rigidity 

Ä-.5L. 

L,t ia the diatance between the aide and longitudinal bulkhead: 
ID 

Y ia the influence coefficient of the concentrated force, 
applied at the point of interaection of tha rib with the 
web bean, on deflection of the longitudinal rib. 
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CHAPTER VII 

TRANSVERSE BULKHEADS. STEMS AKD STBRHPOSTS 

30. Design Loads on Tran»ver»e Bulkhead«» 

Tranaverse bulkheads of icebreakers and ice cargo ships are sub- 
jected to substantial ice loads. Loads acting in the planes of bulk- 
heads, in some cases, cause damage and loss of stability in the bulkheads. 
Thus, in contrast to transverse bulkheads of ships not having an ice 
classification, bulkheads of ice ships mist be designed for action of 
longitudinal, conpressive stresses, as veil as for lateral, hydrostatic 
load. Deep-tank bulkheads, as well as all aain,watertight bulkheads, 
should be designed for such a load variant, keeping in aind the assurance 
of unsinkability in case of shipwreck. 

Ice loads can be directly applieJ to a bulkhead or as reactions 
from the loaded,side stringers and ice decks (platfoms). In both cases, 
the compressive load has a local nature. Therefore, primary attention 
should be given to providing strength and stability to sectors of the 
bulkhead nearest the side. 

The load transmitted to the bulkhead by the side stringers and 
ice decks is balanced by a system of shear stresses acting along the 
line of their intersection. The most difficult situation is one in 
which an ice load occurs directly on a bulkhead and acts in the span 
between decks or between a deck and the inner bottom. The value of a 
design ice load acting on a bulkhead can be calculated on * basis of the 
design load on the side structures. The magnitude of the ice load when 
a ship strikes against an ice field is determined by the formula 

(30.1) 

where D is the ship's displacement; 
C is the reduced mass coefficient; 

v . is the velocity reduced toward the line of iapact; 
a is the ultimate crushing strength of the ice; 

ß is the vertical slope of the frame at the point of impact; 
b is the length of load distribution. 
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Figure 110. Diagraa of ice ■trees action on a transverse 
bulkhead.  I . Load United to two frane spacings; II - 
Load United to four frane spacings. 

In forar.la (30.1), the length of the load distribution is an un- 
known paraneter. To calculate this paraneter as applied to a case in which 
an impact is applied to an area where a transverse bulkhead is installed, 
we use the following considerations. When the length of the distribution 
b, is increased. Magnitude of the total ice load is sonewhat increased. 
However, the part of the load experienced by the bulkhead is decreased, 
inasnuch as the intensity of the linear load decreases in this case 
(Figure 110). As a consequence of the crushing of the edge of the ice 
field in the impact process, the different degree of rigidity of the bulk- 
head and frames has practically no effect on the distribution of the ice 
load along the ship's'side. This, it is assunsd that the frames and bulk- 
head experience that part of the ice load which arrives at them directly. 
Based on this, the most dangerous case is an impact against a projection 
of the edge of a field,so that the contact stress is distributed within 
the limit of two frame spaces (diagram I in Figure 110) adjoining a bulk- 
head, i.e., when b s 2s. 

Ve shall transfer a small part of the load occurring on the adja- 
cent frames to the bulkhead (erring on the side of safety in so doing). 
Tien, the stress acting on the bulkhead will be [see (9*7) and (9.8)] 

P s 1.26v red V gc 
2Ne 

sin2P (30.2) 

This stress is distributed on a comparatively small sector along 
the height of the side, giving basis to consider an ice load as a con- 
centrated force applied in the area of the effective waterline when cal- 
culating the strength of a trf-isverse bulkhead. 

The load on a bulkhead located amidships is calculated from con- 
ditions of ice compression of ships. For ships with sloping sides (ß ^8°), 
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0.283« »/-Ttf 
ItaT^0«^' (30.3) 

we have the following expression for total stress experienced bjr the bulk- 
head,fro« the two,adjacenttfraae spacings [see (12.8) where 2R ■ 50 ■]: 

where s is the frame spacing; 
a  is the ultimate crushing strength of the ice} 

a.  is the ultimate bending strength of the ice; 
b 

h is the ice thickness; 

ß  is the slope amidships. 

For ships with vertical sides, the maximum load is calculated from 
a condition of crack formations in the ice (Figure 110). In the sector 
adjacent to point 0,the ice iajna plane state of stress; the largest pri- 
mary coopressive stress in this case being 

For ice a = a =-"• , consequently 

where q is the intensity of the load. 

Assuming that failure begins when the static, compressive« stress 
reaches the ultimate crushing strength of the ice (a = 200 t/m ), for 
the critical load we obtain 

ffaiT^1«*- 

The stress transmitted to the bulkhead from the two,adjoining, 
frame spaces 

P = 2^faii=282Äs. (30.4) 

Design diagrams for flat and corrugated transverse bulkheads are 
presented be lour. 
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31. yi*t1 Trmnmvmr—.Bulkimmam. 

UM strength of tramvera« bulklMads which are subjected to ice 
loads, as well as hydrostatic loads, is assured first of all, by structural 
■easurea directed toward increasing their rigidity. For this reason, all 
■ain,transverse.bulkheads on heavy and aediua icebreakers aust have hori- 
zontal, strengthening ribs. In the sector between the side and longitudinal 
bulkheads or vertical web stiffenmrs, these ribs should be installed 
noraal to the side (Figure 111). 

^ 

Figure 111. Diagraa of a bulkhead 
sector strengthened next to the side 
by horizontal ribs. 

Figure 112. Diagram of strengthening 
of a transverse bulkhead amidships. 

On all icebreakers, UL (ArkO-and UL-class cargo ships and UL-claas 
tugboats, it is desirable to install transverse bulkheads in the forepeak 
and afterpeak,perpendicular to the side and the strengthening ribs for 
them should also be installed perpendicular to the side.  In doing this, 
the strengthening ribs must be structurally linked in the longitudinal 
plane with the longitudinal bulkheads (partial bulkheads)•located in the 
fore-and afterpeaks, or supported on docking stiffeners. On all other 
transverse bulkheads, strengthening ribs normal to the side should lead 
to the nearest,vertical,web stiffener of the bulkhead. The midsection 
of bulkheads in the parallel,middle body area,can be strengthened either 
by horizontal or vertical,stiffening ribs (Figure 112). 

On  L-class cargo ships and tugboats, lateral bulkheads in the bow 
must have horizontal strengthening ribs leading to the nearest, vertical 
stiffener. These ribs are installed over the entire height of the bulk- 
head, from the flooring of the inner bottom to the deck located in the 
load,waterline,area. Midship bulkheads of these ships can be of standard 
structure with vertical stiffeners. The distance between the horizontal 
ribs which are subjected to ice loads must not exceed 600 to 700 ra for 
structural considerations. So that extreme plates of the bulkhead panel 
can stand up under shearing stresses, their thickness must be at least the 
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tbickMU of the side stringer well or the thickness of the deck stringer. 
The width of these thickened pistes oust be no less then the height of the 
side stringer or width of the deck stringer, end in sagr cese, aust be st 
leset 1,000 to 1,200 mm.    Experience in construction end operation of ice 
ships shows that the aininua peraissible thickness of extreas, bulkhead 
plates,should also be regulated (Table 26). 

Table 26 

Mininun values for the thickneee of ertrens plates of 

transverse bulkheads. 

• 

b KJMCC 
cyjw« 

JojniiNa Men». 
MM 

aTu cyxn a aoicp- 
aoloao- aocraxh- 

■HZ 
pdoaax 

f JleAOKonu I 
II 

III 

.    16 ' 
14 
10 

"'   1 12     1 
9 

Cyxa MAoaoro 
9   nJiuauaa 

i 

nAr, 
n 

9 
8 
8 

• 

8 • 
8 
8 

i Byxcipu jyji 
JI 

8 
7 

7    " 
6 

a-ship type;  b-ship class; c-plate thickness, aan; d-forepart; 
e-remaining areas; f-icebreakers; g-ice ships; h-UL (Arkt.) UL,L; 
i-tugboats;  j-UL,L. 

It is necessary to pay particular attention to the quality of wilding 
and the rational distribution of welded joints in the area where decks 
join transverse bulkheads. Analysis of shipwreck cases has shown that 
ice damage to bulkheads usually begins with breakdown of welded Joints 
under the effect of shearing stresses. 

Transverse bulkheads with horizontal strengthening ribs should be 
calculated for ice load action, similarly to calculations of ice deck 
strength.  In this case, all the design dependencies of the previous chap- 
ter can be used. 

If an ice load on a bulkhead is nearly a concentrated load (Figure 
112), the bulkhead can be calculated similarly to the way in which 
strength of local bulkheads with vertical stiffeners is calculated when 
a ship is docked [28; 43, Vol. 3]. Let P be an external load on a bulk- 
head. Assuming admissible shearing stresses to be T  = 0.25? » we shall 
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find the minimumttmc*um**y,  crosa-««ctlonal mrmm of thm  bulkhead: 

The ultiwtte shearing fore« which can be endured by a bulkhead 
froa a condition of atability of ita plating 

4tRll«^*(^ 

where fi. is the plate thickness{ 

b is the distance between horizontal riba; 

c. is the distance between vertical atiffoners. 

Vith this, the condition N j,.  > (1*5 to 2), P can be fulfilled. 
Moreover, it is necessary to checKtne atability of the sector of the 
plate between horizontal riba for action of noraal stresses 

H-mffl>%ef, 
(31.1) 

where q.   is the design ice load on the bulkhead; 
des 
q ia the deaign ice load on the side frasing; 

a is the fraae spacing; 

b ia the distance between horizontal riba. 

Scantlings of the bulkhead ribs and atiffeners are determined from 
a condition of aaauring latoral strength, allowing for unsymetrical 
bending,, as was previously done for ice deck beams. When horizontal ribs 
are installed on transverse bulkheads, amidships only at the side and the 
midsection of the bulkhead is strengthened by vertical atiffeners (Figure 
111), the stability of bulkhead platea between horizontal ribs should be 
checked for action of normal stresses according to expression (31.1). 
Moreover, it is necessary to check the stability of that sector of the 
bulkhead leaf for action of shear stresses 

nm^Jd^qs, (3i.2) 

where d is the length of the horizontal,strengthening,rib. 

This formula was obtained assuming uniform distribution of shear 
stresses along the length of the horizontal,strengthening,rib.  In view 
of the difficulty of establishing the nature of the distribution of shear 
stresses along the length, the safety factor k. s 1.5 to 2, should be 
introduced. 
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UM stability of a horizontal rib im  chocked by foraula 

c ■ If u 

Figure 113. Design diagram for calculating the length of 
horizontal, strengthening, ribs. 

The necessary length d, of horizontal ribs is determined in the 
following manner. The Euler load on the first sector of a bulkhead with 
vertical ribs (Figure 113), is computed by the foraula 

iirml^ \   c   I 

Assuming that the design ice load on the bulkhead q  is distri- 
buted on sector b (Figure 113), and disregarding the presence of horizon- 
tal ribs, we obtain an expression for stresses transmitted to the sector 
of the bulkhead strengthened by vertical stiffeners* 

^ = «bh?-(arCtg 1 •* »Mm 
*    See the solution to the two-dimensional problem of the theory 

of elasticity in N. I. Bezukhov's book, The Theory of Elasticity and 
Plasticity, GITTL, 1953, for example. 

Let — = n. Assuming n > 3, we can write 

fc^icr- 
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Froa a condition providing atability of a vortical aegaent of the 
bulkhaad plating, we obtain 

i> UKM 
ft7" 

where q ia the design load on the framing. 

Calculations have shown that usually n > 3 to 5, i.e., the length 
of horizontal ribs adjoining the side nisi be three-to-five times greater 
than-the distance between them. 

hat  us consider a bulkhead with vertical, strengthening, ribs. The 
segment of the bulkhead between the side and the nearest,vertical,3tiffener 
has the greatest load (Figure 114). The magnitude of critical stress for 
the extreme plate (in tons),in determined according to work [30, p. 304]: 

p ■,±[£ = 2420—. icr   ^   ^MW ^ , 

where 6 is the bulkhead thickness, cm; 

(31.3) 

b is the distance between vertical stiffeners, cm; 

E6 
D = 12 ,    g»  is the flexural stiffness of the plate. 

1 
f , 

* 

V 
-■ 

Figure 114. Diagram of a bulkhead with vertical stiffeners. 

Then, the condition providing stability to bulkhead plating against 
action of an external ice load is written in the form: 

P < P , 
cr' 

or 
P<2420 

* ' 
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where P ie the external load on the bulkhead, calculated according to 
foraulas of the preceding paragraph. 

It is permissible to install bulkheads with vertical stiffeners 
only aaidships of UL- and L-class, ice cargo ships» The aidship load of 
UL-class ships is calculated from conditions of ice coapression (30.4). 
Then, for ships with a vertical side, we obtain the condition 

0f282As< 24200 — , 

where all dimensions are assumed in centiueiers. This inequality can 
be presented in dimensionless form 

(■fr-r-*•<«•'-• 
Hie relationship — for these ships, usually does not exceed 

1.6 to 1.7, and the relationship — ^ 1.5. Then, the following inequality 
must occur 

This condition can be obtained for ships with sloped sides(in 
similar manner.  Using formula (30.3) of thg previous paragraph and 
substituting a = 200 t/m , a„        = 100 t/m and h = 0.9 m. Therein, we 
.. .        c rrac 

obtain 

^•«•'«•(TNi)- ssinß 

Uiiually, the vertical slope of the side of cargo ship midsections 
does not exceed 8 to 10° and frame spacing (main and intermediate) s s 
= 0.35 to 0.40 m.  Then, we obtain k< 50. 

Tiua, when strengthening ribs are placed vertically, the distance 
between them must be no greater than 45 to 50 thicknesses of the trans- 
verse lulkhead plates. 

When there are side stringers, stability of the bulkhead against 
action of reactive stress from the stringer should be checked.  This 
stress is usually absorbed by a horizontal,strengthening,rib (shelf) mounted 
on the bulkhead.  In this case, calculation of shelf stability should be 
performed similarly to calculation of a docking stiffener when a ship is 
placed in dock [45, Vol. 3). 

The Euler load for a shelf is calculated by the formula 

%=10>3^f 
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«her» I is the WMwnt of inertia of the ehelf; 
I ie the open of the shelf. 

The shelf eleaents aust be selected in such a muuier that Rg > R 
and coapressive stress in any section,will not surpass yield stress. The 
■egnitude of reaction R, is detemined fro« a calculation of side grillage 
for ice load action q. 

32. Corrugated Bulkheads. 

Corrugated bulkheads can be installed in the aidsection of ice 
cargo ships, with the corrugation axes being either vertically or horizon- 
tally oriented. The strength of such bulkheads is primarily assured by 
structural measures. 

Structural requireaents of transverse, corrugated, bulkheads consist 
of foming a flat sector of the bulkhead adjoining the side. This sector 
must be strengthened by horizontal, strengthening, ribs installed normal 
to the side.  In certain cases, it is permissible to use vertical, 
strengthening, ribs. The thickness of the plates in this sector of the 
bulkhead must be at least the minimum, permissible, thickness (see Table 
26). The minimum thickness of the flat sector of the bulkhead must be 
at least 8 mm for L-class cargo ships. The width of the flat sector of 
the bulkhead C, (Figure 115), is designated on the basis of a condition 
of strength under ice load action. Moreover, the stability of flat sec- 
tors under shearing strain,should be checked.  It is recommended that 
strength and stability of these sectors be calculated according to the 
formulas of the preceding paragraph as for flat, transverse, bulkheads. 

Figure 115. Diagram for calculating the resistance of a trans- 
verse bulkhead to ice load action. 

The minimum width of the flat sector of a corrugated bulkhead can 
be calculated on a basis of the following considerations. Assuming design 
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loads on the side framing amidships to equal 100 t/m for a UL (Arkt.)- 
class ice ship, 50 t/m for UL-class ice ships and 22 t/m for L*-class 
ice ships, and assuming the permissible,shear stresses in sections of 
the flat sectors to equal 0.25 a    for frame spacing s a  0.4B on UL-(Arfct.) 
and UL-class ships and s = 0.75 £ on L-class ships, we obtain the following 
values for the minimum width of the flat sector of a corrugated bulkhead 
with vertically-oriented corrugation axes (for transverse, side framing 
system) respectively:  1,200, 600 and 400 mm. 

* Loads for UL-(Arkt.) and UL-class ships are calculated on the 
basis of a condition of ice compression; for L-class ships, load q s 
s 22 t/m corresponds to the average magnitude of side framing strength 
of these ships assembled according to Regulations of the Registry of 
Shipping of the USSR. 

With a longitudinal system of side frame, which is usually permis- 
sible for L-class ice ships, the minimum width of the flat sector must 
be increased to 1,200 mm. When frame spacing of the transverse framing 
is increased over the above-indicated values, as well as on ships dis- 
placing more than 10,000 t, the width of the flat sector should be in- 
creased in corresponding fashion (10 mm for each subsequent 1,000 t dis- 
placement). This is called for by the increase in the design ice load. 

The stability of flat,bulkhead sectors under compression and shearing 
strain is assured when the distance between horizontal ribs on L-class 
ice ships does not exceed 70 to 80 plate thicknesses.  In this case, 
when standard carbon steel is used 

zioov cE= 11401--) = 1780k9toHJ > O.STcy. 

The stability  of a flat sector under compression will be assured if 

^ = lüö = _±^i-= 18.4m > P, 
b        i0-9r-   . (32.1) 

where 6 is the thickness of the flat sector of the bulkhead; 
b is the distance be+ween horizontal ribs; 

/> = ^5 = 22 0,75 = 16,5 m. 

The obtained margin of stability (k. = l.l) can be considered 
adequate inasmuch as an ice load actually acts on one side and has no 
sharply-expressed, local nature which is not allowed for in formula (32.1). 
For UL-class ice ships, distance between horizontal, strengthening, ribs 
must not exceed 60 plate thicknesses. 
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Be«idea checking the strength of the flat aector, the atrength of 
the corrugation should alao be checked, determining normal stresses in 
the area o* ita firat bend. It is easy to be convinced that these stresses 
will attenuate when the width of the flat sector ia increased. The cor- 
rugated sector of the bulkhead should be calculated in accordance with 
recommendations worked out for calculating bulkheads when placing a ship 
in dock. It ia recommended that the admissible stresses,in this case, 
be taken as equal to 0.8 O    [45, Vol. 3]*«  If horizontal corrugations 
are used, their stability should be brought up to yield stress. Such 
stability, as a rule, *B  assured when the inequality •_< 20 is fulfilled, 
where t is the corrugation span and h is its height. 

* See also the monograph by A. L. Vasil'yev, M. K. Glozman, Ye. A. 
Pavlinova, M. V. Filippeo titled "The Strength of Ships* Corrugated Bulk- 
heads," Sudpromgiz, 1964. 

Stability of the entire bulkhead, as a whole, under ice load action 
will evidently be assured by a condition fulfilling the above-cited re- 
quirements. A design in which the corrugations are cut at web stiffeners 
is more complex. Overall stability of a bulkhead, in this case, needs 
experimental and theoretical examination. 

33. Calculating Scantlings of the Stem and Stempost. 

The stem of ice ships is most subject to ice load action during 
impacts against ice. Calculating the strength of stem structures is 
extremely complex. Therefore, when calculating their scantlings, ice- 
operating experience of ships is considered, first of all. 

The stem structure of an icebreaker with strengthening is shown 
in Figure 116. The stem of all classes of icebreakers and of UL-(Arkt.) 
and UL-class ice ships must be forged or cast.  On L-class ships, the stem 
can be welded. The thickness of plates of welded atoms must be at least 
30% greater than the thickness of shell plating of the ice belt adjacent 
to the stem. 

On all classes of icebreakers and on UL-(Arkt.) and UL-class 
ships, the stem s'ould be strengthened in the area of the ice belt by 
horizontal brackets at least 500 nan high and of the same thickness as 
the vertical keel, installing them approximately 600 mm from each other. 
A longitudinal bulkhead or vertical keel 400 to 600 mm high, stretching 
from the forepeak bulkhead to the deck above the ice belt is installed 
on the longitudinal plane in the forepeak. 
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Figure 116. Stem structure and bow fraaing of a heavy icebreaker* 

The «tea of an ice ship can be considered as a curved beaa with non- 
unifom rigidity, supported on a series of elastic supports foraed by 
decks, platforms, stringers and breast hooks. Acadeaic research shows 
that the ship's displaceaent, rake of the stea, ship's speed at the aoaent 
of impact and strength of the ice,influence the magnitude of the contact 
stress occurring when the stem impacts against ice. A detailed,academic 
analysis of the impact of a ship's stem against ice was conducted in 
work [48]. 

The cross-sectional area of the stem F, must be proportional to 
the magnitude of contact stress P,acting on the stem during impact, i.e., 
P/PQ = F/FQ.Subscript "O" relates to a prototype ship, the stem structure 
of which has proven itself in operation. 

The component of contact stress normal to the stem is calculated 
by formula: 

3 

3N = ^ V- 
(Mred yU/ %  tB * 
cos cp sin2 (p 

where a. is the crushing strength of the ice; 

(33.1) 

c 

9 is the horizontal slope of the stem; 

is the entry angle of the bow waterline; 
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v .mV sin 9 i« the reduced velocity of the shipi 
red 
N    «  D is the reduced aass of the shipt red     5^" 

D is the displaceaent} 

C* is the coefficient of the ship's reduced ■ass. 

For ships having siailar structural and operational elenenta, the 
cross-sectional areas of their steas are related as follows: 

[• dtff cwf» (33-2) 

Aasuaing, for ships of the saae ice class 

C    «%    «€•     ' 

we obtain an expression for determining the sten, cross-sectional area 
by means of a prototype ship 

'/JMg.iln'T 
f-*i/   —  • (33.3) 

where 

-f.l^i cwy» l^tg.j.ln'f, " 

Considering that angle a,for various ice ships, changes within a 
relatively narrow range (20 to 26°), we can write 

'-'•V^ 

and 

-"V P'tln'y (33.4) 
COIf 

The following mean values of coefficient k were obtained as a re- 
sult of calculations made for ships and icebreakers which have been con- 
structed for I-class icebreakers,k = 3.6;  for II-class icebreakers,k = 
s 2.5;  for Ill-class icebreakers and UL-(Arkt)-class, cargo ships,k - 
= 1.9;  for UL-class cargo ships,k = 1.4;  for L-class ships,k =0.6 

Instead of formula (33.4), we can write: 

f = a + M), . (3: 5) 
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«hn« Mpiric«! coafficUnta a and b are aalactad ao that thla 
aion wall approKiaataa fonula (33.4). Such approsiaation la aaally 
achlavad If dapandaooa (33.5) i» aortad Into two aactora of arguaant 
variation for 0,wlth varloua valuaa of coafflelanta a and b:  D^: 3500 t 
and 0 > 2,500 t. Moraover, paraaatora a  and b dapand on tha loa claaa 
and typo of ablp and ara choaan ao that actual fcroaa-aoctlonal araaa of 

of a aorlaa of ahlpa which havo baan conatroetad and provon tl 
ilvoa agraa with fonula (33.5). 

Calculatlona wara wade, allowing for thaaa conaidarationa, and a 
graph for datomining tha croaa-aactional araa of ataaa of icabraakara 
and lea cargo ahlpa waa conatructed (Figure 117). Sten.croaa-aectlonal 
araaa of L-and IflUclasa ahlpa, regulated by Regulationa of the Reglatry 
of Shipping of the UUB (1956 ed.), are ahown by dotted linea. The figure 
alao preaenta actual,sten,aectional areaa of varloua typea of ahlpa pre- 
sently operating in the Arctic. Table 2? givea nuanral valuaa for co- 
efficienta a and b,correaponding to the following fern of fonula (33.5) 

where D la diaplaceaent, full-load for icebreakers and tugboata 
according to the suaner load waterline for ice ahlpa, t. 

Table 27 

(33.6) 

Value« of coefficienta a and 1 b 

• 
'       ' '    -      - * -> 

1 K 1 I 
Tan cyua .Acaouil' 

.   Mace 
Oopaa 

fopmcaitf 1 1 i- 8 • 

a b c . 

J^ ^, ^i H. 
t' JkWHHMU I ■t JkNOKoaiu«     | mm 700 .mm 8.0 

•     11 — 590 '   — 3.0 
. in * 136 250 .».0 4.0 

CyxaMiRowro ULfAraT.) JlexoKoaMai f 110 210 7.6 8.6 
-   nJMMIM 

g * 
UL > 75 120 8.75 1.85 

■ ■ •. ■ 

UL IlMyjiexoKMbBaA 85 160 J 5.0' 2.3 
• UL HenexoKMhHia i 100 180 6.0 2.8 

L noayjiexoKMhiua 1 i  66 • 100 8.0 1.6 
L HuCXOKMbHM i 75 120 

t 

3,75 1.85 

JByxcHpu UL JlexoRCMihHaa 135 ».0 __ 
. L 75 -     3,75 —' 

J \ 1 

a-ahip type; b-ice claaa; c-atem form; d-when; e-Icebreakera; 
f-Icebreaker; g-Ice ships; h-Semi-icebreaker;  i-Non-icebreaker; 
j-Tugboat. 
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UM« utmm trmmm aeaatltag* torn baing daslgnatcd, thajr ahould be 
iMUMd on dMlgniiio •Mperimocm et ships which hav« baaa conatruetad and 
ara oparatine. Hhan doing this, it ia nacaaaanr to rananbar that tha 
diatribution of aatarlal batwaan tha atamgMat and ruddar-poat of ahlpa 
which aall in ica aust diffar subatantialljr fron atandard, inaanuch aa 
tha ruddar-poat ia aubjactad to largar ica loada than tha atampoat undar 
all eonditiona of ica narigation. A anooth boaa ia uaualljr atipulatad 
in tha uppar port of tha stem f ran» above the rudder blade to protect 
the blade fron ice danage when the ship naves aatern (Figure 118). Such 
protection ia nandatoiy on icebreakers and UL.(Arkt. )-claaa ahipa. In 
addition, the elope of the lower edge of the heel brace in relation to 
tha baaa line, aust be at least 1/8, starting fron tha atampoat. 

' Ihera are no requireaenta for strengthening the stem frana of ice- 
breakers and UL-(Arict.)-class ships in Regulations of the Registry of 
Shipping of the USSR (1956 ed.). The requireaents relating to L-claaa 
and UL-claaa ships are inadequate. Moreover, strengthening of the stern- 
post and rudder-post are not considered individually,in tha Regulationa. 
As Table 28 shows, the increase coefficients of tha cross-sectional area 
of the stempost kg and rudder-post k.fin relation to the sectional area 
of tha stem frana r., for a non-strengthening ship, vary over a very wide 
range, even for ahipa of tha sana ice claaa. However, it ia obvioua 
that coefficienta k and k» increase for ships and icebreakers of higher 
ice claaaea. In this case, the rudder-post ia atrengthened nere than the 
atempoet. 

i lope MM* M 

Figure 118. Stern frame of a heavy icebreaker. 
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Calculations perfonad for a largo nuabor of Ice cargo «hips and 
icebreakers, have aade it possible to deteraine asan, espirical,values 
for coefficients k and k.. 

Table 28 

Values of coefficients k. and k- for various ships in 

Operation. 

■ .- - 

1, m S \h 
"i- •v kh' '-"K' 

aS bl! «c. 
^1 \4l 1 ^ KU *!* 

1 

1 "* 
I 

1  * 
JICXOMMIU i 112.4 im* W4 1830 1.92 4.15 2.17 

a 100,8 (372) • •04. 1015 1.1,3 2.72 2.40 
»,4 (268)* — 581 — 2.17 - 

in 62.0 m* •— 380 — 1.94 .— 

If aacnopf 'JL(Ar«r.) 123.0 (490)- 1086 1223 1.12 2.50 2.22 
me cyxa UL 102,0 378     j — 875 — 2.31 — 

UL 120.61 474, 446 — — — 0.94 
IT. 116,0j 444' 526 750 M2 1.6» 1.18 

- .   L    ' 156.0 704     . 813 — — — 1.16 

* L 130.0 637 610 990 1.62 1.84 1.14 
L '06,8 348 380 608 1.60 1.75 1.0» 

g. * AM pOmnero «jnn, ae mttimiero MmonM nowcptjiMaaffr' 

a-ship type; b-ice class; c-L at designer's waterline, m; 
d-Fo according to Register, cm ; e-Icebreakers; f-Cargo ships; 
g-* for standard ships, not ice-strengthened. 

Table 29 

Values of coefficients k and k for icebreakers and 

ships of various classes. 
„.. r  . kTm cyxu M MXDBUK 

KoStbAHaRCHTU 
b 

mace 

JltHOKOAU 

4.0 
2,5, 

II 

3.0 
2,0. 

Ill 

TpiacnopTHue 
d  cyxa 

UL 
(Ar«-) 

2,6 
J.76 

2,6 
1.75, 

vn n 

1.5 1,3 
J.26 i 1J6 

a-ship type and ice'class;    b-coefficients; 
d-Cargo ships;     e-Tugboats. 

eBy«cHnu 

VJI 

2.5 
1.76 

n 

1.5 

c-Icebreakers; 
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Ifcua, tte er— ■—ctlamil mr— of tha ruäämr^pomt and »twnpomt of ico- 
br*aiters «ad ieo mhipm can bo calculatod by foraulao 

Fr " kl F0 ' C33,7) 

F, » kj, F0 f (33.8) 

«boro F. im  tha croaa-aactional araa of tha atam fraaa, calculatad ac- 
cording to Ragulationa of the Regiatry of Shipping of tha USSR (1956 ad.), 
for a ahip which ia not ica-atrangthenad; 

k. and kg are coafficianta, nmarical valuaa of which are given 
in Table 29, depending on the ahip type and ice claaa. 
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